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(ABSTRACT)

A finite element modcling and geometrically nonlinear static analysis of glued-laminated tirnber
1

domes is presented. The modcling and analysis guidclines include: the generation of the geometry,

the selection of finite elements to model the components of a dome (bearns, purlins, cormections,

and tension ring), the specification of boundary conditions, the specification of material properties,

the detemrination of a sufficiently accurate mesh, the deterrnination of design loads and the spec-

ification of load combinations, the application ofanalysis procedures to trace the complete response

of the structure, and the evaluation of the response. The modeling assumptions and analysis pro-

cedures are applied to a dome model whose geometry is based on an existing glulam tirnber dome

of 133 ft span and 18 ft rise above the tension ring. This dome consists of triangulated networks

of curved southem pine glulam members connected by steel hubs. The members lie on great circles

of a spherical surface of 133.3 ft radius. The dome is covered with a tongue-and-groove wood

decking, which is not considered in this study. Therefore, the surface pressures are converted into

member loads and then discretized into nodal concentrated loads.

A geometrically rronlinear, 3-d, 3-node, isoparametric beam element for glulam bearns is for-

_ mulated, and a program is developed for the analysis of rigid-jointed space frames that can trace the

response of the structure by the modified Newton-Ralphson and the modified Risk-Wempner

methods. The material is assumed to be continuous, homogeneous, and transversely isotropic.

The material properties are assumed to be constant through the volume of the element. The



transverse isotropy assumption is validated for southem pine by testing small samples in torsion.

The accuracy of the modeling assumptions for southem pine glulam bearns is experimentally veri-

fied by testing full-size, curved and straight, glulam bearns under combined loads. The results show

that the isobeam element can accuratcly represent the overall linear response of the beams. How-

ever, to analyze glulam domes with the program, comiector elements to model the joints and a truss

element to model the tension ring must be added. Therefore, the finite element program ABAQUS

is used for the analysis of the dome model.

Three dead-load/snow-load combinations are considered in the analysis of the dome model.

The space frame joints and the purlin-to-beam connections are modeled with 2-node isobeam ele-

ments. A 3-d, 2-node, truss element is used to model the tension ring. Three distinct analyses are

considered for rigid and flexible joints: a linear analysis to check the design adequacy of the mem-

bers. A linearized eigenvalue buckling prediction analysis to estirnate the buckling load, which

provided accurate estimates of the critical loads when rigid joints were specified. Finally, an incre-

mental, iterative, geometrically nonlinear analysis to trace the complete response of the structure

up to failure. It is shown that elastic instability, which is govemed by geometric nonlinearities, is

the dominant failure mode of the test dome. At the critical load, the induced element stresses re-

mained below the proportional limit of the material. A discussion of the results is presented, and

recommendations for future extensions are included.
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— Chapter 1

1.1 Purpose and Scope

Modem dome construction started with the development of skeletal iron domes, particularly the

Schwedler domes, in the nineteenth century. The 207-ft span Schwedler dome, built in Vienna in

1874, is considered the pioneer structure in the development of reticulated domes (Makowski,

1984). Lattice, reticulated, or braced domes are three-dimensional networks of elements with their

nodes contained on a surface of revolution, usually a spherical surface. The elements of lattice

domes are subjected to three·dimensiona1 actions (Holzer and Loferski, 1987). Lattice domes are
l

very attractive columnless structures that can elliciently cover large areas and are widely used for

assembly halls, stadiums, gymnasiums, indoor swimming pools, etc.

Most lattice domes were constructed of steel or aluminum. Quite recently, glued-laminated

timber domes, such as the Triax and Varax grid domes, have entered the market and have shown

to be competitive. For example, the Tacoma Dome (530 ft span; 110 ft rise above the tension ring),
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the largest tinnber dome and the largest clear-span timber roof structure in the world, was the win-

ning design among three bidding contenders. The cost was 20% less tharn an air-supported fabric

roof and 47% less than a cable-supported concrete roof (Pacilic Builder and Engineer, 1983).

Tirnber domes offer several advantages over large-span roof structures: lower construction cost,

energy conservation, excellent acoustical control (approaching tlnat of a concert hall), fire resistance

(resulting in reduced insurance costs), and beauty. Due to these special properties, timber domes

can serve as multipurpose facilities accommodating a wide variety of public events.

Although it appears that glulam domes have evolved into well-designed structures, their com-

plete structural response has not been defnrned and their design is based on simpliiied methods of

arnalysis. No methods have been established that can predict the ultinnate load capacity and ensure

the safety of glulam space frames and glulam lattice domes. ln response to this need, a project was

irnitiated at VP1&SU to formulate a fmite element method of analysis that can predict the complete

structural response of glulam space frames and lattice domes up to collapse (USDA proposal,

Ilolzer and Loferski, 1986). The work reported herein is part of tlnis research elfort.

Tlnis study presents a frnite element modelirng and geometric nnornlinear static analysis of glulam

lattice domes. The objectives are:

l. To develop and experinnentally verify a 3-d geometrically nonlinear frrnite element model for

curved and straight glulam space beams.

2. To model the space frame joints.

3. To apply a numerical procedure that can trace the nornlirnear prebuckling response of glulam

lattice domes to collapse and along the path evaluate the element stresses against allowable

values (NDS, 1986; Wood Harndbook, 1987) and test for local failure modes (llolzer and

Loferski, 1987).
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4. To study the effects of variations in the joint stiffnesses.

A 3-d, 3-node, isoparametric beam finite element model for curved and straight glulam beams

is proposed. The material is assumed homogeneous and transversely isotropic. The material

properties are assumed constant throughout the volume of the element. The assumption of trans-

verse isotropy is validated through torsion experiments of small southem pine samples. The mod-

eling assumptions for glulam bearns, which are incorporated in the beam element, are

experirnentally verified in the linear range by testing full-size southem pine glulam bearns under

combined loads.

The formulation of the nonlinear isoparametric beam finite element, and the program develop-

ment are presented in detail. A discussion of the optimal computation of the tangent stiffness .

matrix and the element stresses is included. A well-structured computer program and a user's

manual are included in this study. The program can trace geometrically nonlinear equilibrium

paths by two methods: the modified Newton/Ralphson method with fixed or variable step

incrementation and the modified Riks/Wempner method. Geometrically nonlinear analyses of se-

veral rigid-jointed space frames were perforrned with the computer program, and the results com-

pared very well with available theoretical and experimental solutions. I·lowever, in order to use the

program for the analysis of glulam lattice domes, connector elements to sirnulate the flexibility of

the joints and a 3-d truss element to model the tension ring must be added.

The modeling assumptions and analysis procedures for glulam domes considered in this study

are conlined to the response evaluation of a dome model whose geometry is based on an existing

Triax dome built in Raleigh, NC. The decking of the dome is not modeled, and therefore, the

applied pressures are transformed into discrete applied nodal forces. Two-node connector beam

elements are used to model the space frame joints and the purlin-to·beam connections. The model

is arralyzed for three dead load/snow load combinations using the commercial finite element pro-

gram ABAQUS. Three distinet analyses are considered: a linear analysis to check the member
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design criteria specified by the codes, a linearized buckling prediction analysis to estimate the

buckling load, and an incremental iterative geometric nonlinear analysis. A discussion of the results

for rigid and flexible connections is presented.

1.2 Background

Timber beams are designed on the basis of linear elastic behavior (NDS, 1986; TCM, 1985).

Constitutive models to predict the entire stress-strain curve for wood are limited (O’I1a1loran, 1973;

Conners, 1989). However, material laws for shear and torsional responses remain to be defined.

The distributions of bending stresses at failure for timber beams has been investigated and repres-

ented by linear, bi—linear, and parabolic functions (several references are given by Holzer and

Loferski, 1987).

A number of researchers have investigated the structural response of glulam curved beams and

glulam non—prirrnatic members, including double tapered, pitched and curved, and single and dou-

C ble tapered beams. A comprehensive literature survey is presented by Dewey, 1984. However,

there are no analytical models that can predict the complete 3-d response of straight or curved

glulam beams up to failure.

Plane-stress continuum fmite elements have been used to analyze glulam beams (Dewey, 1984;

1(echeter and Gutkowski, 1984). Ilowever, modeling space frame members with continuum ele-

ments is irnpractical with today’s computing technology. Since a space frame may consist of hun-

dreds and even thousands of members, it is essential that each member can be modeled by just a

few fmite elements. Therefore, a one·dimensional, structural beam element that can model the

dominant response characteristics of the space frame must be selected (Davalos et al., 1988). There

exists a library of fmite elements broad enough to satisfy the needs of most beam—type modeling
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(ßelytsclnko et al., 1977; Bathe and Bolourclni, 1979; Yarng, 1984; Jau, 1985; ABAQUS). However,

of the many beam elements available in the literature, the isoparametric beam elements (Bathe,

1982; Karni, 1986) are particularly well-suited to model curved and tapered beams. They can rep-

resent the nonlinear response of space bearns with axial, biaxial bending, shear, and torsional def-

orrnations (including warpirng).

The dominant failure mode of singIe~1ayer metallic lattice domes is elastic irnstability (Soare,

1984; Tsuboi, 1984; Holzer and boferski, 1987), which is govemed by geometric nornlinearity.

Details of possible failure modes and ultimate load capacity of glulam lattice domes is limited, and

the most informative publication on design, analysis, and construction of Varax domes is a recent

paper by Eshelby and Evans (1988). The most valuable background information for the develop-

ment of a funite element method of analysis for glularn lattice domes is provided by Holzer and

Loferski (1987).

Wind and snow loads are the most importarnt design loads for lattice domes (Baker, 1984; Soare,

1984). Several rcticulated domes have failed during snow storms (ENR; Holzer et al., 1984). For

example, the collapse of the Bucharest dome was attributed to heavy local snow concentrations

(Soare, 1984). Most codes of practice do not provide design wirnd and snow loads, and ornly a few

intemational codes provide design wind pressures for domes. However, the irnformation provided

by these codes is not consistent (Baker, 1984); Baker recommends usirng the Wind Loading Harnd-

book (1974) and the European Convention and Constructional Steelwork (1978).

There is considerable irnformation on geomctrically nonlinear analysis of structures. A com-

prehensive review and a fairly good treatment of the subject is offered by Bathe (1982). Two useful

fnnite element methods of stability analysis are:

• A linearized buckling prcdiction arnalysis, wlnich is useful in predicting the critical load, partic-

ularly for 'stiff" structures (ABAQUS), and in estimating the length of the nornlinear equilib-
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rium path that must be traccd to locate the first critical point in a nonlinear analysis (Holzer

and Huang, 1989).

• An incremental iterative nonlinear analysis by the modified Riks/Wempner method, which

allows tracing equilibrium paths beyond limit points. Modilications to this method were in-

troduced by Crislield (1981), and a detailed presentation of the method is given by Holzer, et

al. (1981).
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Chapter 2

„ THE CONTINUUM MECHANICS

EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THE FINITE

ELEMENT FORMULATION

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents some fundamental concepts of continuum mechanics that are necessary

for the fmite element formulation of the nonlinear equilibrium equations. The deformation of a

continuum is conveniently defined by a time variable t, and equilibrium is established by formu-

lating the principle of virtual work at discrete time increments along the equilibrium path. The

fonnulation of the virtual work equation makes use of the 2nd Piola·KirchholT stress tensor and

the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, which are discussed in Section 2.2. The incremental fmite ele-

ment equilibrium equations can be forrnulated using either the total Lagrangian (T.L.) formulation

THE CONTINUUM MECHANICS EQUATIONS or MoTr0N IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
FORMULATION 1



or the updated Lagrangian (U.L.) fonnulation, as discussed in Section 2.3. In the U.L. formulation,

the development of the frnite element matrices requires less eomputational effort, and therefore, it

is the choice of this study.

2.2 Incremental Deformation of a Contiuuum

In nonlinear analysis, we consider a body subjected to arbitrary large motions. The problem

of tracing the motion of a body in a stationary Cartesian coordinate system is conveniently de-

scribed by a time variable t (Bathe, 1982, p. 316). Of particular interest is establishing the equilib-

rium of the body at discrete times 0, t, and t+At. The procedure consists in assuming that

equilibrium for all time steps from time 0 to time t, inclusive, has been established. Then, t+ At

is a typical current configuration for which equilibrium is required. In this marmer, the complete

equilibrium path is traced by referring all quantities to a known configuration as the body moves

from one configuration to the next. This description of motion, where each particle("ir1f1nitessimal

volumetric element") is defined in terms of a reference position ar1d time (e.g., time t), is called the

Langrangian or material descrqation, and it is commonly used in the study of solid mechanics. In

contrast, the Eulerian descrüation expresses the motion of a continuous medium in terms of an in-

stantaneous position and time (e.g., time t+At), and it is more useful in the study of fluid me-

chanics (Frederick and Chang, 1972, pp. 67-69). The motion of the body shown in Figure 2.1

illustrates the coordinates of a point P within the body at times 0, t, and t+At, where the left

superscript refers to the configuration being considered. Using this notation, the incremental dis-

placements between configurations are defmed as

11, : ‘+^'11, - '¤,, 1: 1,2,3 (2.1)

In addition, based on Fig. 2.1, the following relations can be written:

TIIE CONTINUUM MECIIANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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P(I+AiX‘ l+A!x2 9Mh)

PI(1 )
Configuration
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Figure 2.I. Body subjected to arbitruy Iuge motions (ßathe, I986).
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+Priacäaleof virtual work

The virtual work principle applied to the equilibrium of the body at time t+ At is expressed as

(2,3)
z+Ax„

where, "*^'·z„ is the Cauchy stress tensor (intemal forces per unit area at time 1+ A1) and „A,e„ is the

infinitessimal strain tensor (also called "Cauchy’s infinitessimal strain tensor' (Fung, 1969, p. 98)

and 'Lagrangian linear strain tensor" (Frederick and Chang, 1972, p. 82)) referred to the config-

uration at time 1+ A1. The left-hand side of Eq. (2.3) represents the intemal virtual work of the

body subjected to virtual displacements at time 1+ A1. The term '*^'R is the extemal virtual work

of the applied loads. To establish the equilibrium of the body at time 1+ A1, we cannot directly

apply Eq. (2.3) for the following reasons (Bathe, 1982, p. 317):

1. We cannot integrate over an unknown volume '+^'V.

2. The Cauchy stresses at time 1+ A1 cannot be computed by simply adding the incremental

stresses to the Cauchy stresses at time t, because the Cauchy stress tensor is not invariant under

rigid body motions.

3. The infmitessimal strains cannot be referred to an unknown configuration 1+ A1.

THE CONTINUUM MECIIANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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To overcome these difliculties, Eq. (2.3) can be written in terms of the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress

tensor and the Green·Lagrange strain tensor.

2nd Piola-Kirchhoffstress tensor

The 2nd Piola·Kirchhof‘l‘ stress tensor at time t referred to the initial configuration at time 0 is

defined as (Bathe, 1982, p. 319)

OP
gyn — indicial notation

OP
J§=T gK tg gKT — matrix notation (2.4)

P

Solving for the Cauchy stress tensor gives

IP
anaacaar nomaon

P

IP‘;=7—
JK JS JXT — matrix notation (2.5)

P

where,

ix =Äim ö 'x,n

°p, tp = mass densities at times 0 and t

Jxmgl = element (m,i) of the defonnation gradient JK.

In a Cartesian coordinate system, the dcformation gradient }K (denoted as E by Malvem, 1969, p.

156) is defined as
l
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Ö {XI Ö IX] Ö
tx]

Ö OX! Ö 0X2 6 0x3

IX
=

Ö
[X2

Ü t-X2 ö
[X2

0 Ö ox} Ö oxz Ö 0xs
Ö

[X3
Ö IX] Ö

[X3

Ö OX]
Ö oxz ao X3

or using indicial notation

ä fx
1 I 1X = ·——·· = ox (2.6)0 U Ö

ox! IJ

Consistent with the range and summation conventions of the indicial notation, expressions (2.4)

represent nine equations, each consisting of nine terms. The ratio of the mass densities can be

evaluated from the Langrangian continuily equation derived from the princivle of conservalion of

mass (Frederick and Chang, 1972, pp. 73-76; Bathe, 1982, p. 319):

°„ = 'P det gx (2.7)

The 2nd Piola-Kirchlioff stresses, also called 'pseudostresses' (Malvem, 1969, p. 222), are now

completely defined, and their physical significance is illustrated by Bathe (1982, p. 223) using ge-

ometric arguments based on the Cauchy stresses,

The characteristics of the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are:

l. It gives expressions for the strcsses in the current configuration referred to a previously defined

configuration (e.g., the initial configuration).

2. It is a symmetric tensor by virtue of the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor.

THE CONTINUUM MECHANICS EQUATIONS OF MO'I‘ION IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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3. It is invariant under rigid body motions. That is, we can incrementally decompose 'WSU as

follows:

Mgsv = csv + csv

Hence, '*^;§ changes only when the material is deformed.

4. It has no direct physical interpretation.

In order to use the same reference for all tensors appearing in the stress-strain equation as well as

the principle of virtual work, the Green·Lagrange strain tensor is used with the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff

stress tensor.

Green-Lagrange strain tensor

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor was introduced by Green (1841) and Saint-Venant (1844),

and its derivation is presented, for example, by Fung (1969, pp. 97-98). This tensor measures the

stretching deformations and is usually expressed as

l (Äuu (27)

where,

r„U = lit0 Ö OX]

infmitessimal strain tensor (linear in displacements)

nonlinear strain tensor (quadratic in displacements)

TIIE CONTINUUM MECHANICS EQUATIONS OF MO'l‘lON IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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This strain tensor is exact and holds for any amount of stretching. lts important characteristics are:

1. It can be used with the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.

2. It is symmetric.

3. lt is invariant under rigid body motions, which permits us to incrementally decompose '+^je„:

AH- :84/ = ;8U *1* 080

Therefore, for a rigid body motion between times t and I + AI, '+^'g, = gg,. Also, for a rigid

body motion between time 0 and t, gg; = Q.

A necessary requirement of the nonlinear incremental linite element formulation is the use of

strain tensors that are energetically conjugate to the corresponding stress tensors. Thus, the fol-

lowing two expressions can be used (Bathe, 1982, p. 327):

'ru ö,e„ = virtual work at time t per unit current volume

js,} öjeu = virtual work at time t per unit of origgal volume

(2.8)

The 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tcnsor is energetically conjugate to the Green-Iagrange strian tcnsor

(see Bathe, 1982, p. 334), and therefore, the principle of virtual work can be written as

I
'«„ 6;,, ‘«1V= I

gr,) 6,§„„ °dV (2.9)
Ty oV

This relation holds for all times At, 2At,..., t , I+ AI,..., and it is fundamental in the development

of the incremental Lagrangrian equations of motion.

TIIE CONTINUUM MECHANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION 1N THE FINITE ELEMENT
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2.3 Incremental Formulatiou

The continuum mechanics equations of motion are cxpressed incrementally and used in the

nonlinear finite element analysis of the continuum. 'Ihe solution is obtained by linearizing the

virtual work equation at each equilibrium point along the path of the load-displacement curve and

then applying an incremental iterative procedure that uses as a reference a previously defmed con-

figuration. The nonlinear equations of equilibrium can be effectively formulated using the total

Lagrangian (T.L.) or the updated Lagrangian (U.L.) formulations.

Total Lagrangian formulation

The T.L. formulation traces the deformation of the continuum by referring all static and

kinematic variables to the original configuration at time t= 0. The linearization of the equilibrium

equation is more involved than in the U.L. formulation because the strain increments contain an

initial displacement effect which results in a more complex strain-displacement matrix than in the

U.L. formulation. Also, the final linearized incremental equilibrium equation requires working with

the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stresses which have little physical significance. In this study, the U.L.

forrnulation is preferred, and it is described in detail next.

Updated Lagrangian formulation

In the solution procedure of the U.L. formulation, the configuration at time t is used as the

reference state. Thus, the principle of virtual work (Eq. 2.9) can be written as

TIIE CONTINUUM MEC] IANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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111

The 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff and the Green-Lagrange tensors are decomposed as

known unknown increments
1+Al _ 1

FA-‘
(2-11)

M;
—£1L_+

Fu * M;
0

According to Eq. (2.7), the incremental Green·Lagr·ange strain tensor can be expressed as

where,

,e,, = é- (,u,_, + ,11,,) - linear strain increment
(2.13)

nonlinear strain increment

and,

Substituting Eqs. (2.11) into Eq. (2.10), we get

I ,6, 6,,,, 'av+ I
'«„ 6,.,,, 'av

- '+^'R - I '«,, 6,¢„'6V (2.15)
'V Fv Fv

Equation (2.15) is exact. 'lhe right-hand side of the equation is known, whereas the 1e1t·hand side

contains unknown displaoernent incrernents.

The next step is to linearize Eq. (2.15):

TI IE CONTINUUM MECIIANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TIIE FINITE ELEMENT
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•
fr *1-,, 6,4,, *dV is linear in u,. That is, önu is a linear function of the displacement increments

, v
u,.

•
fl ,4-, 6,1:, *dV contains higher terms ir1 u,. In general, ,r„ is a nonlinear function of ,s„ , and

v
we need to neglect all higher·order terms in u,. We begin the linearization process by writing

,.1*, as a Taylor series in ,e„ (Bathe, l986, p. 5-8):

ÖISU l,1sU =T- I, (,e„) + higher-order terms
Fr:

ößu
·

. . . . . .where, —— I, rs the tangent constrtutrve relatron of the material, ,6, „, and ,6,, contains linearö„¤„ ’

(,6,,) and nonlinear (,4,,) terms in u,. Retaining only the linear terms, ,.1*,, is approximated as

FU é rcl/rs rer: -

Hence, we obtain

tcllrs rerslößy + 6:*14})
L.T..J

Of
‘ does not contain u, linear in u,

6 ' 6 + 6rsy ray = rcyrs-rer: rel] rc;/rsrerr MI}

linear in u, quadratic in u,

The linearized result is:

é ICUU [Bu 6,€u (2.

Substituting Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.15), the fmal incremental linearized equation of equilibrium is

THE CONTINUUM MECIIANICS EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THE FINITE ELEMENT
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tl ,c„,, ,1;,, 6,eU 'av+
'|l '«„ 6,„„ 'av= ‘+^'1z —

I
'1„ 6,e„ 'dv (2.17)

lv lv lv

In this study, this goveming linearized equilibrium equation is used in the linite element fonnu-

lation of a nonlinear 3-d beam element presented in Chapter 4.
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. Chapter 3

. MODELING OF GLULAM BEAMS:

3.1 Introduction

Timber is a renewable and practically inexhaustible resource. Making structures from wood

requires less energy than using any other structural material (steel requires five times the energy

needed for wood (Natterer, 1987)). The economical and efficient application of timber to heavy

engineered structures is achieved through the use of glued-laminatcd members (glulam). Glulam

structural members are fabricated from smaller pieces of wood glued together, either in straight or

curved forms. Some significant advantages of glulam are: higher utilization of wood, production

of large members that are not limited by the length of the tree, freedom of form, and better quality

control of structural members. Glulam beams are suitable for the construction of large timber space

frames and lattice domes. However, to make glulam a structural material of choice and to expand
i

its potential use in structural engineering, mathematical models of glulam beams that ca.n be effi-
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ciently used in numerical methods ofanalysis, such as the frnite element method, are needed. Such

models must be practical, computationally feasible, and sulliciently accurate.

In this chapter, the general complex cellular structure of wood is examined (Section 3.2), and

the accepted orthotropic representation of wood is discussed in some detail (Section 3.3). The

transverse shear moduli of timber beams arc approximately l/14 to l /16 of the longitudinal elastic

moduli. Thus, flexural shear deformations must be incorporated in mathematical models of tirnber

beams (Section 3.4). Fabrication standards for glulam beams specify that the longitudinal fibers

(grain) of the material be approximately parallel to the axis of the beam. However, the laminae of

the cross section of a beam usually exhibit random orientation of the growth rings. Therefore, the

orthotropic modcling of glulam beams is too complex, and a practical simplifying assumption is to

consider the beam as isotropic in tl1e plane of the cross section (transverse isotropy). This as-

sumption is studied and validated through torsion experiments of small southem pine samples

(Section 3.6). Based on Timoshenko's bcarn theory, the constitutive matrix of a transversely

isotropic glulam beam can bc written in terms of the longitudinal elastic modulus and the transverse

shear modulus of the material. The shear modulus can be computed from torsion tests, as described

in Section 3.6, and the longitudinal elastic modulus can be measured at increments along the length

of the laminae from tension tests (Section 3.7). To incorporate the variability of elastic pararneters

within a beam, continuum linite elements can be used. However, in the analysis of large space

frames and lattice domes, one·dimensional structural finite elements based on engineering theory

must be used (Section 3.7). Finally, a summary of reasonably acceptable simplifying assumptions

for the ünite element modcling of glulam beams is presented in Section 3.8. These assumptions

are used in the forrnulation of a 3-d isoparametric beam finite element described in Chapter 4.
i
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3.2 Material Characterization

To develop mathematical models for wood, it is necessary to understand its basic oellular

structure. A comprehensive description of the mechanical characteristics of wood is given by

Schniewind (1982), from which part of the material in this section has been extracted.

Wood is a renewable natural product of biological origin. Wood cells are arranged as bundles

of slender, hollow cylindrical tubes (similar to soda straws) aligned parallel to the axis of the tree.

The differences in the cellular structure of these bands or groups of cells lead to dilferences in

properties which make wood a very variable, anisotropic, and heterogeneous material. The shell-

like tubular cells can resist larger longitudinal tensile forces than compressive forces. Under com-

pression, these slcnder tubes can buckle and eventually collapse by folding or crumpling of the

wood cells, and therefore, the compressive strength parallel to the longitudinal libers (parallel to

grain) is about half of the tensile strength. Also, due to the longitudinal orientation of libers, the

transverse (perpendicular to grain) strength of wood is approximately l/20 of the tensile strength

parallel to grain. Thus, tension perpendicular to grain is an important consideration in the design

of curved beams, tapered beams, and connections of wood members.

The wood cells are organized in concentric circular bands which are commonly known as the

growth rings of the cross section of a tree. The cylindrical symmetry of rings of cells is the basis

for modeling wood as an orthotropic composite layered system, which is discussed next.
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3.3 Structural Model of Wood

Figure 3.1 shows the annual growth rings of the cross section of a tree. Each ring consists of a

light earlywood or springwood zone and a dark latewood or surnrnerwood zone. In the earlywood

band, the cross section of the cells is larger and the cell walls are thinner than in the latewood band.

Therefore, the density, strength, and stiffness of the latewood zone are greater than those of the

earlywood zone. This natural arrangement of concentric rings is commonly represented as a com-

posite material of layered earlywood-latewood laminae in cylindrical coordinates L, R, and T

(Figure 3. la). Where, L is the longitudinal axis of the tree, R is the radial axis normal to the growth

rings, and T is the tangential axis to the growth rings. In the solution ofmost problems, rectangular

orthotropy (rhombic orthotropy) is assumed rather than cylindrical orthotropy. The justilication

is that pieces cut from the trunk of a tree are sufliciently small to ignore the curvature of the growth

rings and to model the material as a planar layered system (Figure 3.1b).

If a wood member is assumed to be orthotropic with its material (L, R, T) and geometric (1,

2, 3) axes coinciding (Fig. 3.1b), the stresses, 61/, and strains, Su , are related by nine independent

constants, cu, and the constitutive equation can be expressed as (Jones 1975):

all cll C12 C13 0 0 0 all

G22 C22 CZ3 0 0 0 C22
633 C33 0 0 0 S33

= (3.1)
623 Caa 0 0 2823

631 symmetric css 0 2631

C 12 C66 2812

where the constants cu can be expressed in terms of the Young's moduli E1_, ER, ER; the shear moduli

G1_R, G11, and GRT, and the Poisson’s ratios v1_R, v1_1,, and vRT.
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Figure 3.I. Orthotropic representation of wood.
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The assumption of rhombic symmetry works reasonably well for wood when the material and

geometric axes coincide. When these do not coincide, tensor transformations of axes are necessary,

and an experimental study conducted by Goodman and Bodig (1970) has shown that for a general

orientation of material axes, such trarnsforrnations do not hold at all. However, when one of the

geometric and material axes coincide, trarnsformations in the normal plane to such axis (L-R; L-T,

or T-R) are quite satisfactory. However, in most engineering applications such tensor transf-

onnations are not practical, particularly in glularn beams where each lamirna usually shows an ar-

bitrary orientation of the growth rings. lt is then necessary to explore other simplilications in the

modeling of solid·sawn and glulam beams; a detailed investigation of the structural modeling of

glulam is presented ir1 Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

Since the objective of this chapter is to establish reasonably sound, sulliciently accurate, and _

practical assumptions for the frnite element modeling of timber beams, it is worth noting the ratio

of the possible three elastic constants needed in orthotropic bearn theory: EL, GLR, and GL,. Typ-

ical ratios of these constants for structural lumber (e.g., southem pine) are (Bodig and Jane 1982):

GLR I GLTé1.1:1EL

Z GLROTThe

difference between GLR and GLT is usually small (Eq. 3.2) and carn probably be ignored in the

modeling of timber beams (see Section 3.6). Since the shear modulus is approximatcly 1/14 of the

longitudinal modulus (Eq. 3.3), the component of shear deflection in timber beams can be signif-

icant, and it is briefly illustrated in the following section.
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3.4 Shear Dcjlection of Timber Beams

Classical beam theory excludes shear deformation and assumes that a normal to the midsurface

remains normal during deformations. Timoshenko’s beam theory (Mindlin-Reissner plate theory)

considers shear deformations and assumes that a plane section originally normal to the midsurface

remains plane but because of shear deformations, this section does not necessarily remain normal

to the midsurface. A detailed discussion of shear deformation was previously presented by the au-

thor (Davalos, 1987).

’I'he consideration of shear deformations results in additional detlection of a beam. The shear

deflection of timber beams has received considerable attention by a number of researchers (Newlin

and Trayer, 1924; Biblis, 1965), and it is also discussed in some textbooks of wood meclxanics

(Gurfinkel, 1973; Bodig and Jane, 1982). For a span-to-depth ratio greater than 3, the total de-

llection of a beam, 6,, can be expressed as the sum of the contributions due to the bending strains,

6,, and the shear strains, 6,. Thus,

6, = 6, + 6, (3.4)

where the shear component of dellection, 6,, can be computed from the shear strain energy

(Timoshenko, 1955), and it is a function of the boundary conditions, loading, and the geometry of

the beam. A collection of formulas for various boundary and load conditions is available in the

literature (Roark and Young, 1982; AITC, 1985). ln this section, the effect of shear on the midspan

dellection of the two simply supported beams, illustrated in Fig. 3.2, is discussed. The coefficient

x of the second term of the formulas in Fig. 3.2 is the shear correction factor which accounts for

the Timoshenko beam theory assumption of constant shear stress distribution (Langhaar, 1962).

For a rectangular cross section, x = % .
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To emphasize the importance of incorporating shear dcformations in mathematical models of

timber beams, the ratio of the shear component to the bending component of deflection,
ä

, vs.

the span-to-depth ratio of the bearn, -é;-, is plotted in Fig. 3.2 for the two loading conditions shown

in the same figure. These plots correspond to a ratio of% = 14. lt can be observed from Fig. 3.2

that at ig- = 4 the shear deflection approaches or exceeds the deflection due to bending; at

-1;
= 12, 6, is approximately 10% of 6, . On the basis of these examples, it can be concluded that

the shear influence on the deflection of wood beams is considcrable and must be taken into con-

sideration. The contribution of shear deformation may be particularly important in geometricaly

nonlinear problems where coupling of axial and flexural response occurs.

3.5 Structural Model of Glulam

Structural glued-larninated timber (glulam) is an engineered product fabricated from smaller

pieces of stress-rated lumber glued together in a timber laminating plant. Glued-laminated timber

is produced in accordance with AITC 117-87-MANUFACTURING and ANSI/AITC 190.1-1983.

Some important spccifications are: the individual laminae cannot exceed 2 inches in thickness but

can be produced to any required length by end joining pieces together usually by plain scarf joints

or finger joints. The laminae are bonded together under controlled temperature and hurnidity

conditions with synthetic resin adhesives (phenol resorcinol or melarnine). The grain (longitudinal

fibers) of the laminae are approximately parallel to the length of the member, with a slope of grain

as low as 1/16 for outer laminae and 1/12 for inner layers. Allowable stresses for glulam are con-

tained in AITC 117-87-DESIGN, and the design of glulam members and connections are specified

in the Timber Construction Manual (1985) and the National Design Specüications for Wood Con-

struction (1986).

Glued laminated timber offers several advantages over solid-sawn lumber:
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1. Fabrication of large structural components from lumber cut from smaller trees.

2. Utilization of lower grade material in the lcss-stressed midsurface zone of beams, redistribution

of defects, and rcduction of seasoning checks (cracks due to drying associated with large

solid-sawn members).

3. Versatility of producing aesthetically pleasing and structurally efficient shapes, such as curved,

doubly curved, tapered, and tapered and curved members.

4. Excellent fire resistancein heavy timber construction. While timber will bum, it forms a char

layer on its surface that retards the combustion of the material, maintaining its strength under

fire longer than unprotected metals. For example, when the Filcne Center for the Performing

Arts at Wolf Trap Farm (a multipurpose outdoor theater in Virginia, near Washington, D.C.)

bumed, all the twisted structural steel was replaced, but the glulam frarning retained its design

capability and required only in·place sand blasting of its charred surfaces (Civil Engineering,

1986).

The analysis of glued-laminated beams requires a number of simplifying assumptions:

1. lt is assumed that gluelines between laminae are continuous, of infmitesirnal thickness, and that

no interlayer slip occurs. This assumption is widely accepted by most researchers, provided

that the fabrication and quality control of the laminates conform to current standards and

specifications (see, for example, Bodig and Jane 1982, ch. 8). This assumption appears to be

reasonable for two other reasons: the properties of most adhesives used in the fabrication of

glulam are similar to those of wood, and the adhesive is usually less than 1% of the total vol-

ume of a laminate. Thus, for practical purposes, glueline contribution to the overall

macroscopic member response is ignored.
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2. It is assumed, in an average sense, that each larnina is homogeneous. This implies that the

mechanical properties of the material do not vary throughout the volume of the larnina.

However, it has been shown that the longitudinal elastic modulus, EL , measured at increments

along the length of a larnina is not constant but statistically correlated (Kline and Woeste,

1986). Thus, in research studies, it may be necessary to measure the elastic pararneters at in-

crements along the length of the laminae to compute a representative value for each larnina

and for the laminate. However, this procedure may not be practical in the analysis of com-

mercially manufactured glulam beams, where stress-rated lumber is assembled in a prescribed

lay·up schedule to produce a member of a required strength and stilfness.

3. As stated early in this chapter, fabrication standards limit the slope of grain of the laminae.

Therefore, it is assumed that the longitudinal iibers are parallel to the axis of the beam.

However, the growth rings of the cross sections of the laminae are randomly oriented, and al-

though each larnina ca.n still be characterized as orthotropic, the material radial (R) and

tangential (T) axes do not necessarily coincide with the cross-sectional axes (1, 2), as shown

in Fig. 3.3. Thus, to model a glulam beam as orthotropic will require tensor transformation

of axes for each layer of the cross section of the beam. Although it is theoretically possible to

accurately model the growth rings of the cross section of individual beams, it is not practical

in the analysis of structural systems consisting of a large number of members, such as space

frames and lattice domes. To efiiciently analyze skeletal glulam systems, the beams can be

modelcd as isotropic in the plane of the cross section. Although this assumption is reflccted

in current tirnber design codes, its validity has not been rigorously investigated. Therefore, the

feasibility and accuracy of this assumption is established in this study, and the general proce-

dure and details are described in the next section.
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3.6 Trarzsverse Isotropy and Shear Modulus of Glulam

Beams

The stress·strain relations for an orthotropic material in coordinates aligned with principal ma-

terial directions are given by Eq. (3.1). Based on Timoshenko’s beam theory, these equations re-

duce to:

0'L EL 0 0 SL

1
°L.R = 0 T Gm 0 un (35)

l
°LT 0 0 T Gm 71.1*

where the indicial notation 1, 2, 3 is replaced by the common L (longitudinal), R (radial), T

(tangential) notation of wood; the tensorial strains are replaced by the engineering strains (i.e.,

2aU = yü, i abj ); the components of the constitutive matrix cu are written in terms of the longitudinal

elastic modulus EL and the shear moduli GLR and GLT; the shear moduli are modilied by the shear

correction factor x (see Section 3.4).

Equation (3.5) is restricted to the material symmetry axes of an orthotropic beam. If the beam

is considered to be isotropic in the plane of the cross section (the R—T plane), then the principal

shear moduli GL,. and GLT are equal to each other and can be denoted by a single constant G. In

this case, Eq. (3.5) can be written as:

ax EL 0 O ex
Iax}, = 0 gg G 0 yxy (3.6)

1ax: 0 0 gg G yxz

where x, y, z are the geomctric axes of the beam, with the longitudinal axis, x, parallel to the liber

direction, L.
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Although wood is a complex anisotropic material, the assumption of transverse isotropy greatly

simplifies the modeling of glulam beams (Eq. (3.6)). Thus, previous researchers presented argu-

ments for considcring glulam beams as isotropic in the plane of the cross section (Mohler a.nd

Hemmer, 1977; Van Erp, 1985). Furthermore, beam models that incorporate shear def1ections(Eq.

(3.6)) require accurate estimates of the shear modulus. Unfortunately, for many wood species,

shear modulus data are not readily available. Thus, based on the transverse isotropy assumption,

investigators (Trayer and March, 1930; Mohler and Henmier, 1977; Broker and Schwab, 1988) used

Saint-Venant’s isotropic torsion theory, including warping effects, to measure the shear modulus

of timber beams.

The suitability of the transverse isotropy assumption for timber beams (Eq. (3.6)) can be in-

vestigated by measuring the principal material shear moduli Gu, and GL,. If these are not signif-

icantly different, the material behavior is transversely isotropic. Then, the random orientation of

the growth rings can be ignored, and the shear modulus, G, of solid-sawn and glulam beams can

be computed from torsion tests using Saint-Venant’s isotropic torsion solution. Therefore, the as-

sessment of the validity of transverse isotropy and the deterrnination of the shear moduli ofglulam

beams can be accomplished through relatively simple torsion tests. "lhe following sections present

details of torsion theory and experiments to investigate the validity of transverse isotropy of

southern pine beams and to measure the shear moduli of southem pine from torsion tests of small

samples.

3.6.1 Review of Torsion Theory

The first analytical expression for torsion was developed for thin wires by Coulomb (1784) while

he studied the property of electric charges. The first rigorous solution for torsion ofa circular shaft

was derived by Navier and published in 1826. Navier extended his formula to rectangular bars by

simply replacing the polar moment of inertia of a circular section with that ofa rectangular section.
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However, the simple extrapolation of Navier's forrnula to rectangular sections was not supported

by experiments. Deleau tested circular and square sections of iron in torsion and found that the

shear modulus computed from square sections was 20% less than that from circular sections.

Thirty years later, Saint-Vcnant (1855) introduced the 'semi-inverse" method and solvcd the torsion

problem of rectangular sections. His solution showed that when non-circular prismatic members

are subjected to torsion, the cross-sections warp and produce out of plane displacements.

Lekhnitskii (1963) applied Saint-Venant’s solution to anisotropic materials and obtained solutions

for circular and rectangular orthotropic bars. This historic sketch has been extracted from a detailed

discussion of torsion theories and their historical evolution presented by T. C. Hsu (1984).

The application of anisotropic torsion solution to the experimental deterrnination of the shear

moduli of orthotropic materials is described in the literature (Traycr and March, 1930; Semenov,

1966; Tang et al., 1971; Cohen, 1984). A description of torsion of anisotropic bodies and a com-

bination of torsion tests and analyses to compute the shear moduli of sitka spruce in the tangential

(GLT) and radial (Gu,) planes is given by Trayer and March (1930). A method of obtaining the

shear moduli of larninated orthotropic materials by testing specimens in torsion and solving simul-

taneous equations by a method of successive approximations is described by Semenov (1966). A

similar approach is used by Tang et al. (1971) to compute the tangential and radial shear moduli

of scarlet oak at various moisture contents.

To determine the radial and tangential shear moduli of wood from torsion experiments requires

test specimens with coincident principal material and geometric axes (Fig. 3.1). However, due to

its variable nature, solid·sawn and glued-laminated tirnber rarely conform to orthotropic symmetry

(Fig. 3.3). The random orientation of growth rings, particularly in glulam, produces a response that

approaches that of a transvcrsely isotropic material (Van Erp,1985). Therefore, a number of re-

searchers have used Saint-Venant’s isotropic torsion solution to dctemrine the shear modulus of

stmctural timber. For example, Mohler and Hemmer (1977) stated that the computation of shear

stresses and shear moduli based on orthotropic theory is too complex for practical use and not
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applicable to beams of large cross sections with random growth ring orientations and defects. They

also recognized that orthotropic theory applied to glulam beams would generally require compli-

cated tensor transformations for each lamina. Thus, they recommended using isotropic theory for

practical computations. Their work was extended by Broker and Schwab (1988), who computed

the shear modulus of several softwood and hardwood species from torsion of prismatic bars with

square cross sections (20x20x400 mm). For the same specirnen size, Scharr (1986) studied the

temperature effect on the shear modulus of three species of wood. lle presented regression curves

of mean values demonstrating that the shear modulus is a time dcpendcnt property affected by

temperature. An overview of the testing program used in this study to investigate the transverse

isotropy assumption for southem pine beams is presented next.

3.6.2 Testing Program: Overview

In the linear range, the torque, T?applied to a prismatic bar is proportional to the measured

angle of twist, 0. The proportionality constant, K, is the torsional stiffness, which is a function of

the geometry of the cross section and the shear moduli of the test sample. ln general, the torsional

stiffness can be expressed as

-lK- 0
(3.7)

Alter the torsional stiffness is experimentally determined, the shear moduli can be computed from

an appropriate torsion theory. To evaluate the validity of transverse isotropy for southem pine and

to compute the shear modulus of southem pine glulam beams, a two-part experimental testing

program was developed (Fig. 3.4):

First, the principal shear moduli, GL, and Gm, were measured from torsion tests of rectangular

southem pine specimens manufactured with coincident geometric and material symmetry planes
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(rhombic symmetry). For each sample, a torsional stiffness was obtained from the slope of the

torque vs. angle of twist curve, and the two principal shear moduli were computed from

Lekhnitskii’s orthotropic solution (1963). Since the computation of the shear moduli oforthotropic

rectangular samples is quite complicated, it was necessary to establish whether or not the calculated

values were acceptable. Therefore, samples of circular cross sections, with rhombic symmetry (Fig.

3.5), were tested in torsion, and the measured average torsional stiffness of the circular samples (Eq.

3.7) was compared to ar1 analytical stiffness which was computed from the average GL, and GL-,

values obtained for the rectangular samples.

Second, small rectangular and circular glulam samples were tested in torsion and their shear

moduli were computed from Saint Venant’s torsion solution for homogeneous, isotropic bars.

To emulate the commercial glulam manufacturing process, all the test specimens were cut from

select structural grade southem pine boards randomly selected from a local lumber yard. The av-

erage moisture content (MC) of the samples was 10.2% (COV = 5%), and the average specific

gravity (SG) was 0.62 (COV = 7%). The tests were conducted under controlled ambient condi-

tions with a relative humidity of 64%, and a temperature of 70°. The samples contained no knots,

splits, or other visible defects.

3.6.3 Test Equipment

The samples were tested in an INSTRON servo-hydraulic torsion testing machine with a load-

range capacity of 10,000 in-lb. The load accuracy was zi: 1.0 in-lb, and the angle-of-twist accuracy

was :k 0.005°. The machine allowed free longitudinal displacement of the sample during testing

(i.e., unrestrained warping displacements). The ends of the rectangular samples were elamped in a

specially fabricated fixture shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5. Samples of circular cross section with rhomhic symmetryi used to check Gu and Gu com-
puted by testing rectangular samples.
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Broker and Schwab (1988) studied the boundary disturbance caused by slippage and/or crushing

of the specimen at the grips. They showed that the value of the shear modulus based on the total

angle of twist, measured relative to the end-grips, was consistently underestimated. To avoid

boundary effects, they recommended measuring the relative anglc of rotation between two sections

of the specimen away from the end-grips. Sirnilarly, for the southern pine samples tested in torsion,

the angles of twist were measured over a six-inch gage length of the specimens. The arrangement

consisted of two alurninum bars attached to the sample at points located three inches away from

the end-grips. As torque was applied, the sample rotation caused the aluminum bars to pull the

cores of two linear voltage diffcrential transducers that were secured to the testing machine (Fig.

3.6). The displacements of the transducers were continuously recorded by a data acquisition sys-

tem, and the angle of twist was computed from the output of the transducers and the geometry of

the testing set-up.

Mohler and Hemmer (1977) showed that the shear modulus of tirnber beams is a time-

dependent property. Thus, to rninimize the influence of creep, all specimens were tested at a dis-

placement rate of three degrees per minute. Each sample was tested to a twist angle of

approximately lO°.

3.6.4 Determination of Shear Modulus

1. Shear modull of orthotropic southern pine samples. Lekhnitskii (1963) presented the solution

for torsion of rectangular orthotropic bars in principal material directions. For a torque ap-

plied about the longitudinal axis, L (Fig. 3.7), the torsional stiffness is given by

T Gr.r“b3 1K (3.8)
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where GL-( is the principal shear modulus in the tangential plane, and a, b, and L are the di-

mensions of the bar (Fig. 3.7). The parameter, ß, which is a function of both principal shear

moduli, is defined as

(3 L ,_L.«1 6441,,,,,, LL Gm (3 3,
«" bz Gur (_(_3_3___ 1‘° (" b GLT 2 “

Gu:
2

The torsional stiffness in Eq. (3.8) is a function of the two principal shear moduli, and these

cannot be determincd from a torsion test of a single specimen. 'fhus, the most common ap-

proach is to compute the shear moduli from two separate torsion tests on two bars with dif-

ferent cross-sectional dimensions (Tang et al., 1971; Cohen, 1984). In this study, Gu, and

Gu were determincd from torsion tests of paired samples manufactured with the same cross· _

sectional dimensions from üat-sawn and quarter-sawn lumber. This produced specimens with

growth ring orientations normal to each other (Fig. 3.8). Three speeimen sizes (Table 3.1),

with three replications of each size, were used to study the shape effect on the shear moduli.

Thus, each size group consisted of three flat-sawn and three quarter-sawn specimens. By

pairing a flat-sawn specimen with each quarter-sawn specimen, a total ofnine sets of values for

Gu, and Gm were obtained for each size group. 'Ihe following equations were used for each

pair of samples:

K1L 1 . . .
GL-I- = -7);- (For über onentation of Fig. 3.8(a)) (3.10)

a 1

K L
GLR = (For über orientation of Fig. 3.8(b)) (3.11)

ab ß2

where ß, and ß3 are expressed as

II

-él.<ÄL·R L LL GLR 11*. b _..GLTß· — ,,4 (,2 GL, Hä ,4 1* in 2, 3/ 6,,, ‘*‘“*‘(
2 2 6,,, )* (3*2)
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(b) Quarter-sawn: Fiber orientation corresponding to
Eq. (3.11).

Figure 3.8. Fiber orientation of a pair of samples, with the same cross-sectiunel dimensions, to deter-
mine Gu and Gu-.
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Table 3.l. Test·sa.mples with three planes of material symmetry.

Size Size Fiber
category Number (axbxL, inches) orientation

SP1 3 l.0x0.5xl2 P

SNI 3 1.0x0.5xl2 N

SP2 3 l.5x0.5x12 P

SN2 3 l.5x0.5xl2 N

SP3 3 2.0x0.5xl2 P

SN3 3 2.0x0.5x12 N

NOTE: P = Parallel to longer cross-section dimension (Fig. 3.8(a)).

N = Normal to longer cross-section dimension (Fig. 3.8(b)).

Average moisture content = 11.12% (COV= 8.2%)

Average sp. gravity = 0.63 (COV= 12%)
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Equations (3.10) and (3.12) were solved by a method of successive substitutions (Semenov

1966). As a first approximation, the ratio of the shear moduli was set equal to 1.0 (i.e.,

GL, = GLT), and ßfl and
ß§‘*

were calculated from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) by computing the

summations for a finite number of terms (i = 1,3,5, ..., n) until they converged to a toleranee

of 10". Then, from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), the moduli GQ), and GQ) were computed and used

to calculate ßfl, ß$°*, GQ), and GQ}. This iterative procedure was continued until the shear

moduli values converged to a tolerance of 5.0 psi. Altematively, a commercial computer pro-

gram for the solution of a system of nonlinear equations can be used.

For each specimcn, the torsional stilfness was calculated from the linear portion of the

applied torque vs. angle of twist curve. Figure 3.9 shows plots of the mean stiifness and ranges

for the flat-sawn samples of each size group. The mean GL, and GL, values of the three size

groups are presented in Table 3.2. The grand means of all the samples are: GL, = 160,870 psi

(COV = 1.0%) and GL,= 150,156 psi (COV = 2.4%). The difference between GL, and

GL-, is not significant (approximately 7%) and may be neglected in practice. Thus, the south-

ern pine samples tested in this study behave as transversely isotropic beams. The small dif-

ference between mechanical properties in the radial and tangential directions is characteristic

of many species (Grossman 1973). For example, Trayer and March (1930) concluded that the

difference between GL, and GL, of sitka spruce was about 10%, and no great error was ir1tro—

duced by computing the shear modulus from torsion tests of circular samples and isotropic

theory.

The values of the shear moduli computed from orthotropic torsion theory (Eqs. (3.10) and

(3.11)) are quite sensitive to small variations of the cross-sectional dimensions and the meas-
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Table 3.2. Mean values
lof

GL, and GL, for the three sample size-groups.

Sample Average G,_,, Average GL-,
combination* depth/width (psi) (psi)

SP1 - SN1 2 161,046 148,669
(COV = 0.87%) (COV = 2.7%)

SP2 - SN2 3 161,782 150,444
(COV= 0.96%) (COV = 2.9%)

SP3 - SN3 4 159,783 151,355
(COV = 0.74%) (COV= 1.0%)

Grand Mean Values 160,870 150,156
(COV = 0.98%) (COV = 2.4%)

* Nine values for each combination (see Table 3.1).

NOTE: COV = coeilicient of variation
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ured torsional stiffness. Thus, to verify the shear moduli values obtained for the rectangular

samples, six specimens of circular cross section (diameter= 1'), exhibiting rhombic symmetric

(Fig. 3.5), were tested in torsion. From the orthotropic torsion solution for round bars pre-

sented by Lekhnitskii (1963), the torsional stiffness can be written as

T '*'4G1.nG1;rK = —— = —————— (3.14)
0 L(GLR + Gm)

where r is the radius of the cross section, and L is the length. From the GU, and Gm grand

mean values of the reetangular samples, the stiffness of each circular sample was computed

from Eq. (3.14). The computed average stiffness was compared to the experimental average

stiffness of the circular samples (Table 3.3). Since the difference between the experimental and

analystical means was less than 3%, we can conclude that the measured values of GL, and

Gu are reasonably accurate.

2. Shear modulus of southem pine glulam samples. The shear moduli of southem pine glulam

samples were computed from isotropic torsion theory. Saint-Venant’s solution for homoge-

neous, elastic, isotropic, rectangular sections is obtained from Eq. (3.8) by replacing Gu, and

Gu by G:

_L_ Gab]K- 0 - L
k (3.15)

where k depends on the width-to·depth ratio (alb) of the cross section (Timoshenko, 1970).

Similarly, Eq. (3.14) reduces to Navier's torsion solution for isotropic circular cylindersz

K = Ä = (3.16)
0 2L

Twelve rectangular and four circular southem pine glulam samples were tested in torsion

(Table 3.4). The samples were fabricated with three to sixlaminae(lan1i11atl1icl<r1ess = 0.35').

To study the shape-effect on the shear modulus, rectangular samples of four width-to-depth
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Table 3.3 Measured and computed torsional stitfnesses of the orthotropic circular samples (diam-
eter = l').

Measured K Computcd K M.C.
Sample (in-lb/rad) (in-lb/rad) S.G. (%)

C1 1302 1296 0.56 9.4

C2 1335 1288 0.62 8.4

C3 1254 1288 0.54 9.3

C4 1293 1276 0.56 9.4

C5 1322 1278 0.55 9.5

C6 1328 1251 0.63 9.4

Mean 1306 1280 0.58 9.2

Values (COV = 2.3'%) (COV = 1.2%) (COV = 6.6%) (COV = 4.5%)
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ratios, with three replications per ratio, were tested. The average shear modulus of each

cross-sectional shape is presented in Table 3.4. The grand means of the rectangular and cir-

cular glulam samples are respectively 162,051 psi (COV = 0.61%) and 162,017 psi (COV =

0.22%).

3.6.5 Conclusions

From the results of the testing experiments, the following conclusions can be made:

1. The average values of the principal shear moduli GL, and GL, of the orthotropic samples are:

GLR = 160,870 psi and GL, = 150,156 psi. The difference between these values is not signif-

icant, an the tested specimens can be characterized as transversely isotropic. This conclusion

can be extended to full-size bcarns, and the shear modulus can be computed from torsion tests

and isotropic theory.

2. The average shear moduli of the rectangular and circular glulam samples are 162,051 psi and

162,017 psi, respectively. The test results showed that the dcpth-to-width ratios of the rec-

tangular samples (depth/width = 1, 2, 3, and 4) had no effect on the values of the computed

shear moduli. Thereforc, in practice, the shear moduli of southem pine glulam beams may

be estirnated from torsion tests of small glulam samples (e.g., l" x l' in cross section). How-

ever, torsion tests of full-size glularn beams and statistical analyses are needed for the precise

determination of design shearing modulus data.
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Table 3.4. Mean values of G for the rectangular and circular glulam samples.

Cross Average G Average
i

Average Number of
section (psi) (S.G.) M.C. (%) samples

Rectangular Samples

1'x1" 161,526 0.61 10.69 3
(COV= 0.8'%)

1"x0.5' 161,480 0.63 10.41 3
(COV = 0.32%)

1.5'x0.5" 162,430 0.61 10.73 3
(COV= 0.60%)

2.0"x0.5' 162,766 0.56 10.56 3
(COV = 0.46%)

Grand Mean 162,051 0.60 10.60
Values (COV = 0.61%)

Circular Samples

Diameter 162,017 0.67 9.74 4
= l' (COV = 0.22%)
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3. 7 Determination of the Longitudinal Elastic Modulus,

EL, for Glulam Beams

The constitutive matrix for a 3-d glulam beam, including shear deformations, is given by Eq.

(3.5). This matrix requires the elastic parameters G and EL. The shear modulus, G, of the material

can be computed from torsion tests as discussed in Section 3.6. The longitudinal elastic modulus,

EL, for glued-laminatcd beams can be estimated from the moduli of the constituent laminae. The

modulus of elasticity is variable and statistically correlated along the length of a lamina. For ex-

arnple, Kline et al. (1986) measured the elastic moduli at 30-inch irrcrcments along the length of

full-size boards and proposed a second order Markov process to model the lengthwise variability

of EL for two grades of southem pine.

In this study, a 3-d beam frnite element model for glulam is developed (see Ch. 4) and exper-

imentally verilicd (see Ch. 5) by testing straight and curved southem pine glulam beams under

combined loading. The glulam beams were manufactured in the laboratory from selected southem

pine boards obtained from a local lumber supplier. Before the beams were assembled, the laminae

were tested in tension to measure the longitudinal elastic moduli at 30·inch increments along their

lengths. Each lamina was subjected to constant tensile stress, and the strains were measured at the

centers of the 30·inch increments with electrical transducers of 2-inch gage lengths. The details of

the laboratory-built ’c1ip-on” electrical transducer (CET) are published elsewhere (Loferski et al.,

1989).

The laminae of seven glulam beams (4 straight and 3 curved) were tested in tension (a total of

49 laminae), and the complete experimental details and results are discussed by Yadama (1989).

As an illustration, the test results of the laminae for two beams, one curved and one straight, are
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given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, and it can be observcd that the differences in EL for two adjacent in-

crements of a lamina can be as much as 40%.

In the frnite element analysis of a laboratory-built glulam beam, the variability of elastic pa-

rameters can be simulated by modeling the beam with a fme mesh of either continuum elements

(e.g., a 3-d version of Foschi and Barret's element, (1980)) or structural beam elements. For ex-

ample, each lamina of the curved beam of Table 3.5 can be modeled by a mesh of 3 elements to

account for the three measurements of EL along the lamina. A 12-node brick element, with three

degrees of freedom per node, can be used to model the beam. This results in 27 elements and 420

degrees of freedom (Fig. 3.l0(a)). The altemative is to use a one-dimensional, 3-node structural

beam element with six degrees of freedom per node. Each third of the beam is modeled by one

element, which results in 3 elements and 42 degrees of freedom (Fig. 3.l0(b)). Since the formu-

lation of structural beam elements allows complete generality in material behavior at an integration

point of the beam cross section (Fig. 3.l0(b)), the variability of EL through the dcpth of the beam

can still be simulated by each element of the mesh.

In the analysis of timber space frames and lattice domes, consisting of hundreds of beams, the

use of continuum elements is impractical, if not impossible, with today’s computing technology

(Davalos, et al., 1988). Thus, structural beam elements based on engineering theory (e.g.,

Timoshenko’s beam theory and Saint-Venant’s torsion theory) must be used. These elements can

efficiently represent the dominant structural response of space glulam beams and are computa-

tionally feasible. Moreover, information about the variability of elastic parameters of commercially

manufactured glulam beams is not available, and either constants or statistical mean values for the

whole volume of each beam must be used. In Tables 3.5 and 3.6, the average values of EL for each

section of the beams are given as well as the averages computed from the transfonncd section for-

mula recommended by ASTM 3737-87. In the frnite element analysis of the beams (see Ch. 5), the

grand average values of EL are used.
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Table 3.5. Longitudinal elastic modulus at increments along the lengths of the laminae of the
l

curved beam C1. A11 laminae

areLaminaEL (l0° psi) at increments along the length
number Section 1 Section 2 Section 3

1 2.38204 1.73614 2.65586

2 1.92218 1.72618 2.56968

3 1.61312 2.01260 2.46156

4 1.35788 1.77898 1.94808

5 1.92310 1.49130 1.50222

6 1.72594 1.43432 1.05132

7 1.72620 1.48600 1.84988

8 1.41304 2.50532 2.09086

9 2.29114 1.98206 1.85568

Average* 1.81718 1.79477 1.998349

Average by
ASTM-3737-87 1.87535 1.82099 2.12003

° Grand average = 1.87 x 10° psi
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Table 3.6. Longitudinal elastic modulus at incremcnts along the lengths of the laminae of the
straight beam S3. A11 laminae are 2'x6'x 12'.

Lamina EL (10° psi) at incremcnts along the length
number Section 1 Section 2 Section 3

1 2.66874 2.36966 2.03044

2 1.25404 1.79872 1.87676

3 1.56338 1.91560 1.62074

4 1.44502 1.93492 2.83496

5 1.80782 2.09936 2.42618

Average* 1.74779 2.02365 2.15782

Average by
ASTM-3737-87 1.89995 2.02874 2.14217

°
Grand average =· 1.98 x 10° psi
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I 1

12-node brick element
3 DOF per node

(a) Beam modeled with 27 continuum elements
(420 degrees of freedom).

S;E1;;::;|¤¤¤“·**‘“··——¤•.ü3S•
1 Ä/{5 4

3:
6 / 3—node beam element

*}\\\ 6 DOF per node
, Gauss point

Y Integration points through the cross section

·

at a Gauss point along the element axis

(b) Beam modeled with 3 structural elements
(42 degrees of freedom).

Figure 3.l0. Curved beam of Table 3.5 modeled with continuum and structural elements.
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3.8 Summary of Important Considerations for the Finite

Element Modeling ofSpace Glulam Beams

The practical and efficient modeling of glulam beams used in space frames and lattice domes

can be accomplished by considering the following recommendations:

1. The material can be considered continuous, homogeneous and transversely isotropic (Sections

3.5 and 3.6).

2. For laboratory specimens, the longitudinal elastic modulus, EL , can be computed from tension

tests of the laminae (Section 3.7), and the shear modulus can be estimated from torsion tests

and Saint-Venant’s isotropic torsion solution (Section 3.6). However, for commercially man-

ufactured glulam beams, average values of elastic constants for the volume of the beam must

be used (Section 3.7).

3. The formulation of the beam fmite element must include shear deformations (Section 3.4).

4. For curved glulam beams used in lattice domes (radius of curvature > 100 ft.), the radial

stresses can usually be neglected (Davalos, 1987).

5. The ultimate load capacity of single-layer timber space frames is usually govemed by elastic

instability (see Ch. 6). Thus, the frnite element analysis of the space structure must include

geometric nonlinearities. Material nonlinearity can be included in the fmite element model

following the procedure described by Conners (1989). The incorporation of creep laws in the

fmite element analysis of timber space frames is discussed by Holzer et al. (1989).
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Chapter 4

BEAM FINITE ELEMENT

4.1 Introduction

The development of the continuum mechanics equilibrium equation in the Updated Lagrangian

formulation is presented in Chapter 2. Based on this equation and the modeling considerations for

glulam beams given in Chapter 3, the development ofa nonlinear isoparametric beam fmite element

(isobcam) is presented in this chapter. Of the many beam elements that have been proposed for

general nonlinear analysis, the isoparametric element introduced by Bathe (1982) was selected in

this study for the modeling of space glulam beams. The formulation of this one-dimensional

structural element is based on Mindlin’s (Timoshenko's) beam theory, and it is consistent with the

continuum mechanics equations of motion. The isobeam is particularly suitable for modeling

glulam beams for the following reasons:
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l. Coordinate interpolations permit the respresentation of straight, curved, and tapered elements

by the same formulation. Thus, the element can model the curvcd geometry of the members

of glularn domes.

2. Shear deformations can be modeled, which is important in tirnber beams because of the high

ratio of the longitudinal modulus to the shear modulus bg) of the material.

3. The formulation can incorporate torsional warping displacements. Thus, the element can ac-

eurately represent the torsional stillness of a space beam, which is of particular importance in

stability investigations.

4. lt can model axial, biaxial bending, shearing, and torsional deformations (including warping).

5. lt can model transversely isotropic beams, a fundamental modeling assumption for glulam

beams proposed in this study.

6. lt can model geometric and material nonlinearities, which are important in determining the

failure modes and ultimate load capacities of tirnber space frames.

7. Numerical integration allows complete generality at an integration point. Therefore, the ele-

ment can model glulam beams with stiller outer layers.

The formulation of the isobearn is given in Section 4.2, and the program development, solution

of test problems, and experimental verilication of the element are presented in Chapter 5. Sections

4.3 and 4.4 discuss solution techniques in nonlinear analysis and the error controls used in iterative

solutions.
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4.2 Formulation of the Isobeam

The formulation of a nonlinear, isoparametric, 3-node beam element of constant cross-section

is presented. The isobeam admits large displacements, large rotations, but small strains, and its

formulation is based on the kinematic assumption that plane sections originally normal to the beam

axis remain plane and undistorted during deformation, but not necessarily normal to the beam axis.

Torsional warping displacements are not modeled, and the torsional stiffness corresponds to

Navier's torsion theory. For the accurate torsional representation of a rectangular section warping

displacements must be interpolated. The displacemcnt functions to account for warping are given

by Bathe and Chaudhary (1982). Figure 4.1 shows the beam frnite element in the original (at time

0) and deformed (at time t) configurations. ln a static analysis, without time dependent effects, time

is only a convenient variable that denotes different levels of load application corresponding to dif-

ferent configurations, and it is used as a fictitious measure of progress along an equilibrium path.

The following notation introduced by Bathe is used:

'+^{( )§‘
= i-component of a variable at node k measured in the configuration at time t + A t with

respect to the configuration at time t.

'x, = global eoordinate of a point in the beam of time t

a, b = cross-section dimensions (constant)

'Vß,
'V,’;

= i-components of the unit vectors in the directions s and t, at node k at time t. These

unit vectors define the principal axes of the cross section.

h,, = Lagrangian interpolation polynomials (functions of r)

r, s, t= natural coordinates of the parent element

q, f,C = local element coordinates

'u, = displacemcnt component at time t

u, = incremental displacemcnt component

'6, = rotation component at time t
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At time t
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s
x3 r

1 3 t 2

Parent Element

Figure 4.l. 3-d isobeam element in the original (time·0) and deformed (time•t) conligurationa.
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0} = incremental rotation component of node k

The cartesian coordinates of a point in the element, as a function of the coordinates r, s, and t are

3 3 b 3
'V}; (4.1)

k=1 k=l k=1

where,i = 1,2,3, and

hi =—§(1 -0- /¤;=§(¤ +0- h;«=(¤ —r°)

4.2.1 Displacement Derivatives in Global Coordinates, x,

The displacement and incremental displacement components of any point of the element are

(Fig. 4.2)

zul = 1xl_ ox,
ul = t+Atxl _ (xl (42)

The incremental components of the unit vectors of the cross section (i.e., the incremental direction

cosiness of the principal axes of the cross section) are expressed as follows:

(4 3)
·Vs = 1+ArV„ _ 1Vä

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) into Eq. (4.2), we obtain expressions for the displacement and in-

cremental displacement components:
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Figure 4.2. Displacement of a point P of the 3-d isobeam element.
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3 3 3
1 _ 1 11 sa 1 11 0 11 tb 1 11 111*1 **1 +T 2*14 V11 — V11) +T 2*114 VII ·· °V11) (44)

]t=l k=l ]¢=l

2 2 3
tb 2

11 s 11**1 = Zhkuf +T Zh11V11+ T 2}*11Vii (45)
fl=l ]¢=l f¢=l

The incremental direction cosines H and V}; can be expressed in terms of the incremental rotations

of the nodes 0} about the stationary global caitesian axes:

k k I kVs = 0 x Vs
(4 6)

V}‘=11" >1 'V}
i

The cross-products of Eqs. (4.6) are expressed ir1 expanded form as

11 1 11 1 11
Vsl 0 Vs3 ' Vä 01

k I k I kV12 = " V12 0 V; 02
11 1 11 1 11 11V12 V12 ” V11 0 02

11 1 11 1 11 11Vfl 0 V12 ‘ V12 01
vg = - 'vg 0 'vä a'; (4.7)

vg 'V}; -'1/Z 0 0§

Equations (4.6) are valid only for infinitesimal rotations (Synge and Griffith, 1959). To compute

the element matrices, which are instantaneous quantities valid for small displacements from the

current equilibrium configuration, Eqs. (4.6) are used. However, having calculated the rotations in

the finite element solution, the direction cosines of the new nodal vectors at time I+ AI must be

evaulated as accurately as possible in order to update the configuration. This requires computing

the incremental unit vectors of Eqs. (4.6) from the following integral equations (Bathe, 1982):
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jf; = [ .4- „ wg
ak

gf =[ 40* x W; (4.8)
ak

The unit vectors at time t + A t are:

In Eqs. (4.8), 1- reprcsents a time increment between t and l+ At . The integrals can be evaluated

using Euler forward integration by setting d0* to be of 0* (the fraction é- is used in this study

(Kani, 1986)). For each increment of 0* , the vector products are performed and the vectors

'W, 'Vf are updated and normalized; the unit lengths of
*V}‘, 'Vf must be preserved in Eqs. (4.8).

This operation is repeated n times to evaluate the direction cosines of the new nodal vectors, where

one integration step (n= 1) corresponds to Eqs. (4.6).

The element matriccs of the isobeam are derived using the updated Lagrangian (U.L.) formu-

lation. Thus, the displacements relative to the current configuration at time t are evaluated by

substituting Eqs. (4.7) into Eq. (4.5):

4, 3 uf 0 Wg 0; 0 W}; - W}; 0'{
b0, = uf +%l - W}; 0 W; 0; #5- W; 0 W; 0; } (4.9)

ks4; * 11}* — Wg -1/g 0 0; W}; - W; 0 0;

The displacement derivatives are computed directly from Eq. (4.9). For example, u,, r is written

as follows:
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uf
3

1 1 11 1 11 1 11 11
gi

11,,1: 211,,,r[1 0 $(11.1 1/,, +b1 1/,,) -3-(«.1'V,,+ bz '1/„)]
k (4.10)

](=l 02

vä

The following three expressions are defined for convenience.

0 - '1/ß ‘1/5

1'(§)" :
?“ bv; 0 — '1/j (4.11)

- '1/Ä '1/ß 0

0 - '1/fg '1/E,
1'(g)" : ib '1/Q, 0 — '1/Q (4.12)

-
‘1/{3 '1/ß 0

'<.1>',; = 1 '<£>,’; +1 12),5 14.11)

Using relations (4.11 — 4.13), the displacernent derivatives in natural coordinates r, s, t are

uf
Uhr

3 gf

11,, : Mf k (1: 1,2,3) (4.14)
11:1 02

**1J gg,

where Mf is a 3x4 matrix corresponding to node k:

h11,1[l '<1>f1 ‘<1>é‘1 '<1>§„1
Mf = 41 lo ‘<£>’§1 ‘<£>';„ '<§>’;11 14-16)

hk Ko '(Z)ic1 '@i1 r®i1]
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The displacement derivatives in cartesian coordinates 'x, , i = 1,2,3 are obtained through the

.1acobian transformation

6 - 63}; = il I -5; (4.16)

where

X}J X2, X3,

Ü= xl', x2', xs',. (4.17)

·"1,r x2,r xs;

The derivatives of the current coordinates 'x,, i = 1,2,3 with respect to the natural coordinates r,s,t

are evaluated from Eq. (4.1), and the Jacobian is

äh b b b[Ox; + Qi Wg + Q Wg) (Sc; + Q Wg + Q Wg) Ox; + EQ Wg + Q- Wg)]

U: h,,[ Q Wg Q Wg Q Wg ]
]¢=1 h,,[ Q Wg Q Wg Q Wg ]

(4.18)

The inverse of the Jacobian can be expressed as the adjoint matrix (matrix of cofactors) over the

deterrninant of 'J

MOU" = (4.19)

Using Eqs. (4.14) and (4.19), we obtain the displacement derivatives in coordinates 'x,.
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uli
ul,]

3 of
um = 'J"M[‘ k 1= 1,2,3, (4.20)

k=1 02
Vz,3 H';

where '.l"Mf is a 3x4 matrix corresponding to node k:

,4,,, ,<G¤>ä ,(G2)Ä 1(G3)h
'J"Mf = thk,2

'<G¤>,’2 ,<<¤2>£‘2 ,(G3)Ä (4,20
,12,,2 ,<G¤>ä ,<G2>ä ,<G6>§é

and

12 — '1"121 k,l
“

ll k,r

,(Gm)i€, = (VS '<g>£‘„,>h„, + (W '<£>’:„,
+ '<2>’:„,>h2

The required finite element matrices of the isobeam element oorresponding to the U.L. formulation

can be derived from Eq. (4.20) and the continuum mechanics equation of equilibrium presented in

the next section.

4.2.2 Summary of the Finite Element Matrices in the U.L. Fomiulation

The linearized goveming continuum mechanics equation for the U.L. formulation was intro-

duced in Chapter 2 and it is repeated here for convenience
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'dV

I
ly Ty ,

*514 TÖK1. + iK~z)^!4

= '+^'1z- *1,, 6,¢„ 'dv (4.22)

where,

{KL linear strain stilfness matrix

{K),-,_ nonlinear strain (geometric) stilfness matrix

**^£ vector of externally applied nodal forces at time t + A t

{E vector of internal nodal forces corresponding to the element stresses at time t.

Considering an incremental displacement u,, the terms of Eq. (4.22) are expressed in matrix form

in Table 4.1. To evaluate {KL ;K„,_, and ;E, we need to formulate {EL, ;ß,„_, &;, *1, and *1, as listed

in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Governing Equation in the U.L. Formulation

Continuurn Mechanics Matrix
Expression Evaluation

fwecun eenöeeu °dV 6 Ürlflv tßlnc {Br.°dQ

= {RLÄ vector containing the linear strain increments ,e„

{RL linear strain~displacement matrix

,_C incremental stress·strain material property matrix

Ä incremental nodal displacement vector

öm 'dV 6 *1 äßur *dV)Ü

{Km.

*1 matrix containing the cauchy stresses ·r„

gl vector containing the nonlinear strain increments gl,]

{R„L nonlinear strain·displacement matrix

[tv ·1„ 6 ,e„ *dV 6 ÄT(f‘Y{R[*1‘dV)

- LE

*1 vector containing the cauchy stresses Tu
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Tablc 4.2 Rcquircd Elcmcnt

MatriccsEvaluation
of Rcquircs

Cr ißt.

Km. 'L mm.
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4.2.3 Linear Strain·DispIacement Transformation Matrix

The linear strain·displacement matrix ;ß,_ deiines the linear strain increment Z as a function of

the incremental nodal displacements 1} :

¥=ßß

where the linear strain increment is defined as
l

1'«1 =
;1‘~..

+ #1.1

and the displacement derivatives are obtained from Eq. (4.20). For a nodal point lr, the linear

strain-displacement matrix is

2.. .2.... G G .1611;. .1621;. .1621;. G;
2.; G .2... 0 .1611;. .1621;; .1621;. ui:
ess 0 0 rhk,3 .(Gl)i1 1(G2)is r(G3)§3 “i

22.. .2... .4..,. G .1611;. + '16¤1';. .1621;. + .1621;. .1621;. + .1621;. G;
22.. G .4..,. .4.... .(Gl)ia + .(Gl)iz .1621;. + .1621;. .(G3)ia + .(G3)iz Gi
22.. .4..,. 0 .4.... .1611;. + .1611;. .1621;. + .1621;. .1621;. + .1621;. Hi

{ß,’f
(4.23)

The strain components of Eq. (4.23) comespond to global axes and are transforrned to the beam

local axes 11, ¢, C by means of the transformation matrix 'T. The strain-displacement matrix in local

coordinates relates strain increments in local directions to displacement increments in global di-

rections, and it is defined by

IE. = 'I;12. 14.241
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The linear strain increment in local coordinates can now be expressed as

z
g etw

E = 2'e,,; = {EL Q (4.25)
Ztenc

The transformation matrix
'_’I_"

can be obtained by transformation of displacement derivatives (Cook,

1981) or by tensor transformations of strains (Frederick and Chang, 1972). The matrix [I can be

expressed as a function of the unit vectors at any point of the bearn axis:

'vä 'V33 'V„'V„ ‘V„‘V„ 'V„„ 'v„
tz:

2,Vrl'V.rl 2IVr2'V.x’2 2lVr3tV.r3 !Vr2fV.rl + 'Vr1tVs2 tVr3tVs2 + tVrQ'V.r3 lVr3IV.rl + 'Vr1'V.r3

2'V„ 'V„ 2'V„'V„ 2'v„„'v„ 'V„'V„ + 'V„'V„ 'V„'v„ + 'V„'V„ 'v„'V„ + 'V„'V„

(4.26)

where

T, = tif.; >< Z

The unit vectors at any point along the beam element axis can be computed by interpolating the

updated nodal unit vectors as follows (Cook, 1981, p. 282):

31+ArKT = Zhkmxgc
k=l

3

k=l
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4.2.4 Nonlinear Strain-Displacement Transformation Matrix

According to Table 4.1, we construct ß„,_ and 'I so that

6127* $181. *1 ißm. Ü = [T1;
61*1y (4-28)

Consider the nonlincar strain increment

_ 1
1*11} — 'i' 1**k,l 1**k}

As an illustration, the component 1;,, and its first variation 61;,, are examined:

1
1*111 = ((1“1,1)2 + (1**2,1)2 + (1“3,1)2)

1**1,1

61*111 = [61**1,1 61*42,1 6)*3,1] 1**2,1 (4·29)

1**3,1

For a nodal point k, we write Eq. (4.29) in terms of the displacement derivatives of Eq. (4.20) as

6,11,1= 6üT AT .1 19 14.601

where

lhk,1 0 0 101111 102111 101111
A = 0 ihk,} 0 101111 102111 101111 14-:+11

0 0 1hk,1 101111 102111 101111
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The rows of matrix A correspond to rows of l, 4 and 7 of the nonlinear strain·displacement trans-
I

formation matrix {BM . Similarly, by computing 6,11,, and 6,11,,, the remaining rows of {BM (rows ·

2, 5, 8 and 3, 6, 9) are constructed, and it is defined for a node k as

,0,.,, 0 0 ,<G¤>'§, .<G2>1‘, .<Gs>f,
,0,.., ° 0 ,<G¤>f. ,(G2)iz

,<G¤>€‘,

,0,.., ° 0 ,<G¤>ä‘„ A62)?. ,<Gß>€',
0 .0,.,, 0 ,<G¤>§, .(G2>’;, ,<G:¤>’;,

ißziu. = 0 thk,2 0 ,(Gl)i2 ,(G2)iz ,(G3)i‘z (4-32)

0 ,0,.,, 0 ,<G¤>';, .<G2>§, .<Gß>';,
0 0 ,/«,.,, .<61>’;, 102%, ,<Gß>§,
0 0 ,0,.. ,1605, ,<G2>§. ,<G¤>§.
0 0 ,/·,.„, ,<0¤>';„ ,102%, ,<G¤>§,

The Cauchy stresses '-r„ in global coordinates are expressed as

II'

1 1
•

1 = 1 (4.33)

I U
I

where

*11 *12 *12

I1: = *21 *22 *22

131 *22 *22

The correct construction of {BM can now be checked by expanding the left-hand side of Eq. (4.28)

and comparing the result of the matrix products to the right-hand side of the equation. The tensor

product of Eq. (4.28) can be written as
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[*1161*111+ 'T126t'712 + ,*1161*112
‘ ‘*u61*1u

= + '3°216t’72l + '*2261*122 + t*z261*1z1 (4-34)

+ ‘*2161*111 + '*2261*112 + ,*2161*122

Although the derivation of {Bu did not make use of the components of 61)„ for iaéj, they are au-

tomatically included in the matrix product of Eq. (4.28), and the nine terms of Eq. (4.34) are sat-

isfied. This is characteristic of the isoparametric formulation of solid and structural elements which

use Lagrangian interpolation functions (Bathe, 1986).

In the local coordinates 1), C, C, only three components of the stress tensors exist. Thus, the

Cauchy stress matrix of Eq. (4.33) can be expressed as

1~·
T

'; „ '; (4.35)
hr
T

where

1 1 1
1*1*7 '»1¢

’•1C

E 0 0
rT"c 0 0

l

The matrix {Bu can now be transforrned to the local beam axis through a transformation matrix

T. The matrix T is constructed from Eq. (4.26) such that

6G? {11§,_. '?- 's J? BNL. G (4.36)

C {ESL $1%

where
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Tl

7 = r' (4.37)
Tl

'Vn [Vu [Vu

.
Tt

= tVr2
[Vu [Va 9

[Kr = IK: >‘ [Z:

[V6 'V:3 'V:3

Moreover, from Table 4.1 the Cauchy stress vector EE is constructed to satisfy the condition

ÖQTand

it is of the following form

z'vm
'Q = 9,,, (4.38)

1
Mc

Finally, the constitutive matrix for linearly elastic material behavior (Eq. 3.4) is simply

E 0 0
— lC = 0 T G O

1Ü 0 ? G

The formulation of the 3-d isobeam is now complete, and the evaluation of the stiifness matrix and

the development of the computer program are discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.3 Solution Techniques in Nonlinear Finite Element

Analysis

'lhe basic problem in a general nonlinear finite element analysis is to trace a nonlinear equilib-

rium path to critical points and occasionally through critical points. Thus, we need to establish a

series of discrete equilibrium points along the equilibrium path. The nonlinear response of a

structure may be solved for incrcmental iterative nodal displacements by taking a series of linear

steps. Of the various numerical solution schemes that have been proposed, the Newton-Ralphson

and the Riks-Wempner methods are the most widely used. The Newton·Ralphson method and its

modilications are included in most commercial programs to trace nonlinear prebuckling paths of

structures; however, it cannot trace the response beyond a limit point. Its popularity rests in its

simplicity and its efficiency for low convergence tolerance. The Riks—Wempner method has been

proposed especially to overcome the difficulty experienced with the Newton-Ralphson method in

tracing post-buckling responses. Both of these methods are described next.

4.3.1 Newton-Ralphson Method

The equation of equilibrium for the U.L. formulation was derived through the principle of vir-

tual work, and upon linearization, this equation was expressed as (Eq. 4.22)

{mu = '+^'R - {F (4.39)

The right-hand side of this equation is the unbalanced force vector corresponding to a trial config-

uration, and it is defined by

;= '+^'1z - {F (4.40)
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Equation (4.39) is solved through an iterative process. The basic approach is to assume that the

solution for time t is known, and that the solution for the discrete time t+ At is required. Thus,

the following iterative equation can be written

'+^'1<""* Aum =;"") z= 1,2,3 ,„ · (4.41)

where

/(1—l) = 1+ArR _ !+A!f(l—l) (4 42)

:+A:u0)= :+A:u0-1) +

Au0)withinitial conditions (fori = l)

r+A:K(0) = rK

t+At1_~(0) = :F

:+A:U(0) = ru

The procedure, illustrated for a one-degree-of·frecdom system in Fig. 4.3, is as follows: for a given

trial configuration u""*

l. Establish the tangent stiffness matrix
K<'*‘)

2. Evaluate the equilibxium nodal force vector
F1"‘*

. "

3. Compute the vector of unbalanced nodal force f""* from Eq. (4.42).

4. Solve Eq. (4.41) for the vector of incremental nodal displacements Auf') .

5. Update the vector of nodal displacements by Eq. (4.43).

6. Test for convergence (Section 4.4).
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Figure 4.3. Graphics.! representation of the Newton-Rslphson method.
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7. If the process has not converged, retum to Step l. Otherwise, increment the load vector and
l

seek a new solution.

The Newton-Ralphson method requires the stiffness matrix to be updated after each iteration. This

can result in high computational cost due to a large number of factorizations of the stiffness matrix.

For large systems, especially when the degree of nonlinearity is not very high, it may be more eco~

nomical to update the stiffness matrix periodically after a certain number of iterations (Bathe and

Cimento, 1980). This modified approach will generally require an increased number of iterations

for convergence, but the additional cost for extra iterations may be offset by the reduction in the

factorization process. The Modified Newton-Ralphson method is presented graphically in Fig. 4.4,

and the computational procedure (Fig. 4.5) follows the same steps outlined above, except that

:K(l—l) =
:K_

The Newton-Ralphson method cannot trace tuming points on the equilibrium path. In the

neighborhood of a limit point, the load incrementation procedure does not allow passing through

the limit point. As a result, the solution diverges. To solve this problem, the Modified Riks-

Wempner method is recommended.
‘

4.3.2 Modified Riks-Wempner Method

The detailed theoretical development of this method is presented by Holzer et al. (1981), and

it is included in finite element programs developed by Holzer and his students (Butler, 1983; Jau,

1985; Sage, 1986; llao, 1986; Ahmed, 1988). Therefore, the details of the method are omitted here.

The modified Riks·Wempner method is based on the Newton-Ralphson method, but differs in

the manner in which it traces the equilibrium path. While the Newton-Ralphson method uses a

load increment to establish an equilibrium point along the equilibrium path, the Riks-Wempner
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Figure 4.5. Computational procedure of' the modified Newton·Ra|phson method (Bathe, I986).
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method uses a generalized arc length As along the tangent to an equiiibrium point to facilitate the

procedure of seeking a new solution (Fig. 4.6). 'lhen, the iteration path follows a normal plane to

the tangent, and the new equilibrium point will be the intersection of the normal plane with the

equilibrium path. In this study, both the modified Newton-Ralphson and the modified Riks-

Wempner methods are implemented in the computer program described in Chapter 5.

4.4 Convcrgcnce Criteria

In the incremental iterative solution processes described in the previous section, we can get ar-

bitrarily close to the exact solution. The question is, when is the trial solution sufficiently accurate

to terminate the process? To define a desired accuracy of the solution, we establish error tolerances.

In general, there are three categories of convergence criteria which can be considered (Bathe, l982):

l. Allowable error in displacements.

2. Allowable error in the residual (out-of-balance) force '+^'R -
'*^'I“°

.

3. Error tolerance in the total energy level of the system.

The Euclidean vector norm is used to evaluate the error level during a given iteration, which is

defined as

H

I lal lg = §:(ak)2
I¢¤l

The error criterion based on displacements is expressed as the ratio of the norms of the incremental

displacement vector for the ith iteration to the exact displacement vector at the time t+ At :
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IIAu"’II, S (444)BD .

I I "”^'uI I,

The displacements '+^'u are not known beforehand. Thus, Bathe (1982) suggests using the current

approximation '*^'uI° instead. Cook (1981) suggests a value for aD between 10** and 10**.

The second criterion specifying an error tolerance in the residual force can be expressed as

Hl+A!R _ !+AlI;(I)I I2
SÜFI

I‘+^'1z — 'FI I,

where '*^'F° is the intemal force vector for the ith iteration. The suggested value for e, is 10**

(Bathe, 1986).

The third criterion is based on the increment in intemal energy of the system between trial

conligurations. The amount of work done by the residual forces is compared to the initial incre-

ment in the intemal energy (Bathe, 1982). This can be expressed as

A (0T 1+ArR

_ :1;)

Bathe (1982) recommends a value of 10 x ab >< e,.

lt is recommended that the error tolerances in displacements (Eq. 4.44) and residual forces (Eq.

4.45) be used simultaneously. Altematively, the energy criterion alone (Eq. 4.46) should guarantee

sufficient accuracy since it includes error controls in displacements and forces (Bathe, 1982). The

program described in Chapter 5 allows the user to specify any combination of the above error cri-

teria.
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Chapter 5

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, TESTING, AND

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE

ISOBEAM

5.1 Introduction

Based on important considerations and assumptions for the modeling of glulam space bcams

(Ch. 3), a 3-d nonlinear isobeam element was formulated (Ch. 4), and in this chapter, the structure

of the computer program and testing and experimental verification of the element are presented.

To reduce the computational effort in the evaluation of the element stiffness matrix, the matrices

that define the linear (K,_) and non1inear(K„,_) components of the stiffness matrix are multiplied and

expressed in tensor form before numerical integration is applied (Section 5.2). The numerical in-

tegration of the isobeam element requires a 3-point Gauss quadrature along the beam axis. How-
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ever, by using a 2-point integration rule, the performance of the isobeam element is improved

considerably: the computational cost is reduced, shear and membrane locking are eliminatcd (i.e.,

the element can model thin and curved beams. See Section 5.3.), and the evaluation of the strains

and stresses is optimal at the two Gauss integration points (Section 5.4). The details of the com-

puter program for the 3-node isobeam element are presented in Section 5.5, and the program listing

is given in Appendix B. The isobeam element is tested by solving selected problems (Section 5.6),

and the accuracy of the element in predicting the linear response of glularn space beams is verified

by comparing the analyses and experimental responses of southem pine glulam beams subjected to

combined loads (Section 5.7). The application of the isobeam element to the analysis of glularn

timber domes is illustrated in Chapter 6.

5.2 Evaluation of the Stwzess Matrix

The stiffness matrix of the isobeam described in Chapter 4 is evaluated by numerical integration.

For isoparametric elements with interrnediate nodes, the generation and evaluation of the element

stiffness matrix can represent more than half of the computational cost in a static analysis (Cook

1981). Therefore, it is important to use efficient schemes to reduce the number of computations

in finite element programs, particularly in 3-d analyses. The general form of the fmite element

stiffness matrix is

K = IV BTLZBJV ($.1)

where B is the strain-displacement matrix and Q is the material property matrix. To solve Eq. (5.1)

by the conventional numerical integration approach, the weight coeflicient of each point of inte-

gration is multiplied by the material property matrix, the product B'QB is evaluated at the inte-
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gration points through the element, and the individual terms are addcd to generate the element

stiilness matrix. The numbers of additions (Z,) and multiplications (1],) to evaluate the stiffness

matrix of a 3-d element is given by (Gupta and Mohraz, 1972)

2 —i 2
L- (63r + 237r)I2 6 2>.

HL = (27r +1l7r+ 36)I

where r is the number of nodes and I is the number of integration points. Gupta and Mohraz

(1972) showed that the number of operations of Eqs. (5.2) can be reduced to one—sixth by ex-

pressing the element stiffness in tensor form and by taking the material property tensor outside the

integral (for linear material behavior). Using this proposed method, the number of operations for

the evaluation of the stilfness matrix of a 3-d element becomes

__ 9 2EL--i(I+9)(r +r)

9 2 (5.3)
1'IL=?(I+9)(r +r)+ 3rI

As an illustration, if a 2x3x3 integration rule is used for the 3-node isobeam, the number of oper-

ations by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are

Z1 = 11,502 Z2 = 1,458

1-ll = 11,340 1-12 = 1,620

For this example, a reduction of 85 percent in computational effort is achieved by using the pro-

posed tensorial method. The computational method of Gupta and Mohraz cannot be readily im-

plemented in the 3-d isobeam of Chapter 4, because of the complexity of the element formulation.

Thus, to minimize the computational effort in the evaluation of the element stilfness matrix (KL

and K„L in Table 4.1), the product of ßTQB was evaluated by hand and then integrated numerically.

The details of the formulation of KL and K„L are given next.
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5.2.1 Formulation of KL

From Table 4.1, the linear stiffness matrix KL is defined by

{KL = I {a[ ,0 {a,[
‘dV (6.4)

Lv

In local coordinates C, 11, C, the strain·displacement matrix for a node k is given by

E T aL =
L (5.5)

(3.1:6) (3x6)(6x6)

where BL is the strain-displacemcnt matrix in global coordinates x, y, z (Eq. 4.23), and T is the

transformation matrix (Eq. 4.26). The product BLLÜBL can be written as

_ _ EIT
a"Ea L _ _ _L 1@1. @2 @21 15.61
(l8x18) .37-

B1.

Ol'

§,['E§L BLTÖ-BL 1?,[’“öa’}_

FZFF1. = Färöü /?)L.L“ö/Y?. (S-T1
symmetricwhere

BL' and ÜB-L (i= 1,2,3) are, respectively, (6x3) and (3x6). The (6x6) submatrices of Eq. (5.7)

can be generated from the following expression

- - G .. .. .. ..
sß' = E aß aß+;—(aß aß +aß aß) (6.8)
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where k, I indicate element node numbers (k = 1, 2, 3; I= 1,2,3); i,j = 1,2,3, ,6; E and G are the

material elastic constants, and x is the shear correction factor. Using Eq. (5.8), or1ly the upper tri-

angular elements of each (6x6) submatrix of Eq. (5.7) are generated. For k=1, the matrix is sym-

metric (i.e., the diagonal submatrices of Eq. (5.7); e.g., 17}] E
1371).

and therefore, only the upper

triangular elements are required. For k #1 (e.g., Elf Ü Ei), the lower triangular elements of the

matrix can be generated from Eq. (5.8) by interchanging the indices k and 1. Therefore, the elements

of EL are completely defmed by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8).

5.2.2 Fommlation of KNL

The nonlinear strain stilfness matrix is (Table 4.1)

:KNL=-U? ißzlrir. I7 ißzvz. fdV ($-9)
Y

where the product of the matrices of the integral is defmed in local coordinates as

,ET ,_ 7 Ew. Evi. 7 7 Eiivr.
NL 7 NL' (1S' l8)= üä 1 ür ür 1 ür 15-w>

x
symmetricThe

elements of Eq. (5.10) are (6x6) submatrices. For convenience, these matrices are defmed as:

Z"’
= E,’{,{ r Fg, k, 1= 1,2,3 (5.11)

A simple tensorial expression that can generate the terms of the matrices of Eq. (5.11) was not

possible, and the upper triangular elements of each (6x6) matrix (Eq. (5.11)) is defmed by the fol-

lowing expressions
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IG]
= T}B}/ + 1*2BgJ *1* "!'3B3j ,j = 1,2,3, ,6

1
bj = T28}!

1
O] = T3B}]

Z{§’= Bf', VJ + /35% VJ + Bf, VJ

’
k, l= 1,2,3; j= 1,2,3, ,6

(Note: Z}; = Z;} = Z;} = O )

2¢9
= T}B4! + TZBSI + 1'3B6j

2% = 1284]
2C!

= ‘!'3B4j

Z,'} = B}, Za} + B}, Zb} + B}, Z4

(Notc: Z;} = Z;} = 0 )

sql
= T}B·U + T2B8] + Tsßgj

3% = T28?]
Z

3C!
= T3B·U

z§ = B}, Za} + B}, Z1} + B}, Za}

(Notc: Z;} = 0)
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211 = B12 ’«1
+ B1. *11 + B12 21+ B12

’«1
+ B1. ’B1

+ B12 ’¤1

B11 = B12 ’«1
+ B11 ’B1

+ B21 ’¤1

Z.11 = B12 ”¤1 + B22
’b1 + B21 ’«1

(5 12)
Z11 = B12 ‘¤1

+ B12 ‘b1
+ B12 ‘¢1

+ B12
’<·1

+ B12 ’b1
+ Bos

’¤1

Z11 = B12 ‘¤1
+ B12 ‘B1

+ B12
‘¤1

Z11 = B12
‘«·1

+ B12 ‘B1
+ B12

‘«1
+ B12

“«1
+ B12

’B1
+ B12 21

NOTE: the bar denoting local coordinates has been dropped, and 1·,_,_, are the stress components

in local axes C, n,C .

Onoe again, the diagonal submatrices of Eq. (5.10) are symmetric (i.e., k=l in Eq. (5.11)) and

are completely defined by Eqs. (5.12). For k aé 1 (e.g., Ffm ? Ffm), the lower triangular elements

of the submatrices (Eq. (5.11)) are generated by interchanging k and 1 in expressions (5.12). At this

point, all the element matrices are completely defined, and in the next two sections we discuss

briefly the concept of 'shear 1ocking,' the correct computation of stresses, and the appropriate in-

tegration rule to evaluate the stiffness matrix.

5.3 Shear and Membrane Locking

To illustrate shear locking, consider the 2-node isopararnetric beam element of Fig. 5.1. The

displacements and rotations at any point along the element are expressed as

V1
V = [hi ha]

V2

0
(5.13)

9 =[h1 h2] I
02
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where the interpolation polynomials are

h =l-(1-r) h2=··L(l +f)‘
2 * 2

and the strains in the element are given by

e=—y6,,, and y,,,,=v,,,—6 (5.14)

We can observe from Eq. (5.13) that v and 6 are interpolated independently; but they are coupled

by the transverse shear strain y,, (Fig. 5.1c).

The strain energy of the beam element of Fig. (5.1b) is (Cook, 1981, p. 261; Bathe, 1982, p. 239)

U = Ub + U, (5.15)

where the bending and shear strain energies are

_1
Ebza IL 2U2- 2 (-,2

0
(dw) dx)

1 am
’·

2
0

(Vu:"0) dx) (5·l6)

Dividing Eq. (5.15) by we can write

.„ L. 2 1, 2U=I (6,,,) dx+ af (v,,,— 6) dx (5.17)
0 0

where

_ 12G
"
“ 2xEt
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As the beam becomes thin (h —• 0),the condition of zero shear deformation will be approached,

i.e., for y„= 0,0 = v,,, . Thus, the Mirrdlin beam theory approaches the Bemoulli-Euler beam

theory, which neglects shear defonnations. Ilowever, the fmite element assumptions on v and 0

must insure that for large values of a (small t) the shearing deformations can be small throughout

the element. If this is not the case, the stiffness of the frnite element will grossly overestimate the

stillness of the actual beam. This phenomenon is called "shear locking": thin elements being very

stiff. To avoid shear locking in isoparametric beam elements, reduced integration is used (Bathe,

1982, p. 237). The procedure consists in integrating the shear strain energy by a lower order than

the required exact order of integration (i.e., the shear strain energy is not integrated exactly). For

example, the exact integration of the strain energy of the 2-node beam of Fig. 5.1 (Eq. 5.15) re-

quires a 2-point Gaussian quadrature (along the beam axis). I·Iowever, as the beam becomes thin,

the factor a in the shearing term of Eq. (5.17) becomes large and acts as a penalty number. Thus,

the element becomes "stiff" and eventually "locks." But if the strain energy of the element is inte-

grated by a l·point rule, the element works well. This corresponds to assuming a constant trans-

verse shear strain (since the shear strain is only evaluated at the mid-point of the beam), while the

bending energy is still evaluated accurately (0,, is constant; the 2-node beam element can model

only a constant moment).

ln practice, a reduced order of numerical integration is used in the evaluation of the element

stiffness matrix. To avoid shear locking, Bathe (1986) recommends using the 2-, 3-, and 4-node

isobeam elements with l-, 2-, and 3-point Gauss integration along the beam axes. These beam el-

ements, based on reduced integration, are reliable because they do not possess any spurious zero

energy modes (they have only six zero eigenvalues in 3-d analysis, corresponding to the six physical

rigid body modes).

In addition to not exhibiting erroneous shear strains, the beam element must also not contain

erroneous rnid-surface membrane strains in the analysis of curved structures. Bathe (1986) shows

that a curved cantilever modeled with a 3-node isobeam element does not exhibit erroneous mid-
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surface membrane strains. Ile concludes that the isobearn elements with reduoed integration also

do not 'membrane lock.'

5.4 Stress Computations at Optimal Points

Finite element models exhibit unique points at which the stresses have higher accuracy than at

other points. In particular, the stresses are considerably more accurate at the Gauss integration

points than at the nodal points (Barlow l97l). ln the displacement-based finite element method,

the nodal displacements are the prime variables used in the energy minimization, and the stress field

is of a lower degree than the displacement field because stresses are proportional to displacement

derivatives. Barlow (l97l) rationalizes the reasons for the presence of optimal stress points and

suggests the following process to locate them:

l. Let n be the order of the highest complete polynomial displacement field I' of an element.

2. lmpose on the element a complete polynomial displacement field I"' of order n+ l, where d'

are the corresponding nodal degrees of freedom.

3. Seek locations in the element where stresses calculated from f' are identical to stresses calcu·

lated from I' when nodal degrees of freedom d' are imposed.

This technique was applied to the 3-node, quadratic isobeam element, and it was demonstrated that

the stresses at the two Gauss quadrature points i ig- are as accurate as the nodal displacements.

In the program implementation of the isobearn element (Section 5.5), the strains and stresses

are evaluated at the two Gauss points along the element axis. The 3—node isoparametrie beam el-

ement integrated with two Gauss points solves exactly a beam segment with linearly varying mo-

ment and constant transverse shear force (see for example the simple physical argument presented
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by Cook, 1981, p. 261). More recently, Jirousek (1983) showed that the same element also solves

exactly a beam segment with a parabolic moment and linear transverse shear. Although the 2-point

integration rule underestirnates by 16.6% the strain energy due to a parabolic moment distribution,

the magnitude of the moment and the linearly varying transverse shear match the theoretical values

at the two sarnpling points. ln conclusion, by using a reduced order of integration, the performance

of the isobeam is improvcd considerably: since the expense of numcrical integration is proportional

to the number of integration points, the eomputational cost is reduced; shear and membrane lock-

ing are eliminated (Section 5.3), and the normal and shear stresses are more accurate at the Gauss

points. Once the stresses are eomputed at the Gauss points, they can be extrapolated to the nodes

using interpolation functions (Cook, 1981, p. 137) or a least squares method (llinton and

Campbell, 1974).

5.5 Program Development

This section discusses the structure of the computer program for the 3-node isobeam element.

The program is written in FORTRAN 77 and follows the structure presented by Holzer (1985) for

the matrix displacement analysis of space frames. The program is structured and should be easy

to follow, particularly by those familiar with Holzer’s work (1985).

The program performs linear and nonlinear static analysis of rigid-jointed space frames consist-

ing of straight or curved members of rectangular cross sections. Geometrie nonlinearities are in-

cluded (i.e., large displacements, large rotations, but small strains), and the analysis can be

performed by either the modified Newton-Ralphson or the modified Riks-Wempner methods. The

material behavior is linear, and the material properties required are the longitudinal (E) and trans-

verse (G) shear moduli (see Eq. 3.4). The shear correction factor n: is set to g- in the program.
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Since the material constants E and G are independent, thc element can model either isotropic or

transversely isotropic bearns. This feature is important in modeling glulam bearns (Section 3.6).

The applied loads can be either concentrated nodal forces or distributed loads linearly varying over

the element length.

5.5.1 Program Input

The data required to run the program includes nodal coordinates, boundary conditions, element

material properties and cross·section dirnensions, direction cosines of the cross section at the nodes

(unit vectors described in Section 4.2), type of analysis (linear or nonlinear), and error tolerances.

A detailed user's input manual, including the input file for test problem 1 (Section 5.6), is given in

Appendix A.

5.5.2 Program Output

The following output can be requested from the program:

1. Nodal displacements and forces: displacements and applied or reactive forces at the nodes are

given in global coordinates.

2. Element forces: momcnts and forces equilibrating each element are given at its three nodes in

global coordinates.

3. Strains and stresses: strains and stresses are given at the two Gauss points of an element. Ei-

ther a 3x3 (9 points) or a 5x5 (25 points) Newton-Cotes integration rule over the cross section

can be specified for the stress output at the location of each Gauss point (see Appendix A).
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5.5.3 Program Subroutines

A brief description of the individual program subroutines is presented in this section. The

program tree-chart is shown in Fig. 5.2, and the program listing is given in Appendix B. In this

study, the equation solver presented by Bathe (1982) and modified by Butler (1983) has been di-

rectly incorporatcd in the program (subroutines SOLVE, FACTOR, REDUCE, and BACKSUB),

and therefore is not discussed here. The program subroutines are:

MAIN

lt starts the analysis procedure, initializes the variables, and sets up the pointers. If memory allo-

cation is sufficient, it calls STRUCT, LOAD, and LINEAR for linear analysis and STRUCT,

LOAD, and NONLIN for nonlinear analysis.

STRUCT

lt calculates the size of and allocates the required memory for the system stiffness matrix, reads

member incidences, joint constraints, and element properties, and calls CODES, SKYLIN, and

PROP.

LOAD

lt initializes the load vectors Q and QBAR to zero, reads QIMAX, Q1, DQI for nonlinear analysis,

or equates Q1 a.nd QIMAX to 1 for linear analysis. It calls JLOAD a.nd DLOAD.

LINEAR

lt is a control module for linear analysis. lt calculates the system stiffness matrix and stores it in

the already allocated space, performs the analysis and echoes the results, and calls STIFF, POST,

SOLVE, and RESULT.
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CODES

It calculates and saves the joint code matrix JCODE and the member code matrix MCODE.

SKYLIN

It determines the lengths of the tangent stiffness vector SS, the vector which stores the addresses

of the main diagonal terms MAXA, and the vector containing the number of elements below the

skyline of each column.

PROP

It reads and echoes nodal coordinates, unit vectors, and element properties (width, depth, E, and

G).

UNIVEC

It computes the nodal unit vectors in the local t direction.

JLOAD

It reads, echoes, and stores the system nodal loads. It calculates the constant load vector QBAR

for nonlinear analysis.

DLOAD

It reads and echoes the member distributed loads, discretizes the loads and stores them in vector

form, and calculates the constant load vector for nonlinear analysis.

STIFF

It is a control module for determining and updating the tangent stiffness vector SSS for the current

configuration. It initializes SSS and calls INTPNT and ASSEMS.

ASSEMS

It calculates the linear and nonlinear element stiffness contributions and assembles them into a

system stiffness vector. It calls LSTIF and NSTIF.

LSTIF

It calculates the linear element stiffness contribution, for the unconstrained degrees of freedom to

the system stiffness matrix, and calls INTER, DIVECT, DETJAC, INVJAC, and NODALB.
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NSTIF

lt calculates thc nonlincar element stiffness contributions, for the unconstraincd dcgrees of freedom,

to the system stiifness matrix. lt calls INTER, DIVECT, DETJAC, INVJAC, and NOLINB.

NODALB

It computes the linear strain·displacement matrix and calls INDEX.

NOLINB

It computes the nonlinear strain-displaoement matrix a.nd calls INDEX.

INDEX

lt calculates the values of G by Eq. 4.2.1 for an interpolation point.

DETJAC, INVJAC

They calculate the determinant and the inverse of the Jacobian for an interpolation point.

DIVECT

lt calculates the unit vectors of the cross section at an interpolation point.

INTPNT, OUTPNT

They assign the values for the Gauss or Newton-Cotes integration rule selected.

POST

It performs the post-processing for linear analysis. It calls OUTPNT, STRES, INPNT, INTERF,

and JOINTF. ~

RESULT

It prints the results in an organized manner.

INTERF

It calculates the element intemal forces and assembles the system force vector. lt calls INTER,

DIVECT, DETJAC, INVJAC, and NODALB.

STRES

lt calculates the stresses at a given interpolation point in the element. lt calls INTER, DIVECI',

DETJAC, INVJAC, and NODALB.
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JOINTF

It calculates the reactions (or applied loads) at the requested nodes. and calls STRES and

INTERF.

NONLIN

It is a control module for nonlinear analysis. lt calls NEWFIX, NEWVAR, and RIKWEM.

NEWFIX

It is a control module for the Modified Newton-Ralphson (N/R) method using fixed time incre-

ments. lt calls NEWRAP, POSTN, and RESULT.

NEWRAP

It performs the modified N/R analysis until the convergence criteria is met or the number of iter-

ations is exceeded. lt calls STIFF, SOLVE, PRESER, UPDATC, FORCES, UPDATS,

DVTEST, and TEST.

FORCES

lt is a control module for determining element intemal forces (in global coordinates) a.nd calculating

the residual force vector. It calls INTPNT, INTER, STRES, and INTERF.

UPDATC

lt updates the coordinates and nodal vectors of the system after each time increment and calls

UNIVEC.

UPDATS

It updates the element stresscs after each time interval and calls STRES, INTPNT, OUTPNT.

TEST

lt performs convergence tests and calls ENERGY, UNBALF, DISPL.

ENERGY, UNBALF, DISPL

They perform convergence tests in energy, unbalanced force, or displacement.
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POSTN

lt performs the post-processing of nonlinear analysis for each time increment.

INTER

lt calculates the interpolation functions and their derivatives.

RIKWEM

lt calculates the generalized arc length in the modified Riks-Wempner method and calls TRLVCT,

STIFF, SOLVE, PRESER, UPDATC, RESULT, POSTN, and FORCES.

TRLVCT

It performs iterations to obtain vectors orthogonal to the generalized arc length and calls FORCES,

UPDATS, STIFF, SOLVE, PRESER, UPDATC, and TEST.

PRESER

lt saves the current configuration before each time increment.

NEWVAR

It is a control module for the modified N/R method using a variable time step. Calls STORE,

NEWRAP, STPDCR, STPICR, POSTN, and RESULT.

DVTEST

lt estimates the required number of iterations for convergence by the modified N/R method (vari-

able step: NEWVAR).

STPDCR

lt reduces the step increment/decrement size by 75% in NEWVAR. lt prints an error message and

terminates the program if the step increment is already equal to DQIMIN.

STPICR

It increases the time increment by 25% and checks the new value to keep it within the maximum

specified (DQIMAX).

STORE

lt stores the configuration of the system at time t (if no convergence is achieved in the prescribed

number of iterations, it retums to the current configuration and reitcrates with a reduced time in-

crement: NEWVAR).
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DOTPRD

It is a function to compute the dot product of two vectors DOTI and DOT2.

5.6 Test Problems

The formulation of the isobeam element was tested by evaluating the response of various

structures and comparing the results with known solutions. The following three test problems are

reported.

1. Williams' Toggle Frames

Williams (1964) invcstigated theoretically and experimentally the two frames shown in Fig 5.3.

His results are widely used to validate analytical models (e.g., Wood and Zienkiewicz, 1977;

Papadrakakis, 1981). In this study, two isobeam elements per member were used in the ge-

ometric nonlinear analyses of these frames by the modified Riks-Wempner method. Plots of

the load vs. vertical displacement of the apex for the two frames are shown in Fig. 5.3. The

analytical results are in close agreement with Williams' experimental values.

2. Three·dimcnsiona1 Cantilevcr Beam of a 45-degree Bend

A square-section (I" x l") cantilever beam of 45° bend, subjected to a tip load and undergoing

large displacements, was invcstigated by Bathe and Bolourchi (1979). The beam lies in the 1-3

plane and its radius of curvature is 100 inches. The concentrated tip load is applied in the

3-direction (Fig. 5.4(a)). Four isobeam elements were used in the geometric nonlinear analysis

by the modified Newton-Ralphson method. The tip deflections in the 2·direction, shown in

Fig. 5.4(b), compare very well with the solution given by Bathe and Bolourchi (1979).

3. Twelve-member Space Frame (M.I.T. Dome)
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Figure 5.3a. Williams' Toggle Frame l.
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A shallow reticulated space frame consisting of twelve 24·incl1 members was built and tested

at M.l.T. (Griggs, 1966). The members were made of plexiglass and had square cross sections

of area 0.494 in: (Fig. 5.5(a)). The frame was tested under a concentrated apex load and the

experimental results have been used to validate analytical solutions (Connor et al., 1968; Chu

and Rampetsreiter, 1972; Papadrakalcis, 1981).

ln this study, each member of the M.l.T. dome was modeled with one isobeam element. The

plot of the load vs. vertical displacement of the apex (Fig. 5.5(b)) illustrates the snap-through

behavior of the structure. The first limit load (buckling load) is 3.5% higher than the reported

experimental value (Griggs, 1966), and the overall analytical and experimental results are in

good agreement.

5. 7 Experimental Verification of the Isobeam

The 3-node isobeam element can efficiently represent the response of space glularn beams by

considering the material transversely isotropic (Section 3.6) and using average material properties

through the volume of the element (Section 3.7). In this study, the accuracy of the modeling as-

sumptions for southem pine glulam bearns, which are incorporated in the isobeam element, are

experimentally tested. Full-size southem pine glulam bearns (3 curved and 4 straight) were fabri-

cated in the laboratory and tested in biaxial bending and combined bending and compression. The

fmite element analysis of the beams was based on the modeling recommendations discussed in

Section 3.8. Specifically, the following simplifying assumptions were used:

• The contribution of the gluelines to the response of the beam is neglected, and the material is

assumed continuous and homogeneous (Section 3.5).
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• The random orientations of the cross-sectional growth rings of the bearn’s laminae are assumed

to produce an averaging of the properties ir1 the plane of the cross section. Therefore, the bearn

is modeled as transversely isotropic (Section 3.6), and the shear response is characterized by a

single shear modulus, G.

•
The material properties are assumed constant through the volume of the beam element. This

assumption is quite severe, since it was illustrated in Section 3.7 that the variability in the

longitudinal elastic modulus, E,_, along the length of a lamina can be as much as 40%.

Based on these assumptions, it is hypothesized that the isobeam element can accurately represent

the overall linear response of the laboratory-built glularn beams subjected to combined loads. The

validity of the modcling assumptions are verilied by comparing the predicted and measured normal

strains and ilexural displacements. The description of the testing progam is given in Fig. 5.6.

The beams were fabricated in the laboratory following the guidelines given in

AITC-117-87-MANUFACTURlNG. The longitudinal elastic moduli of the beams were obtained

from tension tests of the larninae (Section 3.7), and the shear moduli were obtained from torsion

tests of small glularn samples as discussed in Section 3.6. The details of the testing procedures and

results are discussed by Yadama (1989), and in this section the response of only two beams (one

curved and one straight) is brielly investigated. The geometry and material properties of the two

beams (C1 and S3) are given in Table 5.1. The beams were subjected to concentrated loads and

tested in bending (about both principal axes of the cross section) and combined bending and

compression. The strains were recorded with "clip·on" electrical transducers (Loferski et al., 1989),

and the displacements were measured with electrical extensometers at three points along the length

of the beams. The analytical and experimental results are presented next.
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Table 5.l. Charactcristics of the test beams Cl and S3.

Charactexistics Beam Cl Beam S3

Width 2.994' 4.865'

Depth 5.984' 6.492'

Span(s) 83' 83', l32'

No. of laminae 9* 5**
l

Elastic modulus l.87xl0° psi* l.98xl0° psi**

Shear modulus l.6xl0’ psi*** l.6xl0’ psi***

* See Table 3.5

** See Table 3.6 -

*** See Table 3.4
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5.7.1 Beam C1

The strains were recorded at the midspan of the beam by seven cqually spaced clip gages. The

displacements were measured under the bending load application points (L/3 and 2L/3) and at

midspan.

l. Two symmetric concentrated loads were applied at L/3 and 2L/3 (Fig. 5.7(a)). The

analytical and experimental strains for two load levels (P = 250, 750 lbs) are plotted in Fig.

5.7(a). The corresponding displacements are compared in Fig. 5.7(b). It can be observed that

excellent agreement is obtained between the experimental and analytical results.

2. Bending and compression. First, the beam was subjected to bending by two symmetric con-

centrated loads of 750 lbs each. 'lhen concentric axial loads were applied while holding the

bending load constant. When an axial load was applied, the beam tended to deflect upwards,

but the hydraulic ram applying the bending load restrained the points of load application (L/3

and 2L/3) from moving in the vertical direction. Therefore, in the fmite element analysis the

nodes corresponding to these points were restrained in the 2-direction after the bending load

was applied (Fig. 5.8(a)). The analytical and experimental strains for three increments of axial

loads (Q= 0, 2000, 6000 lbs) are compared in Fig. S.8(a). The fmite element analysis predicts

quite well the overall response of the beam. Although at some points, due to the variability

in the material properties, the differences between the predictcd and measured strains can be

as much as 20%, the experimental values never exceed the analytical values. Therefore, the

results of the fmite element analysis are conservative. The displacements compare very well

and the dilferences are about 3% (Fig. 5.8(b)).
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5.7.2 Beam S3

Two different spans of this straight beam were tested: 83 and 132 inches. For both spans, the

beam was tested in bending about both principal axes of the cross section (llatwise and edgewise

bending).

1. The strains were recorded at the midspan, and the deflections were measured at L/3,

L/2, and 2L/3. Figs. 5.9(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the analytical and experimental results for A

the 83-inch span and Figs. 5.l0(a), (b), (c), and (d) for the l32—inch span. The fmite element

analyses predict quite well the average experimental responses of the beam. The displacement

predictions are in excellent agreement with the measured values. Discrepancies in normal

strains (of about 20%) occur only at isolated points (compression side of Fig. 5.9(a) and ten-

sion side of Fig. 5.l0(a)). Disregarding such points, the overall dilferences are within 10 to

15%, which are usually acceptable for timber.

2. Bending and compression. Only the results for the 130-inch span are diseussed here. The

beam was loaded in bending by two 750 lbs concentrated loads placed unsymmetrically at

74.25" and l02.25" from the left support (Fig. 5.ll(a)). The bending load was held constant

and axial loads were applied in incrcments. The results for three load levels are shown in Figs.

5.1 l(a), (b), (c), and (d). Once again, the linite element analysis characterizes the overall re-

sponse of the beam quite well, and signilicant discrepancies in normal strains are observed only

at a few points in the cross-section. The maximum differences in displacements are about

15%.

Based on the results shown in this section and those diseussed by Yadama (1989), it is

concluded that the isobeam element can accurately predict the overall linear response of curved

and straight southem pine glulam beams. The application of the isobeam to the analysis of

glulam timber domes is illustrated in the nextchapter.PROGRAM
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Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the tinite element analysis results of a glued·laminated timber dome

model, whose geometry is based on a Triax glulam dome built in Raleigh, North Carolina in 1975.

Glued—laminated timber domcs, such as the Varax and Triax grid domes, are single-layer lattice

(reticulated) structures wl1ose nodes lie on a spherical surface.

In this chapter, the general geometry and characteristics of lattice domes are presented (Section

6.2.1), including a detailed discussion of Triax and Varax domes (Section 6.2.2). Elastic stability

is the dominant failure mode of single-layer metallic space frames (Section 6.2.3). Thus, a funda-

mental question that is answered in this study is whether or not the nonlinear response of the

glulam dome model is govemed by instability (Section 6.7.2). The analysis of the dome model re-

quires defining the geometry of the dome (Section 6.3.1), modeling the components, such as beams,

purlins, joints, and tension ring (Section 6.3.2), defming the boundary conditions for the dome and
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a sector of the dome (Section 6.3.3), specifying the required material properties (Section 6.3.4), and

deterrnining the frnite element mesh (Section 6.3.5).

Important design loads for glulam domes are dead load, live loads, snow loads, wind loads,

earthquake loads, and snow concentrations and special hanging loads (Section 6.4). Various load

combinations must be considered in the analysis of glulam domes (Section 6.5). Glularn timber

domes are covered with a tongue-and-groove wood decking nailed to the beams and purlins. In this

study, the load-carrying-capacity of the decking is not considered. Thus, the distributed loads ap-

plied to the decking are transformed into discrete member loads (Section 6.6). The analysis of the

dome model consists of three distinct processes: a linear analysis, an eigenvalue buclding prediction,

and an incremental iterative nonlinear analysis (Section 6.7.1). 'lhe response evaluation of the

dome model for three load conditions and a discussion of the results is presented (Section 6.7.2).

The information presented in this chapter, particularly Sections 6.2 and 6.7.1, follows closely the

writings of Holzer (llolzer and boferski, 1987; Holzer et al., 1989; Holzer and Huang, 1989) and

the USDA proposal on which this study is based (llolzer and Loferski, 1986).

6.2 Glulam Timber Domes

In this section, the general geometry and eharacteristics of lattice domes are presented (Section

6.2.1). Varax and Triax glulam domes are single—1ayer reticulated structures whose nodes lie on a

spherical surface (Section 6.2.2). As illustrated in Section 6.2.3, the dominant failure mode of

single-layer metallic domes is elastic instability, which is govemed by geometrically nonlinear be-

havior. Thus, it is expected that the ultimate load capacity of glulam domes be govemed by ge-

ometric nonlinearities rather than by material failure. The results of the frnite element analysis of

a glulam dome model in Section 6.5 show that this is the case.
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The information presented in this section is based in part on a paper by Holzer and Loferski

(1987).

6.2.1 Lattice Domes

lattice domes, reticulated domes, or braced domes are three-dimensional networks of elements

with their nodes contained on a surface of revolution, usually a spherical surface. The essence of

their design is the three-dimensional load-carrying mechanism. Lattice domes can be classified on

the basis of their configurations as Schwedler, lamella grid, parallel lamella, and geodesic domes

(Fig. 6.1). The relative merits of these structures are discussed in the literature (Holzer and Loferski,

1987).

'Ihe elements of lattice domes are made of steel, alunninunn, or glued-lanninated timber. The

connectors range from the sophisticated Mero comnector, which provides a rigid concentric con-

nection, to simple bolted connections that provide little flexural or torsional resistance (Holzer and

Lofcrski, 1987). The selection of appropriate connectors is fundamental to the successful design

and constmction of space structures (Tsuboi, et al., 1984).

Most lattice domes are single~layer domes with short spans. However, there are a few examples

of single-layer domes with spans exceeding 330 ft. (Makowski, 1984). Surprisingly, the Tacoma

glulann timber dome, the largest timber dome and the largest clear·span wood roof structure in the

world, has a clear span of 530 ft. (Pacific Builder and Engineer, 1983).
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6.2.2 Triax and Varax Domes

Triax (Neal, 1973) and Varax (Eshelby and Evans, 1988) domes consist of curved glularn timber

beams arranged in a network of triangular modules irnterconnected by patented steel hubs (Fig.

6.2). The basic geometry of these domes is the tlnree-way grid pattem which is obtained by

projecting a network of equilatcral triangles, contained in the plane of the tension ring, onto the

spherical surface of the dome by rays originating at the center of the sphere. Thus, all members lie

in great circle planes. This procedure generates fairly uniform networks of curved elements on the

surface of the sphere, but it is limited to relatively shallow domes (e.g., the 502 ft Skydome of

Northem Arizona State University at Flagstafl). For example, the development of the geometry

of the Tacoma dome (530 ft) required a modified procedure which consisted in adding a zone of

equilateral triarngles to the outer edge of a basic gid pattem. The triax geometry has been extended

to reetangular base domes by using projecting rays with different origins and radii. This results in

sets of members, rather than all members, with identical radii. This idea was used by Eshelby

(1988), the chief designer of the Tacoma dome, to design the Charles Wright Academy gymnasium

dome (140 ft by 220 ft rectangle with 30 ft radius eomers) in Tacoma, Washington, which replaced

an air-supported roof structure.

The differences in the design of the steel hub comnector mark the differences between the Varax

and the Triax domes. The Varax joint (Fig. 6.3(a)) has flexural and rotational stiffness. Based on

tests carried out at the University of Washington, the flexural stiffness of the connector is taken as

85% of a rigid connection (Eshelby and Evans, 1988). The Triax joint (Fig. 6.3(b)) trarnsmits only

compressive forces. For both domes, the tongue-arnd·groove decking (Fig. 6.2) curved to the

dome’s radius and nailed to beams and purlins, forms an irntegal part of the design. Steel or rein-

forced concrete tension rings at the base of the dome complete the design.
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6.2.3 Failure Modes of Lattice Structures

The ultimate load carrying capacity (i.e., the failure mode) of lattice structures is govemed by

three kinds of behavior (Tsuboi, et al., 1984, p. 48): elastic buckling, elasto-plastic buckling, and

limit strength. These types of behavior are inlluenced by the geometric and material nonlinearities

of the structure. The first type is characteristic of single·layer lattice structures and the last two

types correspond to double-layer lattice structures (Fig. 6.4).

For single·layer domes, stability represents an important design criterion (Holzer and Loferski,

1987). For example, experts concluded that the failure of the Bucharest dome (see Section 6.4)

was induced by elastic instability (Soare, 1984). Moreover, in a recent state-of-the·art report on

space frames (Tsuboi ct al., 1984), it was stressed that geometrically nonlinear behavior plays the

key role in elastic buckling, the dominant failure mode of single-layer domes (Fig. 6.4). Since

glulam timber domes (e.g., Triax and Varax domes) are single·layer space frames, the failure mode

of these structures should also be govemed by elastic instability. Thus, it is expected that geometric

nonlinearities, rather than material nonlinearities, will dorninate the ultimate load capacity ofglulam

lattice domes. This is a fundamental assumption to be tested in this study (Section 6.5).

6.3 Finite Element Modeling

The fmite element modeling of glulam timber domes involves:

• the generation of the geometry of the dome, including the orientations of the interconnected

space beams;

• the selection of finite elements to model the bcams, connections, dccking, and tension ring;
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• the specilication of appropriate boundary conditions for the entire dome and for symmetric

substructures (e.g., a sector of the dome);

• the specilication of material properties;

•
the determination of a sulliciently accurate mesh.

These modeling considerations are discussed in this section in relation to a dome model whose ge-

ometry is based on a Triax dome built in Raleigh, North Carolina in 1975.

6.3.1 Dome Model

ln this study, the finite element modeling and analysis of glularn timber domes is limited to a

dome model whose geometry is based on the Crafts Pavilion Triax dome built in Raleigh, NC in

1975. The dome has a span of 133 ft and a rise above the tension ring of 18 ft (Fig. 6.5). It consists

of a 3-d grid system of six identical sectors composed of curved southem pine members: 132 beams

and 108 purlins. The dimensions of the beams and purlins are given in Figure 6.6. The beams are

intercormected by 61 steel hubs, and the purlins are cormected to the beams by 216 steel hangers

(see Fig. 6.3). In the finite element analysis, the joints are modeled with connector elements (Sec-

tion 6.3.2). The dome model rests on a steel tension ring of l'xl2" (Fig. 6.6). The Crafts Pavilion

Triax dome is covered with a
2”

tongue-and—groove wood decking fastened to the beams and purlins

with nails. In this study, the effect of the decking, which is expected to be significant, is not in-

cluded. ln the analysis of the Tacoma Dome (Eshelby and Evans, 1988), the effect of the decking

was simulated by constraining each member to deforrn only in its radial plane.
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6.3.2 Modeling of Components

The iinite element analysis of the dome model requires the selection of the following fmite ele-

ments: a bcarn element to model the curvcd glulam beams and purlins, cormector elements to

simulate the ilexibility of the joints, and a truss element to model the steel tension ring. Since the

program developed in Chapters 4 and 5 can only analyze rigid-jointed-frames and does not include

a truss element, the commercial finite element program ABAQUS (version 4.7-1, 1989) is used in

this study. This powerful general purpose program contains a library of elements that can satisfy

the modeling requirements of the dome. ABAQUS is especially tailored for nonlinear analysis, and

some of its key features are automatic time stepping and iteration. lt is regarded as one of the

easiest large-scale finite element programs to learn and use, and one of the most computationally

eflicient, even in simple linear applications (Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987, p. 4·263). The ele-

ments selected to model the dome are described next.

l. Space beam element. The 3-node isobeam element described in Chapters 4 and 5 is contained

in ABAQUS, and it is, therefore, selected to model the beams and purlins. A mesh of

2-elements per member is used (Section 6.3.5).

2. Connector element. A 2-node isobeam element is used to model the bearn-to-beam and

purlin-to-bcarn coxmections. Since each steel hub connector joins six beams, the hub con-

necting the space beams can be modeled by six 2-node isobeam elements joined at a common

node (Fig. 6.7(a)). Similarly, a 2-node element can be used to simulate the steel hanger con-

necting a purlin to a beam. The excentricity between the axes of the bcarn and the purlin

(which is about I.6") is ignored, and the 2-node element connccts the center of the purlin’s

cross section to the bcarn axis (Fig. 6.7(b)). ABAQUS perrnits the user to specify the following

parameters for the 2-node isobeam: the longitudinal and shear moduli E,_ and G, the area of

the cross section A, the cross-sectional principal moments of inertia I, and I,, and the torsional

constant J (polar moment of inertia for a circular section). Thus, the axial, flexural, and
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torsional stiffnesses of the connector element can be controlled at will. In this study, the axial

stiffness of each connector is thc same as that of the connecting member (i.e., A and E are kept

constant), whereas the flexural and torsional stiffnesses are decreased, by specifying reduced

values for 1,, 1,, and J, to simulate flexible joints.

3. Truss elcmcnt. A three-dimensional, 2-node truss element is used to model the steel tension

ring of the dome; Twenty-four elements are used to model the entire tension ring, with each

element spanning between two consecutive supports (Fig. 6.6).

6.3.3 Boundary Conditions and Symmetry

One must be careful in specifying constraints to remove rigid-body motions for large frame

stmctures. For example, in the analysis of the M.I.T. dome shown in Fig. 5.5, it was sufficient to

impose constraints at the apex of the dome; however, when the same constraints were used for the

glulam dome model, they caused singularity due to large rigid-body rotations of the base of the

dome. To eliminate rigid—body motions, the supports coinciding with the l-axis (nodes 1 and 13,

Fig. 6.8(a)) are constrained in the 2 and 3 directions, and those along the 2·axis (nodes 7 and 19,

Fig. 6.8(a)) are constrained in the 1 and 3 directions. The remaining supports along the base of the

dome are constrained in the 3—direction. These constraints allow the tension ring to move radially

and are sullicient to avoid rigid—body translations and rotations of the dome.

The dome model consists of six identical sectors. Thus, the geometry of the dome exhibits cy-

clic symrnetry. If the loads are the same for all five sectors (e.g., a uniform distributed load over

the dome), it is easier and more efficient to model only one sector of the dome, particularly in linear

analysis. In nonlincar analysis, a sector may not represent the response of the dome, because the

unsymmetric buckling modes are excluded by virtue of the boundary conditions imposed on the

sector (see Section 6.5). To exploit cyclic symmctry, the following boundary conditions along the
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edges of the sector (sector lines) can be specified (Fig. 6.8(b)): for any node along the sector line,

' except the node at the support, a local nodal coordinate system (l,2,3) must be defined with the

2·axis tangent to the sector line. At each node, the local coordinate system is unique and the de-

grees of freedom l, 5, and 6 are constrained with respect to the nodal frame of reference. The node

at the support (node P in Fig. 6.8(b)) is constrained with respect to a local coordinate system

(l', 2*, 3*) that defines the plane of the tension ring. The 2'—axis coincides with the radial line, CP,

and the 3’~axis with the global 3 direction. Node P is constrainted in the 1*, 3*, 5*, and 6* directions.

In this study, a simplification is used to define the boundary conditions for a sector. The node

at the support (node P) is constrained with respect to the primed local axes. The constraints l, 5,

and 6 for the nodes along the sector line can also be defmed in the primed frame of reference (i.e.,

constraints 1*, 5*, and 6*). Therefore, only the primed local coordinate system is used to specify

boundary conditions along the sector line. The equivalency of the primed and unprimed constraints

is based on the following argument: if rotations 5 a.nd 6 are zero, then rotations 5* and 6* should

also be zero (Fig. 6.8(b)). The node at the apex is constrained in global coordinates and it is al-

lowed to displace only in the global 3-direction. The remaining four nodes along the base of the

sector are constrained in the global 3-direction. When modeling a sector, the width of the beams

along the sector lines must bc reduced by half.

6.3.4 Element Orientation and Material Properties

The cross section of a beam element is oriented in space by specifying the direction cosines of

a nodal unit vector contained in the plane of the cross section and parallel to the longer face of the

beam (the depth of the cross section). Since all the members above the tension ring lie on great

circles of the sphere that defines the surface of the dome, the unit cross-sectional vectors are oriented

along radial lines that join the center of the sphere with the node of interest. The eve purlins located
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on the outside of the tension ring (see Fig. 6.6) lie in the plane delined by the tension ring; their

cross—sectional unit vectors are parallel to the global 3-axis.

Based on information provided by the manufacturer of the dome, the glularn beams and purlins

are classilied as E-rated 56 southem pine (NDS, 1986). Accordingly, the longitudinal elastic

modulus EL is taken as 1.8 x10° psi. Tabulated values of the shear modulus of southem pine glularn

beams are not available. Therefore, the shear modulus obtained from torsion tests of small glularn

samples (Section 3§6), G = 1.6 x
10’

psi, is used for the beams of the dome model.

6.3.5 Mesh Convergence

To determine the minimum number of elements per member that can be used in the analysis

of the dome model, the panel near the apex (panel 1) can be studied (Fig. 6.9(a)). The members

comprising this panel are the largest in the dome and may be susceptible to large displacements and
[

local buckling for some load conditions (e.g., a uniform distributed load over the irmer half of the

dome). To determine the optimal mesh, the panel loads are transformed into member loads by a

tributary-area method discussed in Section 6.4. Each member of panel 1 carries part of the load

imposed over this panel and over the adjacent panels. The response of the members of panel 1 are

studied for different boundary conditions and increasingly relined meshes. For example, beam A

of panel 1 is shown in Fig. 6.9(b) loaded with triangular loads that correspond to a uniformly dis-

tributed load over the two adjacent panels and a concentrated load transmitted by the two purlins

resting on the beam. The response of beam A for 2-element and 4-element meshes is summarized

in Table 6.1. Similar results were obtained for beam B and purlin P of Fig. 6.9(a). Based on the

response of the members of panel 1, it is concluded that a mesh of 2-elements per member is ac-

curate enough to characterizc the response of the dome model.
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Figure 6.9. Mesh convergence study of the beams of panel I.
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Table 6.l Mesh Convergence Study for Beam A of Panel l°

% Dilference in Response Between a Two
and a Four Element Mesh

Support Displacements @ Stresses
conditions Reactions quarter points @ midspan

V- 0.0 0.6 0.2
V—· 0.0 0.9 l.0
l—————I 0.3 1.3 0.0
O? 0.3 2.4 3.3

* See Fig. 6.6
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6.4 Design Loads

lmportarnt design loads for lattice domes are wind and snow loads (Baker, 1984; Eshelby and

Evans, 1988; Makowski, 1984; Soare, 1984); the failure of several metallic lattice domes occurred

during snow storms (ENR; Holzer et al., 1984; Soare, 1984). The U.S. codes of practice (ANSI,

1982; BOCA, 1984; UBC, 1985) do not provide design wind pressures for domes, and the few

intemational codes that do are not consistent (Baker, 1984). Generally, codes recommend that

wind pressure distributions for domes be determined by wind-tunnel tests. However, Baker (1984)

states that the problem of obtaining reliable wind load data on any dome is so great, even by
1

wirnd-tunnel testing, that expert advice is often to simply overdesign on the basis of the best avail-

able information. In regard to snow loads, investigators have attributed the collapse of some domes

to heavy local snow concentrations (ENR; Holzer et al., 1984; Soare, 1984). This was illustrated

by the snap-through buckling of the Bucharest dome (Soare, 1984). The collapse of the dome was

attributed to a local snow concentration of approximately 30% of the total design snow load over

15% of the horizontal projection of the dome. Tlnis increased the intensity of the pressure by a

factor of 3.5 over the uniform design pressure. A historical sunnrnary ofprogressive collapse of light

framed structures during snow storms is given by Lorenzen (1980). Wreckage data collected over

a period of 12 years (1966-1978) indicates that the failure of a minor part of a roof generally pre-

cipitates the complete collapse of the roof frame. Unfortunately, current codes of practice do not

seem to reflect the possibility of local snow aeeumulations on domes during snow storms.

The design loads for the test dome considered in this study are estimated following the guidelines

given by the Americarn Institute of Timber Construction (1985), the American National Starndards

Institute (1982), the Uniform Building Code (1985), and the European Convention for

Constructional Steelwork (1978). The loads considered include dead load, live load, snow loads,

wind loads, and earthquake loads.
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6.4.1 Dead Load

The dead load for timber domes consists of the weight of the glulam beams and purlins, the steel

connector hubs, the tongue·and-groove decking, the insulation and roofrng material, and other

mechanical and electrical components permanently attached to the roof. The dead load for the

dome model is estimated as followsz

Bearns and purlins = 2 psf (based on 40 pcf specific weight)

2" decking = 5 psf (AITC, Table 7.1, p. 7-664)

Steel hubs, roofrng and insulation = 9 psf

Total = 16 psf

6.4.2 Live Load

Live load consists of the weight imposed over the structure during construction, roofrng, and

reroofrng. It also accounts for the weight of frremen and equipment in the event of frre. Live load

for domes can be computed from ANSI A58.2·82, Sect. 4.10, p. 12. The same information is

presented in tabular form in UBC-85 (Table 23-C, p. 128). The live load computed for the dome

model is 20 psf.

6.4.3 Snow Load

Guidelines for design snow loads are given in AITC (1985) and ANSI A58.l-82. Using these

sources, the snow load for the dome model is estimated as 14 psf uniforrnly distributed over the

entire dome and a nonuniform load over half the dome that varies from 7 psf at the crown to 28

psf at the eve.
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6.4.3 Wind Load

The information contained in the Wind Loading Handbook (Newberry and Eaton, 1974) and

the ECCS (1978) appears to be the best available. Since the ECCS pressure distributions are ex-

plicitly defined and simple to apply, they would be the preferred wind load pressures in design

provided they are sufficiently accurate. The ECCS specifies pressure values at three points along

the midsection of the dome in the wind direction, the points A, B, C in Fig. 6.10(a). The pressure

along any section normal to the wind is constant, and values between the points A, B, C are ob-

tained by linear interpolation.

The wind load for the dome model is deterrnined from ECCS by using the basic wind speed

given in ANSI A58.l-82, p. 36. The pressure distribution over the dome is shown in Fig. 6.10(b)

and corresponds to a height of the tension ring of 15 ft above the ground. The wind load for the

test dome could also be computed from ANSI A58.1-82 using the pressure coeflicients for arched

roofs. By this approach, it is assumed that pressure distributions are uniform over the windward

quarter, center half, and leeward quarter of the dome. However, the jumps or discontinuities from

regen to regen over the roof are unrealistic (Fig. 6.10(b)).

6.4.4 Seismic Load

Seismic loads are specified, for example, in the Uniform Building Code (1985). For the Tacoma

dome, the seismic lead condition was not critical (Eshelby and Evans, 1988), and therefore, it is

not considered in this study.
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Figure 6.l0. Wind Load
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6.5 Load Combinatious

Various load combinations must be considered in the analysis of glulam domes (AITC, 1985).

The following load combinations are typical (Varax):

l. Combined DL and LL on entire dome.

2. Combined DL + LL on 1/2 dome terminating on sector line.

3. Combined DL + LL on 1/2 dome terminating on sector center line.

4. Combined DL + LL on inner 1/2 dome.

5. Combined DL + LL on outer 1/2 dome.

6. Combined DL + WL.

7. Combined DL + WL + one-half LL on 1/2 dome (leeward side), LL terrninating on sector

line.

8. Combined DL + WL + one-half LL on 1/2 dome (leeward side), LL tenninating along sector

center line.

9. Snow concentrations and special hanging loads.

T11e test dome will be analyzed for load combinations l, 2, and 4.
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6.6 Discrctization of Loads

Each sector of the Crafts Pavilion Triax domc is covered with a tongue·and—groove wood

decking. The 2'x6' boards are nailed to the beams and purlins in a parallel direction to the sector

center line. In this study, the load-carrying capacity of the decking is not considered. Thus, the

distributed loads applied to the decking are transformed into member loads by assigning load-

tributary areas to the interconnected members. Funhermore, the distributed member loads are

transfonned into equivalent concentrated nodal loads. This transfomiation can be performed

intemally by the finite element program ABAQUS. llowever, since the structure consists of hun-

dreds of elements, the task of assembling the load contributions from adjacent panels becomes

easier when concentrated nodal loads are specified.

6.6.1 Transformation of Panel Loads into Member Loads

Each sector of the dome contains a number of triangles eonsisting of three beams and a purlin.

Each of these triangles is called a panel. Since the radius ofcurvaturc of the beams is relatively large

(133 ft), the arc and chord lengths are approximately equal. Thus, for the transformation of loads,

each panel can be treated as a "flat triangle'. The panel is divided by the purlin into areas A, and

A,, and the load acting on each area can be averaged and considered uniformly distributed (Fig.

6.1 l(a)).

To convert the panel-load into member-loads, it can be assumed that a strip of decking dis-

tributes the load equally to the supporting members to which it is nailed. By applying this concept

to successive strips, it is possible to divide the panel surface area into member tributary areas as

shown in Fig. 6.11(b). The pressure acting over each tributary area can be converted into distrib-

uted member loads. The magnitude of these loads is a function of the geometry of the panel and
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Figure 6.I I. Transformation of panel loading into member actions.
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the pressures acting over the corresponding tributary areas. As an example, consider the load acting

over the length L, of member A in Fig. 6.ll(b). The equivalent load over the length L, is W, —l§-

. A . . A
and is equal to the force P,( —j-) due to the pressure P, acting over the tributary area Thus,

W1 Li _ P1A1
2

_
4

or

P1/liW¤ —z‘ 1

In a similar manner, the loads for all the members of the panel are computed. This load transfor-

mation is used for the entire sector of the dome with some modilications in the procedure for the

panels near the tension ring.

6.6.2 Transformation of Distributed Element Loads into Concentrated Nodal

Loads

The representation of the input data of the applied loads becomes easier if the element distrib-

uted loads are converted into concentrated nodal loads. The loads are transformed using the load-

discretization finite element approach which is consistent with the formulation of the isobearn

element (Ch. 4). To illustrate the procedure, consider the isobeam element in the plane of Fig. 6.12:

the coordinates, displacements, and rotations are interpolated in terms of the corresponding nodal

values as
V
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3

xz=1
2

v = E h,v, (6.1)
::1

2

I=I

where h, are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials introduced in Chapter 4 (Eq. 4.1):

The displacements v and rotations 0 are interpolated independently (Eq. 6.1), but they are related

by the shear strain y„ (see Fig. 5.l(c)). Similarly, the distributed element forces and moments are

uncoupled and can be converted into discrete nodal values by integrating the corresponding load

function over the element. Therefore, the equivalent nodal forces and moments are computed from

*1ß1=_[ hr Mx) dx (6-2)
*1

*2f„„1=]. hr m(x) dx (6-3)
*1

For a straight element, dx can be expressed as

2
dx=2 hi', x,dr=-Q;-dr (6.4)

l=l

For example, a uniform distributed load over the element can be converted into nodal loads

through Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4). ln this case, the load function is a constant p and the integral is

simply
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1
f;„=p!i- fl h,dr i= 1,2,3

The equivalent nodal forces are

-LL L L 1 -L
2 2[ 3 2

]—*‘6”L

- pgL L L 1 -Lf"*“ 2 2[ 3 + 2 ]—*‘6"L

pb 1 3 2/*3 =T2[’“%']l* =?**L

as shown in Fig. 6.12(b).

Once the fmite element mesh is established, the values of the nodal forces for each panel can

be tabulated as functions of the applied panel pressures. To compute the total load at a node, the

load contributions from adjacent panels are added. For example, the nodal loads for the panel near

the apex (panel 1) of the test dome are given in Table 6.2 for a mesh of two elements per member.

The definition of the nodes and panel pressures are given in a sketch below Table 6.2.

6. 7 Finite Element Analysis

The frnite element analysis of lattice domes involves the selection of frnite elements (see Section

6.3.2), the formulation of the equations ofequilibrium (see Chapter 2), the application ofa solution

process (Section 6.7.1), and the evaluation of the structural response (Section 6.7.2.).
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Table 6.2 Equivalent noda.1 loads for panel 1 shown below.

Nodes° Nodal Loads (1bs)

1 2 P,
2, 12 2 P,

3, 11 4 1 P,

4, 10 1 P,

5, 9 0.1254 1 P,

6, 8 3.25 A P,

7 2.25 71 P,

13,15 71 P, + 2.0 1 P,

14 A P, + 1 P,

Note: J. = 1,260.4; P,, P, = panel pressures in psi

*Node numbering for a mesh of 2 elements per member

1 P1
2 1 2

1 1

5 6 7 8 9
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6.7.1 Analysis Procedure

The dome model is analyzed for three load conditions as described in Sections 6.5 and 6.7.2.

For each load condition, three distinct analyses are performed: a linear analysis to check the design

adequacy of the structure, a combined linear/nonlincar buckling load prediction analysis, and an

incremental itcrative nonlincar analysis.

Linear Analysis

ln the linear analysis, the member design criteria is checked. The program output gives the

extreme-liber stresses of the cross section at the location of the integration points along the beam

axis of each beam element. From these, the bending and axial components of stresses are computed

by a postprocessing program (Huang, 1989). The induced member stresses are then checked against

the design criteria established by the National Design Specifications for Wood Construction (1986).

Specifically, the interaction equations for combined flexural and axial loading of NDS Section 3.10

are used. The allowable stresses for the southem pine beams of the test dome were obtained from

NDS (1986) for E-rated S6 southem pine glulam.

Nonlinear Analysis

At equilibrium points obtained in the solution process, the lattice dome model is tested for local

and global failure modes. This includes the computation of strains and stresses, the identification

of excessive deformations, and the investigation of the stability of equilibrium to search for critical

points. ln the stability analysis of the test dome, two different methods are used: a linearized

eigenvalue buckling prediction and an incremental itcrative nonlincar analysis by the modified

Riks-Wempner method. The details of these methods are presented next.
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Eigenvalue buckling prediction. ABAQUS permits a combined linear and nonlinear analysis for

estimating elastic buckling by eigenvalue extraction. The procedure consists of computing two

tangent stiffness matrices at distinct load levels (e.g., zero load and a small increment of the design

load). The change in stiffness is assumed to be proportional to the change in load. This leads to

an eigenvalue problem, and the lowest eigenvalue provides an estimate of the buekling load. This

estimate is useful for "stiff' structures, where the prebuckling response is almost linear (ABAQUS).

Moreover, it helps to predict the length of the nonlinear equilibrium path that must be traoed to

locate the first critical point in a nonlinear analysis. According to Holzer and Huang (1989), 'the

combined analysis may have originated with Dupuis et al. (1970) who used it to compute a

bifurcation point (Kardestuncer et al., 1987, p. 2.256), and it is one of the linear buckling formu-

lations considered by Brendel, Kempen, and Ramm (l982).' The procedure is as follows (Holzer

and Huang, 1989):

1. A base load °R is applied and a nonlinear analysis is performed to obtain the corresponding

tangent stiffness matrix "K.

2. A small load increment AR is added to define a reference load

'R = °R + AR (6.5)

and the corresponding tangent stiffness matrix 'K is computed.

3. It is assumed that the change in stiffness, AK, going from the base load
‘R

to the reference load

'R , is proportional to the change in load, AR . Thus,

A1<= 'K- "1< (6.6)

4. Based on this assumption, for any load

R = "R + AAR (6.7)
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the stiffness of the structure is defmed by

K =
bK

+ 1AK (6.8)

5. At a critical load K(1) is singular, and the problem of solving for 1, such that det(K) = 0, Ieads

to the solution of the eigenvalue problem

(ÜK + 1AK)d> = 0 (6.9)

which yields the critical load parameter, 1,,, the corresponding buckling mode shape, ¢>,,, and

the buckling load

R,, = bR
+ 1,,AR (6.10)

For proportional loading, AR, is a multiple of °R and Eq. 6.7 can be written as

R= °R+ 1(c "R), c<l

or

R=1, °R, 0$1$1,, (6.11)

where, according to Holzer and Huang (1989), '...the base load
‘R

is magnified as 1, varies

from 1 to 1,,. lf linear buckling analyses are performed for increasing values of 1, , a sequence

of critical load parameter predictions are obtained that converge to 1,, as 1, approaches 1,,.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.l3(a), where the critical load prediction curve intersects the non-

linear equilibrium path at the actual critical point. The critical load prediction curve in Fig.

6. l3(a) is not unique because it depends on the degree of freedom selected for its presentation.

This problem can be elirninated by selecting the base load parameter 1, rather than a degree

of freedom u, to plot the critical load prediction curve, as shown in Fig. 6.13(b). The resulting

critical load prediction curve intersects the 45° line (1 = 1,) at the critical load parameter 1,,.'
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The combined analysis is illustrated for the truss problem of Fig. 6.14(a). The equilibrium

equation can be written as (ABAQUS, 4.5, test problem 3.2.3)

_ AE:} _ _L
P-T(u h)1n(L ) (6.12)

The stiffness of the system at any time is

L ._.<···
^>’

LK- du- I2 [iI‘lL+ I2 (l—2lnL)] (6.13)

For the dimensions chosen, the first limit point corresponds to

u = 0.4246, Pc, = 3.89xl0"3 (6.14)

as shown in Fig. 6.14(a). Calculations of linearized buckling estimates are given in Table 6.3 for

three load increments that correspond to displacements u = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 (Eq. (6.12)). The

graphical representation of the second critical load estimate of Table 6.3 is shown in Fig. 6.14(a).

The critical load prediction curve is shown in Fig. 6.l4(b), from which the critical load can be ap-

proximated by intersecting the 45° line with a straight line joining two buckling prediction points.

For the choice of points shown in Fig. 6.l4(b), the predicted buckling load is within 5% of the

actual buckling load. The buckling loads of the dome model can be predicted by the linear function

interpolation/extrapolation procedure illustrated in this example.

Incremental iterative nonlinear analysis. In the nonlinear analysis, the nonlinear equations of

equilibrium can be solved by various incremental iterative procedures that result in a series of points

on the equilibrium path; each equilibrium point defmes the values of the nodal displacements and

the corresponding load parameter. In several comparison studies (llolloway and Rustum, 1984;

Holzer et al., 1981), the modified Riks-Wempner method, the choice of this study, was found to

be most effective in tracing nonlinear equilibrium paths through bifurcation and limit (turning)

points along the curve. _
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The stability of the structure can be detemiined from the eigenvalues of the tangent stiffness

matrix, which is formulated at each equilibrium point in the solution process. Equilibrium is stable

if all eigenvalues are positive, critical if one or more eigenvalues are zero, and unstable if one or

more eigenvalues are negative (I·lolzer et al., 1981). For computational efliciency, stability is usually

determined from the diagonal matrix obtained in the factorization of the tangent stiffness matrix

during Gaussian elimination, a necessary step in the solution process.

It is an important property of the tangent stiffness matrix that the effects of all deformations

modeled by the fmite elements and linked in the assembly are reflected by its stability characteristics.

For example, the appearance of a single negative eigenvalue signilies the loss of stiffness, i.e., the

possibility of a rigid body displacement in one direction. This may correspond, for example, to the

snap—through of a single joint or the torsional·llexural buckling of some elements. Thus, any form

of instability is reflected by the tangent stiffness matrix.

At each equilibrium point obtained in the solution process, the state of the glulam dome model

is assessed. This includes the investigation of the stability of equilibrium at the given load level; the

computation and evaluation of nonnal and shearing stresses, and the identification of excessive

deformations and possible material failures (crushing and rupture). A very important question that

the response evaluation of the test dome must answer is whether the mode of failure is govemed

by elastie instability or by material strength. Therefore, the induced stresses are checked against the

proportional-limit and ultimate stresses recommended by the Wood llandbook (1987) for longleaf

pine (Table 6.4).

6.7.2 Response Evaluation of the Dome Model

Based on the modeling assumptions and analysis considerations discussed in the preceding

sections, the dome model is analyzed for three load conditions:
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1. Dead load plus uniform snow load over the entire dome.

2. Dead load plus snow load on the inner circular half of the horizontal projection of the dome.

3. Dead load plus snow load over the lower half of the horizontal projection of the dome, ter-

minating on sector lines.

For load condition 1, the whole dome and a sector of the dome are analyzed. The analyses for the

three load conditions are presented first, and then a discussion of the results is presented.

Load Condition l

The first load condition consists of dead load (16 psi) and uniform snow load over the entire

dome (20 psi). Since the geometry and the load are symmetric, a sector of the dome is analyzed

first to test the analyses procedures (Section 6.7.1) and the required boundary conditions to model

symmetry (Section 6.3.3). The geometry of the sector is shown in Fig. 6.6, and the boundary

conditions are explained in Section 6.8.3 and shown in Fig. 6.8(b). The width of the beams along

the sector lines are cut in half. The analysis of the sector is used as a guide for the analysis of the

whole dome. The geometry of the dome is presented in Fig. 6.5, and the boundary conditions are

shown in Fig. 6.8(a). Three-node isoparametric beam elements are used to model the beams and

purlins, with a mesh of 2-elements per member (Section 6.3.5). The connectors are modeled with

2-node beam elements, and the tension ring is modeled with truss elements (Section 6.3.2). The

joints are first assumcd rigid (including the purlin connectors). Then, flexible joints are specified
J

by reducing the flexural and torsional stiffnesses of the connectors. With flexible joints, the purlin

connectors are modeled as pinned by reducing the principal moments of inertia (I, and I,) and the

torsional constant (J) of the connectors by a factor of 256. By reducing the stiffness by a facotr of

256, the connector can simulate a pinned connection, and yet, the reduced stiffness is suflicient to

avoid causing singularity of the stiffness matrix. The results of the analyses of the sector and the

whole dome are summarized in Tables 6.5 and 6.6.
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In the linear analysis, the results showed that the response of the sector corresponds precisely

to the response of the whole dome (i.e., the displacements and stresses for both structures are the

same). The induced stresses in the members are below the allowable stresses specified by the code

(NDS, 1986). ln the buckling analysis, the response of the sector does not reflect the response of

the dome. The reason is that the boundary conditions to model symmetry constrain the sector,

along the sector lines, from displacing laterally, and only vertical displacements are possible along

the sector lines. Thus, the sector is ’somewhat stiffer' than the whole dome. Nevertheless, the

nonlinear analysis of the sector is used as a guide for the analysis of the dome. The eigenvalue

buckling prediction analysis for rigid joints is perfomxed by computing the tangent stiffness matrices

at zero load and at the design load. The linearized buckling analysis underestirnates the buckling

load for the sector and the whole dome by only 13%. The buckling loads for the sector are 25%

higher than those for the dome. As the joint stiffness decreases, the buckling load decreases. For

example, by decreasing the joint stiflness by 50% (with respect to a rigid joint), the buckling load

decreases by 32% (see Table 6.6). The deformed shapes of the sector and the dome for a 50% joint

stiffness are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, respectively. The buckling analysis of the sector

overestimates the induced element stresses by more than 100%. Therefore, they are not reliable.

The results of the buckling analysis of the dome show that stresses in all the members remain below

the proportional limit, and therefore, below the ultimate allowable values specified by the Wood

llandbook (1987). Thus, for load condition 1, the mode of failure of the dome is elastic instability.

A detailed discussion of results is presented at the end of this chapter.

Load Condition 2

This load condition consists of dead laod (16 psf) and uniform snow load (20 psf) on the hori-

zontal projection of the circular inner halfof the dome. The dome model is analyzed for rigid joints

and for a 50% reduction in the joint stilfnesses of the connectors. The results of the analyses are

summaxized in Table 6.7. In the linear analysis, the stresse are about 50% below the allowable

design values computed from NDS (1986). In the linearized buckling prediction analysis, for the
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PLAN VIEW

solid lines - displaced mesh

dashed lines — original mesh

magnification factor - 490.

Figure 6.I5. Load condition I: buckling analysis of a sector for 50% joint stiifnesses and pinned parlina.
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condition of rigid joints, two tangent stiffness matrices are computed: one at zero load and one at

the design load. The eigenvalue solution, as described in Section 6.7.1, provides an estimate of the

buckling load, wlnich is only 7% below the buckling load given by tlne incremental nonlinear anal-

ysis (Table 6.7). When the joint stiffnesses are reduced by 50%, the reduction in buckling load,

from the condition of rigid joints, is approximately 6%. Thus, it appears that for this load condi-

tion, a reduction of 50% in the joint stiffness does not cause a signilicant reduction of the buckling

load. In the buckling analysis, the maximum stresses are below tlne proportional limit, and the

mode of failure of the dome model is elastic instability. The deforrned shapes for rigid and 50%

joint stilfnesses are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18.

Load Condition 3
4

Tlnis load condition consists of dead load (16 psi) and a uniform snow load (20 psi) on half the

dome. The load temninates on sector lirnes. The results of the anlayses for rigid and 50% joint

stillnesses are presented in Table 6.8. Under the design load (linear analysis), the stresses are about

50% below the allowable design values (NDS, 1986). Tlne eigenvalue buckling prediction for rigid

joints is accomplishcd by computing the tangent stiffness matrices at zero and at the design load.

The buckling load estimate is 2% below the buckling load given by the incremental nonlinear

analysis. A 50% reduction in the stiffness of the joints results in a 23% reduction of the buckling

load. Thus, for this load condition, the llexibility of the joints has a signilicant effect on the

buckling response of the structure. At the buckling load, the maximum stresses remain below the

proportional limit, and once again, the failure mode of the structure is elastic buckling. The de-

formed conligurations are shown in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20.
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6.8 Discussion of Results

From the results of the analyses of the dome model, the following observations can be made:

1. For load conditions 1 (uniform load over the whole dome) and 2 (uniform load on the inner

half of the dome), the linear response of the dome can be studied by considering a sector with

appropriate boundary conditions (Section 6.3.3).

2. For the three load conditions considered in this study, the stresses corresponding to the design

load (linear analysis) are below the design values specified by the code (NDS, 1986). Of the

three load conditions, load condition l (uniform load over the whole dome) produces the

largest stresses in the members, and therefore, it is more critical in allowable stress design.

3. The linearized eigenvalue prediction gives a good estimate of the buckling load for rigid con-

nections. The tangent stiffness matrices are computed at zero load and at the deisgn load,

which results in a simple and straightforward application of the solution procedure (Section

6.7.1). In this study, the eigenvalue buckling prediction for rigid joints was used as a guide (an

upper limit) in the computation of the buckling loads for flexible joints.

4. The buckling analyses of the three load conditions show that the lowest buckling load corre-

sponds to load condition 3 (uniform snow load on halfof the dome). For 50% joint stiffness,

the buckling load for this condition is, respectively, 23% and 52% less than for load conditions

l and 2. In all three cases, the maximum stresses remain below the proportional limit of the

material (Wood Handbook, 1987). Therefore, the failure of the dome model is govemed by

elastic instability and not by material strength.
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5. The buckling response of the test model is influenced by the llexibility of the joints. For ex-

ample, the reductions in the buckling loads from rigid to 50% joint stiffness for load conditions

l, 2, and 3 are, respectively, 32%, 6%, and 23%.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A frnite element modeling and geometrically nonlinear static analysis of glued—laminated timber

domes is presented. The modeling assumptions and analysis procedures are applicd to a dome

model whose geometry is based on a triax dome built in Raleigh, NC in 1975. This spherical dome

has a span of 133 ft and a rise of 18 ft above the tension ring. It consists of triangulated networks

of curved southem pine glulam beams and purlins connected by steel hubs. A11 the members have

the same radius of curvature and lie on great circles of a spherical surface of 133.3 ft radius. The

dome is covered with a 2·inch tongue-and-groove wood decking. In this study, the load carrying

capacity of the decking is not considered.

The glulam members of the test dome are modeled with one-dimcnsional, 3-node, isoparametric

structural beam elements which incorporate shear deformations. Material properties are assumed

to be constant throughout the volume of the element. The material is assumed to be continuous,

homogeneous, and transversely isotropic. The transverse isotropy assumption for glulam bearns,

proposed in this study, is validated by testing small southem pine samples in torsion. The torsion

expcriments also allow the computation of the shear modulus of the material. Based on these
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simplifying assumptions for glulam beams, a geometrically nonlinear 3·node isoparametric beann

element is formulated. The accuracy of the modeling assumptions for glulam beams is verified by

comparing the arnalytical and experimental linear responses of southem pine glulam beams sub-

jected to combined loads. The results show that the isobeam element can accurately represent the

overall linear response of the beams.

The dome model is analyzed for three load conditions using the commercial finite element

progarn ABAQUS. The following guidclines for the modeling and analysis of g,lulam domes are

included in this study:

1. the specification of boundary conditions for the whole dome and for a symmetric sector of the

dome;

2. the detemnination of design loads, particularly wind and snow loads, and the specification of

important load combinations;

3. the modeling of the space joints and the purlin·to-beam connectors;

4. the selection of fmite elements to model the beams, connections, and tension ring;

5. the specification of material properties;

6. the selection of solution procedures to evaluate the complete structural response of lattice

domes up to collapse. Specifically, three distinct analyses are illustrated: a linear analysis to

check the member design criteria specified by the design codes (NDS, 1986), a linearized

buckling prediction arnalysis to estimate the buckling load, and an incremental iterative ge-

ometric nonlinear analysis by the modified Riks-Wempner method.
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Since the dccking of the dome is not modeled in this study, the applied pressures are trans-

formed into discrete member loads. The response of the dome model is evaluated for rigid and

flexible joints, and a discussion of the results is presented.

7.1 Corzclusions

1. The results of torsion tests of small solid and glulam soutl1em pine samples show that the as-

sumption of transverse isotropy for southem pine glulam beams is acceptable. Moreover, the

same experiments can be used to obtain the shear modulus of the material.

2. The 3-d isoparametric beam finite element can characterize the overall linear response of

southem pine glulam beams fairly accurately.

3. Since the formulation of the isopararnetric beam element is based on Timoshenko’s bearn

theory, which includes shear deformations, the displacements and rotations are interpolated

independently. Therefore, the applied distributed element loads and moments are uncoupled

and can be transformed into applied discrete nodal forces by intcgrating the corresponding load

parameter over the length of the element. In the analysis of large glulam domes, it is more

manageable to discretize the loads independently of the main analysis program and to specify

nodal concentrated forces.

4. For uniform loads, the linear response of glulam domes can be studied by considering a sector

of the dome.

5. For the condition of rigid joints, the linearized buckling prediction analysis can estimate fairly

well the ultimate load capacity of the test model; for flexible joints, this value can be used as

an upper estimate of the critical load.
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6. For the three load conditions considered in the study of the test model, the failure mode of the

dome is govemed by elastic instability. At ultimate load, the maximum stresses remain below

the proportional limit of the material. Thus, geometric nonlinearities dominate the buckling

response of the dome. Ilowever, the ends of the beams attached to the steel hub connector

may be subjected to high localized stresses, and failure may be initiated by perpendicular-to-

grain splitting of the beams.

7. The unsymrnetric load condition (uniform snow load over half the dome model) produces the

most critical buckling load of the three load conditions considered.

8. The flexibility of the joints have a significant influence on the buckling response of the dome

model. The ultimate load decreases as the flexibility of the joints increases.

7.2 Recommcndations

l. The isobeam element can represent aecurately the 3-d response of space glulam beams.

However, its accuracy depends on how well the material is modeled; speeifically:

• Torsion tests of fu1l·size glulam beams of various species are needed in order to:

i) assess the validity of transverse isotropy;

ii) compute the shear modulus of the material;

iii) study the torsional response of glulam beams to establish proportional limit and ul-

timate shear stresses, to evaluate the influence of warping displaeements on the

torsional stiffnesses (of particular importance in geometric nonlinear analysis), to
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identify torsional failure mcchanisms, and to develop a material torsional model for

glulam.

• In order to specify constant properties for the volume of the beam element, experimental

tests and statistical analyses are needed for the accurate estimate of the elastic and shear

moduli of glulam beams.

2. The response of the dome model considered in this study should be evaluated for other load

conditions, including snow/wind load combinations, snow concentrations, special hanging

loads, and earthquake loads. Critical load conditions can then be identified.

3. The development of pre- and postprocessing programs are required for the efficient analysis

of glulam domes.

4. Experimental tests of full or scaled models of glulam space frames and lattice domes are re-

quired in order to verify the analytical results.

5. The analysis of glulam domes must include the effect of the decking.

6. The effect of variations in the joint stiffnesses, the tension ring stiffness, and the depth-to-width

ratios of the beams should be studied.

7. A probabilistic sensitivity study of the effects of variations in material properties on the be·

havior of the space beams should be conducted.

8. Time dependent effects of creep and moisture change should be evaluated.

9. Other lattice dome geometries, such as the parallel lamella dome, can be modeled with glulam

members to study possible advantages over the Triax geometry.
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l0. Most importantly, the study should be extended to other glulam dome configurations to de-

termine if elastic instability is the goveming design criterion for the range of dome configura-

tions characteristic of existing domes.

ll. The research results can be transformed into design and analysis guidelines for codes of prac-

tice.
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OAppcndnx A

Data Sequence

------·---------------—-----MAIN--------·-----------···----------------
DATE ( FORMAT = --/--/-- )
IIEADING (MAXIMUM 80 CIIARACTERS)
NE NJ NLC
TYPE
·—---------------------·----STRUCT--·-—---·---—-—-·----—----~·—--··--·-
MINC(I,J) I = I,3 J = 1,NE -·------- (MEMBER INCIDENCES) -
JNUM JDIR END WITII 0 0 ------------- ( JOINT CONSTRAINTS)
---·--------------------—--·—--PROP---···--·--------------·-----·---—--
NJ XI X2 X3 VSI VS2 VS3 VTI VT2 VT3 END WITH 0 0 0... (NODE PROPS.)
IELEM WIDTH DEPTII EMOD GMOD END WITII 0 (ELEMENT PROPS.)
--------··------·------------- LOAD -·-----------------—----·-·--—-----
IF TYPE = 'NONLIN' THEN QIMAX QI DQI
·---------·~·—~·-----------~ JLOAI) ---···-·-~-—-----·------·---~··-----
FOR EACH LOAD CONDITION:
JNUM JDIR FORCE END WITII 0 0 0.D0
—-------------·-~------·---- DLOAD ----~-------·-------·---·-----------
FOR EACH LOAD CONDITION:
ENUM PAI PA2 PA3 PBI PB2 PB3 RADIUS (RADIUS = 0.D0 FOR STRAIGHT ELEMENT)

END WITII A LINE OF EIGIIT ZEROES
-···~·---~-—------------—--- NONLIN ·--·-----------—··-—·——-·—---------·

(ONLY FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS)
TOLENE.TOLFOR,TOLDIS
ALGO
IRES
MAXITJTEUPD
"******'***°*' FOR NEWVAR ADD THE FOLLOWING 3 VALUES AT THE END OF THE

DQIMAX,DQIMIN,DTOL
--·--—·-~------·-------------·- DPOST ------—-——------··--·----—-—----
JNUM (FOR NODES WHOSE DISPLACEMENTS ARE TO BE PRINTED) < END WITH 0 >
ELEMN (FOR ELEMENTS WHOSE STRESSES AND STRAINS ARE TO BE PRINTED)

< END WITH 0 >
ELEMN ( FOR ELEMENTS WIIOSE INTERNAL FORCES ARE TO BE PRINTED )
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< END WITII 0>
JNUM (FOR NODES WHOSE NODAL FORCES ARE TO BE PRINTED ) < END WITH 0 >

-~--·-·-·-—--·--—-------------·ENDl

U

*EXAMPLE: INPUT DATA FILE FOR TEST PROBLEM 1: WILLIAMS TOGGLE FRAME 1.*
O l

07/29/89
WILLIAMS TOGGLE FRAMEI
2 5 I
NONLIN -
1 3 2
3 5 4
1 I
I 2
I 3 '
l 4
I 5
1 6
5 1
5 3
5 4
5 5
5 6
0 0
1 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 -0.0247I6D0 0.9996945DO 0.l)0 0.l)0 0.D0 I.I)0
2 3.236D0 0.08I)0 0.D0 -0.024716DU 0.9996945I)0 0.D0 0.l)0 0.l)0 l.I)0
3 6.472D0 0.I6I)0 0.D0 -0.0247l6D0 0.9996945D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.I)0 I.D0
4 9.7073D0 0.24D0 0.D0 -0.0247l6D0 0.9996945D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 I.D0
5 I2.943D0 0.32D0 0.D0 -0.0247l6D0 0.9996945DO 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 1.D0
0 0.D0 0.DO 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.l)0 0.D0 0.D0
I 0.7S3D0 0.243D0 10.36D06 3.961 SDO6
2 0.753D0 0.243D0 10.36D06 3.9615D06
0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0
l0.D0 l.D0 0.3D0
5 2 ·35.D0
0 0 0.D0
0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0 0.D0
5.0ID0 3.ID0 0.01D0
RIKWEM
I
100,5
5
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
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Appendix B

Program Listmg

C MAIN

C
C TIIIS PROGRAM EMPLOYS A 3-D, 3-NODE, ISOPARAMETRIC BEAM ELEMENT
C FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF RIGID-JOINTED SPACE FRAMES
C CONSISTING OF EITIIER STRAIGIIT OR CURVED MEMBERS.
C

______________________________ttlllllllll __________________________

C "MAIN' STARTS TIIE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE. IT INITIALIZES TIIE VARIABLES
C SETS UP TIIE POINTERS AND CALLS 'STRUCI"', 'LOAD" AND 'LINEAR' FOR
C LINEAR ANALYSIS ANI) 'STRUCI"', 'LOAD', AND "NONLIN' FOR NONLINEAR
C ANALYSIS. IT ALSO CHECKS THE MEMORY ALLOCATIONS AGAINST THE MEMORY
C REQUIREMENTS BEFORE CALLING THESE SUBROUTINES.
C

IMPLICIT REAL‘8(A-I·I,O-Z)
CHARACTER*(*) TYPE*6,ALGO°6,HEAD*27,DATE"8
PARAMETER (LIMIT = 100000)
DIMENSION A(LIMIT)
READ(5,’(A)') DATE
READ(5,'(A)') I·IEAD
READ(S,") NE,N.I,NLC
READ(5,’(A)') TYPE

C
WRITE(6,l3) HEAD

13 FORMAT(1‘20,A)
WRITE(6,15) DATE

I5 FORMAT(I'20,A)
IF(1"YPE .EQ. 'NONLIN') THEN

NLC -= I
ENDIF

C
WRITE(6,l0) 'CONTROL VARIABLES:',

. ’NUMBER OF ELEMENTSÄNEXNUMBER OF NODES',N.I,

. 'NO. OF LOAD CONDITIONS:',NLC
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I0 FORMAT(//[I'5,A[I“5,1 8('_’)//2(I“5,A,T30,I4/),T5,A,I6)
WRI'I'E(6,20) TYPE

20 FORMAT([I"I0/TYPE OF ANALYSIS: ',A)
C
C--- SET POINTERS FOR STRUCI'.
C

NMINC = lNJCODE = NMINC + 3*NE ·
NMCODE

-
NJCODE + 6"NJ

NWIDTH = NMCODE + 18*NE
NDEPTH = NWIDTII + NE
NEMOD ·= NDEPTII + NE
NGMOD = NEMOD + NE
NX = NGMOD + NE
NVR

- NX + 3*NJ
NVS = NVR + 3*NJ
NVT = NVS + 3*N.I
NMAXA = NVT + 3*NJ

C
NEQ =· 6 * NJ

C
NKIIT = NMAXA + (NEQ + l)
NMAX = NKIIT + NEQ - I

C
C--- CIIECK MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
C

IF(NMAX .LE. LIMIT) TIIEN
CALL STRUCI“(A(NMINC),A(NJCODE),A(NMCODE),A(NWIDTII),/\(NDEP'I“H),

. A(NEMOD),A(NGMOD),A(NX),A(NVR),A(NVS),A(NVT),

. /\(NKHT),A(NMAX/\),NE,NJ,NEQ,LSS)
ELSE

WRITE(6,25) NMAX
25 FORMAT(/’INADEQUATE MEMORY FOR STRUCT; INCREASE MEMORY TO',I9)

STOP
ENDIF

C
C--- SET POINTERS FOR LOAD.
C

NQ = NMAXA + NEQ + 1
NQBAR - NQ + NEQ
NMAX

-
NQBAR + NEQ

C
IF(NMAX .GT. LIMIT) TIIEN

WRITE(6,30) NMAX
30 FORMAT(/’INADEQUATE MEMORY FOR LOAD; INCREASE MEMORY TO’,I9)

STOP
ENDIF

C
C--- SET POINTERS FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
C

NSSS == NQBAR + NEQ
NR = NSSS + LSS
NS = NR + 3
NT = NS + 5
NWTR = NT + 5
NWI’S = NWTR + 3
NW'I'I" = NWTS + 3
NB = NWTT + 3
NII = NB + 3*3*6
NDII = NII + 3
NG = NDII + 3
NXJINV = NG + 3*3*3
NTIT = NXJINV + 3*3

‘
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ND = NTIT + NEQ
NEPS = ND + NEQ
NSTRS = NEPS + 3
NDNL = NSTRS + 3
NFINT = NDNL + 6 * 3
NP = NFINT + 18
NVVR = NP + 6 * NJ
NVVS = NVVR + 3
NVVI‘ = NVVS + 3
NBNL = NVVT + 3
NDS1¤ NBNL+2°2*2*3*9*6
NDS2= NDS1+ 2*2*2
NDS3 = NDS2 + 2*2*2
NMAX = NDS3 + 2*2*2

C
C--- SET ADDITIONAL POINTERS FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
C

IF(TYPE .EQ. 'NONLIN') TIIEN
NDI) = NDS3 + 2*2*2
NDD0 = NDD + NEQ
NF = NDD0 + NEQ
NFP

- NF + NEQ
NFPI = NFP + NEQ
NFORCE = NFPI + NEQ
NRES = NFORCE + NEQ
NDD01 = NRES + NEQ
NDDT = NDD01 + NEQ
NDDP = NDDT + NEQ
NDDI = NDDP + NEQ
NDD2 = NDD1 + NEQ
NXP ¤ NDD2 + NEQ
NVRP = NXP + 3 " NJ
NVSP = NVRP + 3 * NJ
NVI'P = NVSP + 3 * NJ
NXPP = NVTP + 3 * NJ
NVRPP = NXPP + 3 * NJ
NVSPP = NVRPP + 3 * NJ
NVTPP = NVSPP + 3 * NJ
NMAX = NVTPP + 3 * NJ

ENDIF
C

IF(NMAX .GT. LIMIT) TIIEN
WRITE(6,40) NMAX

40 FORMAT(/’INADEQUATE MEMORY FOR ANALYSIS; INCREASE MEMORY TO',
. 19)

STOP
ENDIF

C
DO S0 LC = 1,NLC
CALL LOAD(A(NQ),A(NQBAR),/\(NJCODE),NEQ,QIMAX,QI,DQI,TYPE,LC,

. A(NMINC),A(NX) )
C
C--- CHECK MEMORY REQUIREMENTS AND CALL LINEAR OR NONLIN AS THE CASE
C MAY BE.
C

IF(TYPE .IEQ. 'LINIEAR’) TIIEN
CALL LINEAR(NEQ,QIMAX,A(NQ),A(NQI3AR),'1'YPE,A(NMINC),NE,

. A(NMAXA),A(NSSS),A(NJCODE),A(NR),A(NS),A(NT),A(NW'I'R),A(NWTS),

. A(NWT1‘),LSS,A(NB),A(NEMOD),A(NGMOD),A(NII),A(NDH),A(NDEPTII),

. A(NWIDTI I),A(NG),A(NVR),A(NVS),A(NVT),A(NXJINV),A(NX),LC,

. A(NTTT),A(ND),A(NMCODE),A(NEI’S),A(MS'I°RS),A(NDNL),A(NFINT),

. A(NP),A(NVVR),A(NVVS),A(NVV'I”),A(NBNL),A(NDSl),A(NDS2),/\(NDS3))
ELSE ‘
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CALL NONLIN(A(NQ),A(NQBAR),QI,QlMAX,DQI,A(ND),A(NDI)),A(NR),
. A(NS),A(N'I’),A(NEI’S),A(NS'I’RS),A(N.|CODE),A(NB),
. A(NBNL),A(N1I),A(NDI·I),A(NX.|INV),A(NDEP’I°II),
. A(NW1D'I‘H),A(NX),A(NVR),A(NVS),A(NVI’),A(NG),
. A(NDNL),A(NGMOI)),A(NEMOD),A(N\VTR),A(NW'I'S),A(NW'IT),
. A(NF1N’I“),A(NP),NE,A(NMCODE),A(NVVR),A(NVVS),
. A(NVV1"),A(NF),A(NFP),A(NFI’I),A(NI’ORCE),A(N'I'I'I“),
. A(NRES),A(NSSS),A(NMAXA),NEQ,'I'YPE,LSS,A(NMINC),
. A(NDDO).NJ,ALGO,A(NDS1),A(N1)S2),A(NDS3),A(NDD01),
. A(NDDT),A(NDD1"'),A(NDDl),A(NDD2),A(NXP),A(NVRP),
. A(NVSP),A(NVTP),A(NXPP),/\(NVRPP),A(NVSPP),
. A(NVI'I’P) )

ENDIF
50 CONTINUE

C
END

C' STRUCT '

C
C TIIIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SIZE AND ALLOCATES MEMORY FOR THE
C TIIE SYSTEM STIFFNESS MATRIX.
C IT ALSO READS MEMBER INCIDENCESJOINT CONSTRAINTS, AND ELEMENT
C PROPERTIES. IT CALL 'CODES’, 'SKYLIN', AND 'PROP'.
C

SUBROUTINE STRUC1'(MINC,.lCODE,MCODE,WIDTII,DEI’TI1,EMOD,GMOD,X,VR,VS,
. VT,KI·IT,MAXA,NE,NJ,NEQ,LSS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-11,0-Z)
DIMENSION .lCODE(6,*),EMOD('),KHT('),MAXA(*),MCODE(18,*),

. M1NC(3,'),X(3,*),VR(3,*),VS(3,'),VT(3,'),WIDTH('),

. DEPTH('),GMOD(*)
C
C--- READ AND ECHO MEMBER INCIDENCES (MINC)
C

WRITE(6,l0) 'MEMBER INCIDENCES:','MEMBER NO.',’A-END’,’B·END’,
. ’M1DDLE'

10 FORMAT(///T5,A/T5,18('_'),/[I'5,A,T20,A,T30,A,T40,A)
C

DO 30 I = 1,NE
READ(5,') M1NC(1,I),MINC(2,I),MINC(3,I)
WRITE(6,20)I,M1NC(1,1),MINC(2,I),M1NC(3,1)

20 FORMAT(I'8,13,T21,13,T31.I3,T41,I3)
30 CONTINUE

C
DO 50 I = 1,NE

DO 40 L = 1,18
MCODE(L,1) = 0

40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

C
DO 70 I == 1,NJ

DO 60 L = 1,6
JCODE(L,I) = 1

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

C
C--- READ AND ECHO JOINT CONSTRAINTS.
C

READ(5,") JNUMJDIR
1F(.INUM .NE. 0) TI·IEN

WRITE(6,80) ’NODE CONSTRAINTS’,’NODE’,’DIRECTION'
80 FORMAT(//[I“10,A/T10,A,T30,A)

‘
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ENDIF
C

90 IF(JNUM .NE. 0) TIIEN
WRITE(6,I00) .lNUM,JDIR

100 FORMAT(T1I,I3,T32,I2)
.ICODE(JDIR,INUM) = 0
READ(5,") JNUMJDIR
GO TO 90

ENDIF
C

CALL CODES(.ICODE,MCODE.MlNC,NJ,NE,NEQ)
C

CALL SKYLIN(KI-IT,MCODE,MAXA,NEQ,LSS,NE)
C

CALL PROP(WIDTH,DEPTII,EMOD,GMOD,X,VR,VS,VT,NE,NJ)
C

RETURN
END

C* LOAD *

C LOAD IS A CONTROLLING MODULE FOR INPUT OF LOADING CONDITIONS. IT
C INITILIAZES LOAD VECTORS Q AND QBAR TO ZERO. IT REAI)S QIMAX, QI,DQI
C FOR NONLINEAR CONDITION OTHERWISE EQUATES QI AND QIMAX TO I. IT CALLS
C '.ILOAD' AND 'DLOAD'.
C

SUBROUTINE LOAD(Q,QI)AR,.ICODE,NEQ,QIMAX,QI,DQI,TYl’Ii,LC,MINC,X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-I-I,O-Z)
CHARACI"ER*(*) TYPE'6
DIMENSION JCODE(6,*),QBAR(*),Q("),MINC(3,*),X(3,')

C
WRITE(6,5) 'LOAD CONDITION’,LC

5 FORMAT(//I“l8,A,T35,IIfI'I8,I8('_’))
C
C--- INITIALIZE TIIE VECTOR 'QBAR' WHICII CONTAINS THE CONSTANT
C PROPORTION OF JOINT LOADS.
C

DO 10 I = 1.NEQ
Q(I) = 0.D0
QBAR(I) = 0.D0

I0 CONTINUE
C
C--- READ THE MAX VALUE OF LAMBDAJNITIAL VALUE OF LAMBDA AND TIIE
C INITIAL INCREMENT; LAMBDA = LOADING PARAMETER. (FOR NONLINEAR)
C

IF(IYPE .NE. ’l.INEAR’) TI·IEN
READ(5,°) QIMAX,QI,DQI

ELSE
QI = l.D0
QIMAX

-
I.D0

ENDIF
C
C--- CALL SUBROUTINE FOR JOINT LOADS.
C

CALL JLOAD(Q,QBAR,JCODE,QIMAX,NEQ)
C
C--- CALL SUBROUTINE FOR DISTRIBUTED LOADS.
C

CALL DLOAD(Q,QBAR,JCODE,QIMAX,NEQ,MINC,X)
C
C--- PRINT TIIE VALUES OF TIIE LOADING PARAMETERS.
C

IF(I"YPE .NE. ’LINEAR’) TIIEN
‘
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WRITE(6.20) QIMAX,QI,DQI
20 FORMAT(/fI'5,'LOADING PARAMETER (LAMI}DA):'[I'5,27(’_')/

. T5,'MAXIMUM VALUE: ’,T24,F8.3[I"5,'INITIAL VALUE: ',T24,F8.3

. /T5/INITIAL INCREMENT: ’,T24,F8.3)
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C LINEAR

C
C--- 'LINEAR' IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR LINEAR ANALYSIS. THE SYSTEM
C MATRIX IS CALCULATED AND STORED IN TIIE ALREADY ALLOCATED SPACE.
C ANALYSIS PERFORMED AND THE RESULTS ECHOED. IT CALLS 'STIFF',
C 'POST', 'SOLVE', AND 'RESULT'.
C

SUBROUTINE LINEAR (NEQ,QIMAX,Q,QBAR,TYPE,MINC,NE,M/\XA,SSS,.ICODE,R,
. S,T,WTR,\VI"S,W'I'I',LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,Il,I)II,DEI"I‘II,
. WIDTI I,G,VR,VS,V'I’,XIINV,X,LC,TTT,D,MCODE,EPS,
. STRESS,DNL,FlN'I',P,VVR,VVS,VV”I°,BNL,DSI ,DS2,
. I)S3)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A·H.O-Z)
CHARACI"ER*(*) TYPE"6
DIMENSION Q(*),QBAR('),MINC(3,*),MAXA("),SSS("),.|CODE(6,°),R(°),

. S(*),'F(*),WTR(’),WTS(*),W"I'I'(*),I3(3,3,*),EMOD(‘),GMOD(*),

. l·I('),DII(*),DEPI'H(*),WIDTII(*),6(3,3,"),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),

. VI“(3,*),X.IINV(3,*),X(3,*),TIT(*),D(*),MCODE(I8,*),

. STRESS('),DNL(6,*),FINT(*),P(6,*),EPS("),VVR(*),VVS(°),

. V V I ("),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,°),DSI(2,2,*),DS2(2,2,'),

. DS3(2,2,*)
C

DO I0 I = l,NEQ
Q(I) = QBAR(I) * QIMAX

10 CONTINUE
C

CALL STIFF (NE,MINC,R,S,'I',\VTR,WTS,W'l'I‘,TYPEJCODE.SSS.MAXA,
. LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,H,DH,VR,VS,VT,DEPI"H,WlD'I"H,G,
. XJ INV,X,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,DS)

C
DO 20 I = I,NEQ

T'IT(|) = Q(I)
20 CONTINUE

CALL SOLVE(SSS,I I I,MAXA.NEQ„LC)
C

DO 30 I = 1.NEQ
D(I) = 'I“IT(I)

30 CONTINUE
C
C--- PERFORM POSTPROCESSING.
C

CALL POS'I'(R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,MINC,.lCODE,D,B,II,DH,X.|INV,I)EPTH,
. WID'I‘H,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,WTR,WTS,\VI'I',
. FINT,P,NE,MCODE,VVR,VVS,V V I)

C
C--- ECHO THE RESULTS
C .

CALL RESULT(I.D0)
C

RETURN
END

C' CODES
“
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C
C 'CODES' CALCULATES AND SAVES TIIE JOINT CODE MATRIX JCODE AND TIIE
C MEMBER CODE MATRIX MCODE.

SUBROUTINE CODES(JCODE,MCODE,MINC,NJ,NE,NEQ)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION JCODE(6,*),MCODE(I8,*),MINC(3,*)
NEQ = 0

C
C--- GENERATE JCODE
C

DO 20 J ¤ 1,NJ
DO 10 L = 1,6 -

K = JCODE(L,J)
IF(K .NE. 0) TIIEN

NEQ = NEQ + 1
JCODE(L,J) = NEQ

ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE ·

DO 40 I = 1,NE
IM = MINC(1,1)
JM == MINC(2,I)
KM = MlNC(3,I)
DO 30 L = 1,6

MCOl)E(L,I) = JCODE(L,IM)
MCODE(L+6,I) == JCODE(L,JM)
MCODE(L+l2,I) = JCODE(L,KM)

30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C' SKYLIN

C
C IT DETERMINES TIIE LENGTH OF THE TANGENT STIFFNESS VECTOR SS, THE
C VECTOR WHICII STORES THE ADDRESSES OF TIIE MAIN DIAGONAL TERMS MAXA,
C AND THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS BELOW THE SKYLINE OF EACH COLUMN.
C

SUBROUTINE SKYLIN(KI·IT,MCODE,MAXA,NEQ,LSS,NE)
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H,O~Z)
DIMENSION KI‘IT(*),MAXA(*),MCODE(l8,*)

C
C--- INITIALIZE KIIT(K) = 0
C

DO 101 =· 1,NEQ
KHT(I) = 0

10 CONTINUE
C
C--- GENERATE KHT
C

DO 40 I == 1,NE
MIN = NEQ
DO 20 J = 1,18

N = MCODE(J,I)
IF(N .NE. 0 .AND. N .LT. MIN) THEN

MIN = N
ENDIF

20 CONTINUE
DO 30 J == 1,18 "
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K = MCODE(I,I)
IF(K .NE. 0 .AND. K .NE. MIN) TIIEN

KH'I'(K) = MAXO(KHT(K),K-MIN)
ENDIF

30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,50)
50 FORMAT(//’-',1lX,'I',l0X,'KHT(I)’,10X,’MAXA(I)’)

C
C--- GENERATE MAXA
C

MAXA(I)
-

I
DO 70 I = 1,NEQ

WRITE(6,60)I,KI·1T(I),MAXA(I)
60 FORMAT(’0’,7X,I5,9X,I5,IIX,I5)

MAXA(I+I) = MAXA(I) + KHT(I) +1
70 CONTINUE

LSS = MAXA(NEQ+1) -1
I = NEQ + I
WRITE(6,80) I,MAXA(I),LSS

80 FORMAT(’0',7X,I5,25X,IS//7X,'LSS = ',I5)
C

RETURN
END

C* PROP
I

C
SUBROUTINE PROP(WIDTl·I,DEPTII,EMOD,GMOD,X,VR,VS,VT,NE,NI)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION WIDTI·I(°),DEPTII('),EMOD(*),GMOD('),X(3,'),VR(3,'),

C - V$(3.*)„VT(3•*)
C--- READ AND ECIIO JOINT COORDINATES FOR THE STRUCTURE. IF INT. NO. = 0
C TERMINATE THE READING.
C

WRITE(6,I0) ’INI'I'IAL ST/\'I'E’,'NODAI. COORDINA'I“ES’,’NODE’,
. 'DIRECTION-I’.’DIRECI'ION—2’,'DIRECTION-3’

10 FORMAT(//[F30,19('#’)/I'30,'#',T33,A,T47,'#'/I'30,19('#')/[T10,A/
. TIO,18(’_’)[I“10,A,T22,A,T3S,A,T48,A)

C
RE/\D(5,*) I,XX l ,XX2,XX3,VSSI,VSS2,VSS3,V'I”1"1,V'I'I'2,V'1'I'3

30 IF(I .NE. 0) THEN
X(1,I) = XXI
X(2,.l) = XX2
X(3,I) -= XX3
VS(1,I) = VSS1
VS(2,I) = VSS2
VS(3,J) = VSS3
VT(I,I) = VTI"1
VT(2,I) = VTI"2
VT(3,.|) = VTI"3
CALL UNIVEC(VR,VS,VT,I)
READ(5,*) .|,XX1,XX2,XX3,VSS1,VSS2,VSS3,V'I'I'1,V'I'I"2,V'I'I“3
GO TO 30

ENDIF
DO 50 I = 1.NI

WRITE(6,40) I,X(I.I),X(2,I),X(3,J)
40 FORM/\T(I'13,I3,T20,F8.2,'I'33,F8.2,T46,F8.2)
50 CONTINUE

C
C--- ECIIO THE UNIT VECI'ORS AT EACII NODE.
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WRITE(6,20) ’UNIT NODAL VECI“ORS’,’NODE','VRI’,'VR2','VR3’,'VS1',
. ’VS2’,’VS3',’VTI ’,’VT2',’VT3'

20 FORMAT(/fI'66,A[I'5,A,T19,A,T34,A,T49,A,T64,A,T79,A,T94,A,TI09,A,
. Tl24,A,T139,A)

C
DO 70 J = 1,NJ

WRITE(6,60) J ,VR(1 ,J),VR(2,J),VR(3,J),VS(I ,J),VS(2,J),VS(3,J),
. VT(1,J),VT(2,J),VT(3,J)

60 FORM/\T(I‘5,I4,Tl2,F12.6,'I‘27,F12.6,T42,FI2.6,T57,F12.6,
. T72,FI2.6,T87,Fl2.6,T102,F12.6,T117,F12.6,Tl32,F12.6)

70 CONTINUE
C
C--- READ AND ECHO ELEMENT PROPERTIES... SC ·= SIIEAR CORRECTION FACTOR.
C

SC = 5.D0 / 6.D0
WRITE(6,8()) ’ELEMENT PROPERTIESYELEMENT','WIDTH',’DEPTII',

. ’MOD. OF EL!/SIIEAR MOD.'
80 FORMAT(///T66,A/T20,A,T40,A,T60,A,T80,A,Tl00,A)

READ(S,*) I,WIDTI—II,DEI'TIII,EMODI,GMODI
90 II’(1 .NE. 0) THEN

WRITE(6,l00) I,WIDTHLDEPTHI,EMODI,GMODI
100 FORMAT(T20,I4,T36,FIO.3,T56,F10.3,T80,E9.2,Tl00,E9.2)

WIDTH(I) = WIDTHI
DEP'I'H(I) = DEPTI·II
EMOD(I) = EMODI
GMOD(I) = GMODI " SC
READ(5,') I,WIDTHI,DEPTIII,EMODI,GMODI
GO TO 90

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C UNIVEC

C
C IT COMPUTES TIIE CROSS PRODUCT OF TIIE NODAL UNIT VECTORS IN LOCAL
C S AND T DIRECTIONS TO COMPUTE THE UNIT VECTOR IN LOCAL R
C DIRECTIONS.
C

SUBROUTINE UNIVEC(VR,VS,VT,J)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*)

C
VR(lJ) == VS(2,J) ' VT(3,J) - VS(2,J) ' VT(2,J)
VR(2,J) = VS(3,J) * VT(1.J) - VS(I,J) ' VT(3,J)
VR(3,J)

-
VS(1,J) ' VT(2,J) - VS(2,J) ' VT(l,J)

C
RETURN
END

C' JLOAD

C
C IT READS AND ECHOES TIIE SYSTEM JOINT LOADS AND STORES THEM IN
C A VECTOR FORM. IT ALSO CALCULATES THE CONSTANT LOAD VECTOR QBAR
C FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS.
C

SUBROUTINE JLOAD(Q,QI3AR,JCODE,QIMAX,NEQ)
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION JCODE(6,"),Q("),QBAR(')
READ(5,*) JNUM,JDIR,FOR
IF(JNUM .NE. 0) THEN

‘
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WRITE(6,l0) 'APPLIEI) NODAL LOADS',’NODE NO.',
. ’DIRECTION’, 'FORCE’

I0 FORM/\'I‘([I“5,A,
. /I'5,24(’_')[I“5,A,T15,A,T28,A)
ENDIF

20 IF(JNUM .NE. 0) THEN
WRITE(6,30) JNUM,JDIR,FOR

30 FORMAT(T8,I3,TI9,Il,'I'26,FIO.4)
K = JCODE(JDIR.JNUM)
IF(K .NE. 0) THEN

Q(K) = FOR
ENDIF
READ(5,") JNUM,JDIR,FOR
GO TO 20

ENDIF
C
C--- COMPUTATION OF QBAR VECTOR.
C

DO 40 I = I,NEQ
QB/\R(I) = Q(I)/QIMAX
Q(I) = 0.D0

40 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

C' DLOAD

C
C IT READS AND ECIIOES TIIE DISTRIBUTED LOADS ON TI·IE MEMBERS,
C DISCRETIZES TIIEM ANI) STORES THEM IN A VECTOR FORM. IT ALSO
C CALCULATES TI·IE CONSTANT LOAD VECTOR FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS.
C

SUBROUTINE DLOAD(Q,QBAR,JCODE,QIMAX,NEQ,MINC,X)
IMPLICIT RE/\L*8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION JCODE(6,‘),Q('),QBAR(°),MINC(3,°),X(3,')

C
READ(5,') IE,PAl,PA2,PA3,PBl,PB2,PB3,RAI)IUS

C
IF(IE .NE. 0) THEN

WRITE(6,l0) ’APPLII3D DISTRIBUTED LOADS’,'EI.EM
NO.’,’*A

- END",
. "B - END*’,’DIRECI“ION I’,’DIRECI'ON 2’/DIRECTION 3',
. ’DIRECTION I’,’DIRECI‘ION 2’/DIRECTION

3’

I0 FORMA'I'([I'60,A[I'60,30(’_’)/I"5,A,T46,A,TI01,A/[I'23,A,T43,A,T63,A,
. T88,A,TI08,A,Tl28,A)
ENDIF

C
20 IF(IE .NE. 0) THEN

KGI = MINC(l,IE)
KG2 = MINC(2,IE)
KG3 = MINC(3,IE)
ELENG = DSQRT ( (X(I,KG2) - X(I,KGl))"*2 +

. (X(2,KG2) · X(2,KGI))**2 + (X(3,KG2) - X(3,KGl))"'2 )
IF(RADIUS .NE. 0.D0) TI·IEN

ELENG = RADIUS
‘

2.D0 ° DASIN (ELENG /2.D0 / RADIUS)
ENDIF

C
KI = JCODE(I,KGI)
K2 = JCODE(I,KG2)
K3 = JCODE(I,KG3)

C
IF(Kl .NE. 0) TIIEN

Q(KI) = Q(Kl) + PAI ° ELENG /6.D0
‘—
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ENDIFC
IF(K2 .NE. 0) TIIEN

I

Q(K2) = Q(K2) + PBI * ELENG / 6.D0ENDIFC
lF(K3 .NE. 0) THEN

Q(K3) = Q(K3) + ELENG ' (PAI + PBI) / 3.D0ENDIFC
Kl

-
.ICODE(2,KGI)

K2 = JCODE(2,KG2)
K3 = JCODE(2,KG3)C
IF(Kl .NE. 0) TIIEN

Q(KI) = Q(KI) + PA2 ' ELENG / 6.D0ENDIFC
IF(K2 .NE. 0) TIIEN

Q(K2) = Q(K2) + PB2 ' ELENG / 6.D0ENDIFC
lF(K3 .NE. 0) THEN

Q(K3) = Q(K3) + ELENG * (PA2 + PB2) / 3.D0ENDIFC
KI = .|CODE(3,KGI)
K2 = JCODE(3,KG2)
K3 = .|CODE(3,KG3)C
IF(Kl .NE. 0) TIIEN

Q(KI) = Q(KI) + PA3 " ELENG /6.D0ENDIFC
IF(K2 .NE. 0) THEN

Q(K2) = Q(K2) + PB3 " ELENG / 6.D0ENDIFC
lF(K3 .NE. 0) THEN

Q(K3)
-

Q(K3) + ELENG * (PA3 + PB3)/3.D0ENDIFC
WRITE(6,30) IE,PAI,PA2,PA3,PBl,PB2,PB330 FORM/\T(T8,I3,T20,El6.I0,T40,El6.l0,T60,El6.I0,T85,EI6.I0,TI05,

. El6.I0,Tl25,El6.l0)C
READ(5,*) IE,PAI,PA2,PA3,PBl,PB2,PB3,RADIUSGO TO 20ENDIFC

C--- COMPUTATION OF QBAR VECTOR.C
DO 40 I = I,NE.Q

QBAR(I) = Q(I)/QIMAX + QBAR(I)
Q(|) = 0.D040 CONTINUEC RETURNEND

C STIFF
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C IT IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR DETIERMINING AND UPDATING THE TANGENT
C STIFFNESS VECTOR SSS FOR 'TIIE CURRENT CONFIGURATION. IT INITIALIZES
C SSS AND CALLS 'INTPNT' AND 'ASSEMS'.
C

SUBROUTINE STIFF (NE,MINC,R,S,T,W'TR,WTS,W'1'T,'TYPE,JCODE,SSS,MAXA,
. LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,II,DII,VR,VS,VT,DEP'TII,WID'TI|,G,
. XJINV,X,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,STRESS,DS1,DS2,DS3)
IMPLICIT RE/\L"8(A-II,O-Z)
CIIARAC’I'ER*(*) TYPE*6
DIMENSION MINC(3,‘),R(*).S(*),T(°),WTR('),WTS(*),WT'T("),MAXA('),

. JCOI)E(6,*),SSS(*),B(3,3,"),EMOD('),GMOD('),H("),DII(*),

. VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),DEPTII('),WIDTH(*),G(3,3,*),

. XJINV(3,*),X(3,*),VVR(*),VVS(*),VV'1'("),

. STRESS(*),DS1(2,2,*),DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,*),

. BNL(2,2,2,3,9,*)
C

REWIND (23)
DO 10 I = 1,LSS

SSS(I) = 0.D0
10 CONTINUE

C
NR = 2
NS == 2
N'T = 2
CALL INTPNT(R,S,T,NR,NS,NT,WTR,WTS,WTT)

C
DO 50 N

• 1,NE
IF (TYPE .EQ. ’NONL1N’) TIIEN

DO 46 IRR = 1,2
DO 44 ISS = 1.2

DO 42 ITT == 1,2
READ (23) STl,ST2,ST3

DS1(IRR,ISS,IT'T) = STI
DS2(IRR,ISS,ITT) = ST2
DS3(IRR,ISS,I'I'T) = ST3

42 CONTINUE
44 CONTINUE
46 CONTINUE

ENDIF
DO 40 M = 1,3

DO 30 L = 1,3
IM = MINC(M,N)
IL = MINC(L,N)

CALL ASSEMS (M,L,N,IM,|LJCODE,MAXA,SSS,'TYPE,B,EMOD,GMOD,
. H,DH,VR,VS,VT,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,WT'I“,DEP'TII,WIDTH,G,
. XJINV,X,MINC,LSS,VVR,VVS,VV'T,BNL,STRESS,l)S1,
. DS2,DS3)

30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C* SOLVE *

SUBROUTINE SOLVE(SS,Q,MAXA,NEQ,LC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION SS(*),Q(*),MAXA(°)

C
C SOLVE DETERMINES TIIE SOLUTION TO TIIE SYSTEM EQUATIONS BY COMPACT
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION (HOLZER, PP. 290, 296, 307) BASED ON THE
C SUBROUTINE COLSOL (BATIIE P. 721) AND THE MODIFICATION BY MICIIAEL

‘
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C BUTLER (MS 1984): FOR TIIE FIRST LOAI) CONDITION, LC = 1, CALL
C FACI'OR,REDUCE,AND BACSUB; FOR SUBSEQUENT LOAD CONDITIONS, LC > 1,
C CALL REDUCE AND BACSUB.
C

IF (LC.EQ.I)TI1EN
CALL I‘ACI'OR(SS,MAXA,NEQ)

END IF
CALL REDUCE(SS,Q,MAXA,NEQ)
CALL BACSUI3(SS,Q,MAXA,NEQ)

C
RETURN
END

C° FACTOR "

C
C FACTOR PERFORMS THE LDU FACTORIZATION OF TIIE STIFFNESS MATRIX.
C

SUBROUTINE FACI“OR(SS,MAXA,NEQ)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION SS('),MAXA(*)

C
DO 80 N= 1,NEQ

KN = MAX/\(N)
KL= KN + I
KU = MAXA(N +1)-1
KH = KU~KL
IF(KH) 70,50,10

10 K = N-KII
|C= 0
KLT= KU
I)O 40 J = I,KI~I

IC= IC+ 1
KLT= KLT-1
KI = MAX/\(K)
ND = MAXA(K +1)-KI-1
IF(ND) 40,40,20

20 KK = MINO(IC,ND)
C= 0.D0
DO 30 L=1,KK

30 C¤= C+SS(KI + L)*SS(KLT+ L)
SS(KLT) = SS(KLT)-C

40 K = K + I
50 K = N

B=0.D0
DO 60 KK= KL,KU

K = K-I
K1= MAXA(K)
C= SS(KK)/SS(KI)
B = B + C*SS(KK)

60 SS(KK)= C
SS(KN)=SS(KN)—B

C
C STOP EXECUTION IF A ZERO PIVOT IS DETECTED
C

70 IF(SS(KN).EQ.0.D0) THEN
PRINT 75,N,SS(KN)

75 FORMAT(’~ST1FFNESS MATRIX IS NOT POSITIVE DEFIN1TE'/’0I’IVOT IS
. ZERO FOR D.O.F. ',14/’0P1VOT

-
’,El5.8)

STOP
END IF

C
80 CONTINUE ‘
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RETURN
END

gllllllOlllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllll

C' REDUCE '
C
C REDUCE REDUCES THE R1GI·IT-SIDE LOAD VECTOR.
C

SUBROUTINE REDUCE(SS,Q,MAXA,NEQ)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
DIMENSION SS('),Q(*),MAXA(*)

C
DO 20 N=1,NEQ.
KL= MAXA(N)+l
KU=MAXA(N+1)-1
KH=KU-KL
IF(KII.GE.0) THEN
K=N
C=0.D0
DO 10 KK=KL,KU
K=K-1
C= C+ SS(KK)*Q(K)

10 CONTINUE
Q(N)=Q(N)·C

END IF
20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

gltlltlltltlttllllttltltllIlllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllll

C' BACSUB *

C
C BACSUB PERFORMS BACK-SUBSTITUTION TO OBTAIN THE SOLUTION.
C

SUBROUTINE BACSUB(SS,Q,MAXA,NEQ)
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A—H,O-Z)
DIMENSION SS(*),Q('),MAXA(°)

C
DO 10 N= 1,NEQ

K=MAXA(N)
Q(N) = Q(N)/$$(K) '

10 CONTINUE
lF(NEQ.EQ.l) RETURN
N=NEQ
DO 30 L=2,NEQ
KL= MAXA(N)+1
KU = MAXA(N +1)-l
KH=KU·KL
IF(KH.GE.0)THEN
K=N
DO 20 KK=KL,KU

K=K—l
Q(K) =-' Q(K)·$$(KK)*Q(N) .

20 CONTINUE
END IF
N=N-I

30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C ASSEMS
‘·
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C
C IT CALCULATES TI·IE LINEAR AND NONLINEAR STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTIONS OF
C THE ELEMENTS AND ASSEMBLES TIIEM INTO A SYSTEM STIFFNESS VECTOR.
C IT CALLS 'LSTIF' AND 'NSTIF'.
C

SUBROUTINE ASSEMS (M,L,N,IM,iL,JCODE,MAXA,SSS,TYPE,B,EMOD,GMOD,
. II,DH,VR,VS,VT,R,S,T,WTR,\VI’S,W'IT,DEPTI I,W I DTII,G,
. XJINV,X,MINC,LSS,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,STRESS,DSl,
. DS2,I)S3)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-I·I,O-Z)
CIIARACI“ER*(*) TYPE*6
DIMENSION R(*),S(*),T(*),\VI'R('),WTS('),W'I'I'(°),B(3,3,*),MAXA('),

. EMOD(*),GMOD(*),II("),DII(*),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),

. SSS('),DEPTH(*),WIDTII(°),G(3,3,*),XJINV(3,*),X(3,*),

. JCODE(6,"),MINC(3,*),VVR(*),VVS("),VVI'(*),

. BNL(2,2,3,9,*),STRESS(*),DS1(2,2,*),

. DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,*)
C
C--- GET THE ELEMENT DEGREE OF FREEDOM WHICH CONTRIBUTES TO THE SYSTEM
C STIFFNESS.
C

DO 20 JE = 1,6
J = JCODE(JE,IM)
IF(J .NE. 0) THENDO 10 IE = 1.6 ' ”

Ll = JCODE(IE,IL)
IF(Ll .NE. 0 .AND. LI .l.E. J) THEN

K = MAXA(J) + J - LI
C
C--- CALCULATE THE LINEAR STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION.
C

CALL LSTIF(R,S,T,WTR,WTS, ,IM,IL,M,L,N,IE,JE,B,
. EMOD,GMOD,II,DH,VR,VS,VT,DEPI“H,WIDTH,G,XJINV,X,
. M INC,SL,VVR,VVS,VVT)

C
C--- GET THE NONLINEAR STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION (FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
C ONLY).
C

IF(TYPE .EQ. ’NONLIN') TIIEN
CALL NSTIF(R,S,T,WTR,WTS,W'I’I',IM,IL,M,L,N,IE,JE,BNL,

. STRESS,VVR,VVS,VVT,

. II,DH,VR,VS,VI',DEPTH,WIDTH,G,XJINV,X,MINC,SN,

. I)SI ,DS2,DS3)
ENDIF

C
C--- ASSEMBLE THE SYSTEM STIFFNESS VECTOR.
C

SSS(K) = SSS(K) + SL + SN
ENDIF

10 CONTINUE
ENDIF

20 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

C LSTIF

C
C IT CALCULATES THE LINEAR GLOBAL STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION FOR EACH
C ELEMENT FOR ITS UNCONSTRAINED DEGREE OF FREEDOM. ITCALLSProgram
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C 'INTER', 'DIVECI", 'DETJAC', 'INVJAC', AND 'NODALB'.
C

SUBROUTINE LSTIF(R,S,T,WTR,WTS,W'I'I',IM,IL,M,L,N,IE,.|E,B,EMOD,GMOD,
. II,DI·I,VR,VS,V'1',DEPTH,WIDTH,G,X.|INV,X,MINC,SL,
. VVR,VVS,VV“I‘)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A~II,O—Z)
DIMENSION R(*),S(*),T(*),W'1'R(*),WTS(’),WTT(*),EMOD(*),

. GMOD(*),I·l(*),DII('),VR(3,*),VS(3,'),VT(3,'),DEPTII(*),

. WIDTII(*),G(3,3,*),XJINV(3,*),X(3,'),B(3,3,'),MINC(3,*),

- VVR(*),VV$(*)•VVT(*)
C

SL = 0.D0
DO 40 IR == 1,2

DO 30 IS = 1,2
DO 20 IT = 1,2

RR = R(IR)
WR = WTR(IR)
SS = S(IS)
WS = WTS(IS)
TI" = T(IT)
WT ¤ WI”I“(IT)
CALL INTER(II,DI·I,RR)
CALL DIVEC1"(VR,VS,\’I',VVR,VVS,VVT,Ii,MINC,N)

CALL DETJAC(II,DI-I,RR,SS,TT,DEPTII,WIDTII,VS,VT,XJAC,X,N,MINC)
CALL INVJAC(II,DII,RR,DEPTI1,WIDTH,VS,VT,XJAC,X,N,XJINV,

. SS,"I'I“,MINC)
C

DO 10 LL = 1,3
CALL NODALB(II,DII,RR,SS,'I'I‘,XJINV,DEPTII,WIDT1I,X.lAC,X,BB,

. VR,VS,VT,G,N,IM,M,LL,JE,VVR,VVS,VV'T)
B(M,LL,JE) = BB
CALL NODALB(II,DII,RR,SS,TT,X.IINV,DEPTH,WIDTII,X.lAC,X,BB,

. VR,VS,VT,G,N,IL,L,LL,IE,VVR,VVS,VVT)
B(L,LL,IE) = BB

10 CONTINUE
SSL = (EMOD(N) * B(M,I,JE) * B(L,I,IE) + GMOD(N) *

. (B(M,2,JE) * B(L,2,IE) + B(M,3,JE) * B(L,3,IE))) *

. XJAC'WR*WS*WT
SL = SL + SSL

C
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C NSTIF

C
C IT CALCULATES TIIE NONLINEAR GLOBAL STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION FOR
C EACII ELEMENT FOR ITS UNCONSTRAINED DEGREE OF FREEDOM. IT CALLS
C 'INTER', 'DIVECT', 'DETJAC', 'INVJAC', AND 'NOLINB'.
C

SUBROUTINE NSTIF(R,S,'I“,W°I‘R,WTS,WTT,IM,IL,M,L,N,IE,JE,BNL,
. S'I'RESS,VVR,VVS,VVI',
. II,DII,VR,VS,VT,DEPTII,WlDTII,G,XJINV,X,MINC,SN,
. DSl,DS2,DS3)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-11,0-Z)
DIMENSION R(*),S(*),T(*),WTR(*),W'I“S(*),WTI°('),

. II(*),DH(*),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),DEPTH(*),

. WIDTII(*),G(3,3,'),XJINV(3,*),X(3,*),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,"),
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. STRESS(*),DS3(2,2,*)
C

SN = 0.D0
DO 400 IR = 1,2

DO 390 IS = 1,2
DO 380 IT = 1,2

RR = R(IR)
WR = WTR(IR)

C
C--- CALCULATE THE INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS AT THE GIVEN INTERPOLATION
C POINTS.
C

CALL INTER(H,DH,RR)
SS = S(IS)
WS = WTS(IS)
TT =-= T(IT)
WT = W'IT(IT)

C
C--- CALCULATE TIIE UNIT VECTORS AT TIIE INTERPOLATION POINTS.
C

CALL DIVECI'(VR,VS,V'I',VVR,VVS,VV'I‘,I I,MINC,N)
C
C--- CALCULATE THE DETERMINANT OF TIIE JACOBIAN MATRIX.
C

CALL DETJAC(H,DII,RR,SS,TI",DEI’I"H,WID'I"H,VS,VT,
. XJAC,X,N,MINC)

C
C--- CALCULATE TI·IE INVERSE OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX.
C

CALL INVJAC(II,DI I,RR,DEPTH,WIDTH,VS,VT,X.IAC,X,N,XJINV,
. SS,'IT,MINC)

C
C--- CALCULATE TI·IE NONLINEAR STRAIN-DISPLACEM ENT MATRIX.
C

IF(N .NE. NP) TIIEN
CALL NOLINB(IR,IS,I'I',RR,SS,TT,X.|INV,DEPTII,WlDTII,H,DH,

. XJAC,X,VR,VS,V'I‘,G,N,VVR,VVS,VVT,MINC,BNL)
ENDIF

C
STRESS(1) -= DSI(IR,IS,IT)
STRESS(2) = DS2(IR,IS,IT)
STRESS(3)

-
DS3(IR,IS,IT)

C
C--- ACCUMULATE THE NONLINEAR STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTIONS FOR EACH GLOBAL
C DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
C

IF(IE .EQ. I)T}IEN
IF(JE .EQ.1)TIIEN
SN = SN + (BNI.(IR,IS,IT,M,l,I) * (STRESS(l) '

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,I,1) + STRESS(2) *

. BNL(IR.IS,IT.L,2,1) + STRESS(3) "

. BNL(IR,IS,I'I“,L,3,l) ) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,2,l) '

. STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,1,l) +

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,3,I) ' STRESS(3) '

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,1,1)) ' XJAC * WR
‘

WS ' WT
C

ELSEIF(JE .EQ. 5) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,I,1) ' (STRESS(1) '

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,1,5) + STRESS(2) *

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,2,S) + STRESS(3) '

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,3,5)) +

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,2,1) * STRESS(2) °

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,l,5) +
‘«
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. BNL(|R,lS,lT,M,3,l) * STRESS(3) *

. BNL(|R,lS,lT,M,l,5) ) ° XJAC ° WR ' WS ' WT
C

ELSElF(JE .EQ. 6) THEN
SN = SN + (BNL(lR,|S,lT,M,I,l) *

. (STRESS(l) * BNL(IR,IS,lT,L,l,6) +

. STRESS(2) * BNl.(lR,lS,lT,L,2,6) + STRESS(3) ". BNL(lR,|S,lT,L,3,6) ) +

. BNL(lR,|S,l'I',M,2,l) * STRESS(2) ". BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,l,6) + BNL(|R,IS,IT,M,3,l) ". STRESS(3) " BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,l,6) ) * XJAC

. * WR * WS * WT
C

ENDIF
ELSElF(IE .EQ. 2) TIIEN

lF(JE .EQ. 2) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,lS,IT,M,4,2) ° (STRESS(1) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,4,2) + STRESS(2) *

. BNL(|R,lS,|T,L,5,2) + STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,6,2)) + BNL(IR.IS,|T,M,S,2) *

. STRESS(2) ' BNL(lR,IS,|T,L,4,2) +

. BNL(lR,IS,IT,M,6,2) * STRESS(3) '

. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,4,2)) * XJAC * WR * WS ' WT
C

ELSElF(JE .EQ. 4) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( |3NL(lR,lS,IT,M,4,2) ' (STRESS(l) °

. BNL(|R,lS,lT,L,4,4) + STRESS(2)

. * BNL(|R,IS,lT,l.,5,4) + STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,6,4)) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,5,2)

. * STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,4,4) +

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,6,2) * STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,4,4) ) * XJAC " WR ' WS ' WT
C

ELSElF(JE .EQ. 6) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,4,2) * (STRESS(l) "

. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,6) + STRESS(2)

. * BNL(|R,lS,|T,L,5,6) + STRESS(3) '

. BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,6,6)) + BNL(|R,lS,IT,M,5,2) *

. STRESS(2) ' BNL(IR,IS,lT,L,4,6) +

. BNL(IR,lS,l'I',M,6,2) " STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,4,6)) ' XJAC " WR ' WS * WT
ENDIF

C
ELSElF(IE .EQ. 3) THEN

lF(JE .EQ. 3) THEN
SN = SN + (BNL(IR,IS,lT,M,7,3) *

. (STRESS(l) * BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,7,3) +

. STRESS(2) " BNL(|R,IS,lT,L,8,3) + STRESS(3) '

. BNL(lR,lS,|T,L,9,3)) + BNL(lR,IS,IT,M,8,3) *

. STRESS(2) ' BNL(IR,IS,lT,L,7,3) +

. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,9,3) * STRESS(3) °

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,3) ) ' XJAC * WR ° WS * WT
C

ELSElF(JE .EQ. 4) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,IS,I’I’,M,7,3) * (STRESS(l) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,7,4) + STRESS(2) '

. BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,8,4) + STRESS(3) *

. BNL(|R,lS,IT,L,9,4)) + BNL(|R,IS,IT,M,8,3) '

. STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,IS,|T,L,7,4) +

. BNL(IR,lS,lT,M,9,3) * STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR„|$„lT.M.7,4)) • XJAC • WR • ws • WT
C

ELSElF(.|E .EQ. 5) TIIEN
‘
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SN = SN + ( BNL(|R,lS,lT,M,7,3) ' (STRESS(l) "
. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,7.5) + STRESS(2) *
. ßNL(lR,IS,lT,L,8,5) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,lS,lT,l.,9,S)) + BNL(IR,lS,IT,M,8,3)
. * STRESS(2) " BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,7,5) +
. BNL(lR,|S,lT,M,9,3) * STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,5) ) * XJAC ' WR ' WS ' WT

ENDIF
C

E.LSE|F(lE .EQ. 4) TIIEN
IF(JE .EQ. 2) TIIEN

SN = SN + ( BNL(lR,IS,IT,M,4,4) * (STRESS(l) '. BNL(IR,|S,|T,L,4,2) + STRESS(2) *
. BNL(lR,lS,|T,L,5,2) + STRESS(3) '
. BNl.,(|R,|S,IT,L,6,2)) + BNI,(|R,IS,lT,M,5,4)
. * STRESS(2) * BN L(lR,IS,IT,L,4,2) +
. BNL(IR,IS„lT,M.6,4) * STRESS(3) "
. BNL(lR,lS,IT,M,4,2) ) * XJAC * WR ' WS " WT

C
ELSElF(JE .EQ. 3) THEN

SN = SN + ( BNI,(|R,|S,IT,M,7,4) * (STRESS(l) *
. BNL(lR,lS,IT,L,7,3) + STRESS(2) '
. BNL(lR,lS,IT,L,8,3) + STRESS(3) '
. BNL(IR,lS,lT,L,9,3) ) + BNL(lR,lS,IT,M,8,4) °
. STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,lS,IT,L,8,3) +
. BNL(lR,lS,lT.M,9.4) " STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,IS,lT,M,7,3) ) * XJAC ° WR * WS " WT

C
ELSElF(.|E .EQ. 4) TIIEN

SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,|S,IT,M,4,4) ' (STRE,SS(l) *
. BNL(lR,|S,I'l',L,4,4) + STRESS(2) '
. BNl,(lR,lS,|T,L,5,4) + STRESS(3) '
. BNL(IR,lS,IT,L,6,4)) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,5,4)

". STRESS(2) ° BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,4,4) +
. BNL(lR,|S,lT,M,6,4) * STRESS(3) *
. BNl.(IR,IS,l'I“,M,4,4) + BNL(lR,lS,IT,M,7,4) °
. (STRESS(l) ' BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,7,4) +
. STRESS(2) ' BNL(IR,IS,lT,L,8,4) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,9,4)) + BNL(IR,IS,lT,M,8,4) *
. STRESS(2) ° BNL(lR,|S,lT,L,7,4) +
. BNL(|R,|S,lT,M,9,4) * STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,7,4) ) " XJAC " WR ° WS * WT

C
ELSElF(JE .EQ. 5) TIIEN

SN = SN + ( BNL(lR,|S,|T,M,7,4) ' (STRESS(l) *
. BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,7.5) + STRESS(2) '
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,8,5) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,lS,IT,L,9,5)) + BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,8,4)
. ' STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,lS,lT,L,7,5) +
. BNL(lR,IS,IT,M,9,4) ' STRESS(3) '
. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,5) ) * XJAC ' WR * WS * WT

C
ELSEIF(JE .EQ. 6) THEN

SN = SN + ( BNl.(IR,lS.lT,M,4,4) * (STRESS(l) *
. BNL(IR,lS,IT,L,4,6) + STRESS(2) °
. BNL(|R,IS.I'I",l„,5,6) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,6,6)) + ßNL(IR,lS,lT,M,S,4) *
. STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,4,6) +
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,6,4) * STRESS(3) *
. BNL(lR,lS,|T,M,4,6) ) ° XJAC

‘
WR * WS ' WT

C
ELSElF(lE .EQ. S) THEN

IF(JE .EQ. 1) THEN
‘·
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SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,lS,lT,M,l,5) ' (STRESS(l) *
. ßNL(IR,lS,lT,L,l,l) + STRESS(2) '
. l3NL(lR.IS,lT,L,2.l) + S'I'RESS(3) '
. BNL(|R,lS,IT,L,3,l) ) + BNL(IR,lS,lT,M,2,5) *
. STRESS(2) ' BNL(lR,lS,IT.L,l,l) +
. BNL(lR.lS,lT,M,3,5) * STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,|S,lT,M,l,l) ) * XJAC ' WR " WS * WT

C
ELSElF(.|E .EQ. 3) TIIEN

SN = SN + ( BNL(lR,IS,I'I“,M,7,5) ' (STRESS(l) *
. I3NL(IR,lS,I’l‘,L,7,3) + STRESS(2) *
. BNL(|R,lS,IT,L,8,3) + S'I'RESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,lS,|'I',l.,9,9)) + BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,8,5) *
. STRESS(2) " BNL(lR,IS,|T,L,7,3) +
. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,9,5) * S'I“RESS(3) *
. BNL(|R,lS,lT,M,7,3) ) ' XJAC " WR * WS ' WT

ENDIF
C

ELSElF(.|E .EQ. 4) TIIEN
SN -= SN + ( ßNL(IR,IS,lT,M,7,5) * (STRESS(l) °

. BNL(IR,IS,lT,l.,7,4) + STRESS(2) °

. BNl.(lR,IS,lT,L,8,4) + STRESS(3) °

. BNL(lR,|S,lT,I.,9,4) ) + I3NL(lR,IS,IT,M,8,5) *

. STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,lS,lT.L,7,4) +

. BNL(lR,|S,IT,M,9,5) * STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,4) ) * XJAC * WR * WS ' WT
C

ELSElF(.|E .EQ. 5) TIIEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(lR,lS,IT,M,l,5) * (STRESS(l) '

. BNL(|R,IS,IT,L,l,5) + S'I'RESS(2) *

. BNI.(lR,lS,lT,L,2,5) + STRESS(3) '

. BNL(lR,|S,lT,L,3,S)) + BNL(IR,lS,lT,M,2,5) *

. STRESS(2) ' BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,l,5) +

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,3,5) ' STRESS(3) *

. BNL(|R,IS,lT,M,l,5) + BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,5) *

. (STRESS(l) * BNL(|R,IS,IT,L,7,5) +

. STRESS(2) " BNL(IR,lS,lT,L,8,5) + STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,IT,L,9,5) ) + ßNL(IR,lS,lT,M,8,5) '

. STRESS(2) * BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,7,5) +

. BNL(IR,IS,lT,M,9,5) ' STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,M,7,S)) ' XJAC * WR * WS " WT
C

ELSEIF(JE .EQ. 6) TIIEN
SN = SN + (BNL(|R,IS,IT,M,l,5) * (STRESS(l) "'

. BNL(IR,lS,lT,L,l,6) + STRESS(2) *

. BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,2,6) + STRESS(3) '

. BNL(lR,lS,|T,L,3,6) ) + BNL(IR,lS,IT,M,2,5) *

. STRESS(2) " BNL(lR,IS,lT,L,l,6) +

. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,3,5) * S'l“RESS(3) *

. BNL(|R,IS,lT,M,l,6) ) * XJAC ' WR * WS * WT
ENDIF

C
ELSE|F(IE .EQ. 6) THEN

IF(J[i .EQ. l) THEN
SN = SN + ( BNL(|R,lS,lT,M,l,6) * (STRI3SS(l) *

. BNL(lR,|S,lT,L,l,l) + S'I'RESS(2) °

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,2,l) + STRESS(3) *

. BNL(lR,lS,lT,L,3,l)) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,2,6) "

. S'l’RESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,|T,L,l,l) +

. BNL(lR,|S,IT,M,3,6)
’

S'l'RESS(3)
‘

. BNL(lR,IS,lT,M,l,l) ) ' XJAC ' WR ' WS * WI'
C

ELSElF(JE .EQ. 2) THEN
‘
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SN
-

SN + ( I3NL(IR,IS,IT,M,4,6) * (STRESS(I) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,2) + STRESS(2) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,l,,5,2) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,6,2)) + BNI.(IR,IS,IT,M,5,6)
. ' STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,2) +
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,6,6) * STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,4,2) ) ° XJAC * WR " WS ' WT

C
EI.SEIF(JE .EQ. 4) TIIEN ·

SN = SN + ( BN|.(IR,IS,IT,M,4,6) * (STRESS(I) '
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,4) +
. STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,5,4) + STRESS(3) '. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,6,4)) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,5,6)
. * STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,4) +
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,6,6) ' STRESS(3) '
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,4,4) ) * XJAC " WR ' WS " WT

C
ELSEIF(JE .EQ. 5) THEN

· SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,I,6) * (STRESS(I) *
. BNI,(IR,IS,IT,I.,I,5) + STRESS(2) '
. I)NI,(IR,IS,IT,I,,2,5) + STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,3,5)) + BNI.(IR,IS,IT,M,2,6)
. * STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,lT,L,l,5) +
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,3,6) ' STRESS(3) '
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,l,5) ) * XIAC * WR ° WS * WT

C
ELSEIF(JE .EQ. 6) TIIEN

SN = SN + ( BNL(IR,IS,|T,M,l,6) * (STRESS(I) '
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,l,6) + STRESS(2) '
. BNL(lR,IS,IT,L,2,6) + STRESS(3) *
. I3NL(IR,IS,IT,L,3,6) ) + I3NL(IR,IS,IT,M,2,6) '
. STRESS(2) °
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,I,6) + BNL(IR,IS,I'I”,M,3,6) '. STRESS(3) * BNL(IR,IS,IT.M.l.6)
. + BNL(IR.IS,IT,M,4,6) * (STRESS(I) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,I.,4,6) +
. STRESS(2) * BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,5,6) + STRESS(3) '. BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,6,6)) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,5,6) °
. STRESS(2) ". BNL(IR,IS,IT,L,4,6) + BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,6,6) *
. STRESS(3) *
. BNL(IR,IS,IT,M,4,6) ) * XJAC * WR * WS * WT

C
ENDIF

C
ENDIF

380 CONTINUE
390 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE

C
NP = N
RETURN
END

C NODALB

C
C COMPUTES TIIE LINEAR STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRIX. IT CALLS 'INDEX'.
C

SUBROUTINE NODALB(II,DI·I,RR,SS,T'I',XJINV,DEPTII,WIDTH,X.IAC,X,BB,
. VR,VS,VT,G,N,KG,KL,LL,I.IE,VVR,VVS,VVT)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION H(°),DH(*),XJINV(3,*),DEPTII(*),WIDTI~I(‘),VR(3,’),VS(3,*),

‘
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C
. VT(3,'),G(3,3,*),VVR('),VVS(°),VVT(*)

C-—- GET THE
’G'

VALUE (EQ. ) FOR THE CORRESPONDING INTERPOLATION POIN
C AND ELEMENT.
C

C
CALL lNDEX(lI,DH,SS,”lT,XJlNV,DEP'I'H,WlDTH,VR,VS,VT,G,N,KG,KL)

IF(LL .EQ. l) THEN
IF(IJE .EQ. l) THEN

BB == DH(KL) ' (VVR(l) ° VVR(l) * XJlNV(l,l) + VVR(I) °
. VVR(2) " X.llNV(2,1) + VVR(l) ' VVR(3) °
. XJlNV(3,l) )

C
ELSEIF(IJE .EQ. 2) THEN

BB = DH(KL) ' (VVR(2) ' VVR(2) ' X.I|NV(2,l) + VVR(l) '
. VVR(2) * XJlNV(l,l) + VVR(2) ' VVR(3) "
. XJlNV(3,l) )

C
ELSEIF(l.lE .EQ. 3) THEN

BB ¤ DlI(KL) ' (VVR(3) ' VVR(3) * XJlNV(3,l) + VVR(2) *
. VVR(3) * X]lNV(2,l) + VVR(l) ' VVR(3) "
. X.|lNV(l,l) )

C
ELSElF(IJE .EQ. 4) THEN

BB = VVR(2) * VVR(2) ' G(l,2,2) + VVR(3) ' VVR(3) '
. G(l,3,3) + VVR(1) " VVR(2) * G(l,2,l) + VVR(2) °

'

. VVR(3) * (G(1,2,3) + G(l,3,2)) + VVR(l) *

. VVR (3) * G(l,3,l)
C

ELSElF(lJE .EQ. 5) THEN
BB = VVR(l) * VVR(l) ' G(2,l,l) + VVR(3) " VVR(3) *

. G(2,3,3) + VVR(l) * VVR(2) ' G(2,l,2) + VVR(2) '

. VVR(3) * G(2,3,2) + VVR(l) * VVR (3) *

- (G(2„1.3) + @(2,3.1))
C

EI„SElF(IJE .EQ. 6) TIIEN
BB = VVR(l) * VVR(l) * G(3,l,l) + VVR(2) ' VVR(2) *

. G(3,2,2) + VVR(l) * VVR(2) * (G(3,l,2) + G(3,2,l))

. + VVR(2) * VVR(3) ' G(3,2,3) + VVR(l) * VVR (3)

.
’

G(3,l,3)
C

ENDIF
ELSElF(LL .EQ. 2) THEN

lF(IJE .EQ. 1) THEN
BB = DH(KL) " (2.D0 ' VVR(l) * VVS(l) * XJINV(l,l)

. + (VVR(2) * VVS(l) + VVR(l) * VVS(2) ) ' XJlNV(2,l)

. + (VVR(3) * VVS(l) + VVR(l) ° VVS(3) ) ' X.|lNV(3,l))
C

ELSElF(IJE .EQ. 2) THEN
BB = Dll(KL) * (2.D0 * VVR(2) ° VVS(2) ' X.llNV(2,l)

. + (VVR(2) * VVS(l) + VVR(l) ' VVS(2) ) " XJINV(l,l)

C
. + (VVR(3) ' VVS(2) + VVR(2) ' VVS(3) ) * X.IlNV(3,l))

ELSE|F(lJE .EQ. 3) THEN
BB = |)II(KL) " (2.D0 * VVR(3) ' VVS(3) * X.|INV(3,l)

. + (VVR(3) * VVS(2) + VVR(2) ' VVS(3) ) * X.|INV(2,l)

. + (VVR(3) * VVS(l) + VVR(l)
‘

VVS(3) ) ' X.llNV(l,l)) -
ELSElF(IJE .EQ. 4) THEN

BB = 2.D0 * VVR(2) * VVS(2) * G(l,2,2) + 2.D0 * VVR(3)
. " VVS(3) " G(l,3,3) + (VVR(2) " VVS(]) +
. VVR(l) * VVS(2) ) * G(l,2,l) + (VVR(3) *
. VVS(2) + VVR(2) * VVS(3) ) ° (G(l,2,3) +

‘
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. G(1,3,2)) + (VVR(3) * VVS(l) + VVR(l)
‘

. VVS(3)) ' G(l,3,l)
C

ELSElF(IJE .EQ. 5) THEN
BB = 2.D0 * VVR(1)" VVS(l) ' G(2,l,l) + 2.D0 " VVR(3)

. " VVS(3) * G(2,3,3) + (VVR(2) ' VVS(l) +

. VVR(l) * VVS(2))
‘

G(2,l,2) + (VVR(3) *
. VVS(2) + VVR(2) * VVS(3) ) * G(2,3,2)
. + (VVR(3) ' VVS(l) + VVR(l) '

C ~ VVS(3) ) * (G(2•l•3) + G(2•3•l))
ELSElF(IJE .EQ. 6) TIIEN

BB = 2.DO ' VVR(l) * VVS(l) * G(3.l,l) + 2.D0 * VVR(2)
. ' VVS(2) * G(3,2,2) + ( VVR(2) ° VVS(l) +
. VVR(l) * VVS(2) ) * (G(3,1,2) + G(3,2,l)) +
. (VVR(3) * VVS(2) + VVR(2) * VVS(3) )
. * G(3,2,3) + (VVR(3) * VVS(l) + VVR(l)

‘

. VVS(3) ) * G(3,l,3)
ENDIF

ELSElF(LL .EQ. 3) THEN
lF(|JE .EQ. I) TIIEN

BB = DH(KL) * (2.D0 ° VVR(l) * VVT(l) ' XJlNV(l,l)
. + (VVR(2) ' VVT(l) + VVR(l) ' VVT(2) ) ' X.lINV(2,l)
. + (VVR(3) * VVI“(l) + VVR(l) ' VVT(3) ) * XJlNV(3,l))

C
ELSElF(|JE .EQ. 2) TIIEN

BB == DH(KL) " (2.D0 ' VVR(2) ' VVT(2) * XJlNV(2,l)
. + (VVR(2) * VVT(l) + VVR(l) * VVT(2) ) " X.llNV(l,l)
. + (VVR(3) * VVT(2) + VVR(2) * VVT(3) ) ' XJlNV(3,l))

C
ELSEIF(IJE .EQ. 3) TIIEN

BB
-

l)H(KL) * (2.D0
’

VVR(3) ° VVT(3) ' XHNV(3„l)
. + (vvms) · vv1‘(2) + vvR(2)

•
vvT(3> ) * XJINV(2.l)

. + (VVR(3) ' VVI‘(l) + VVR(l) ° VVT(3) ) ' XJINV(l.l))
C

ELSEIF(l.|E .EQ. 4) Tl·lEN
BB = 2.D0 * VVR(2) ' VVT(2) ' G(l,2,2) + 2.D0 ' VVR(3)

. ' VVT(3) * G(l.3.3) + (VVR(2) ' VVT(l) +

. VVR(l) * VVT(2) ) * G(I,2,l) + (VVR(3)
‘

. VVI'(2) + VVR(2) ' VVI'(3) ) ' (G(l,2,3) +

. G(l,3,2)) + (VVR(3) ' VVT(l) + VVR(l) "

. VVT(3) ) * G(l,3,l)
ELSE|F(IJE .EQ. 5) 'I’|·lEN

BB = 2.DO ' VVR(l) * VVT(l) ' G(2,l,l) + 2.D0 * VVR(3)
. * VVT(3) '

G(2,3„3) + (VVR(2) " VVT(l) +
. VVR(l) ° VVT(2) ) * G(2,l,2) + (VVR(3) *
. VVT(2) + VVR(2) * VVT(3) ) * G(2,3,2)
. + (VVR(3) * VVT(l) + VVR(l) *
. VVT(3)) " (G(2,l,3) + G(2,3,l))

ELSEIF(l.lE .EQ. 6) THEN
BB =· 2.D0 ' VVR(l) * VVT(l) * G(3,l,l) + 2.D0 " VVR(2)

. * VVT(2) " G(3,2,2) + (VVR(2) * VVT(l) +

. VVR(l) * VVT(2) ) ' (G(3,l,2) + G(3,2,l)) +

. (VVR(3) * VVT(2) + VVR(2) * VVT(3) )

. * G(3,2,3) + (VVR(3) * VVT(l) + VVR(l) '
- VV |(3) ) * G(3„l„3)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C DETJAC
‘·
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C
C IT CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF TIIE JACOBIAN FOR AN INTERPOLATION
C POINT.

SUBROUTINE DETJAC(H,D|·I,RR,SS,TT,DEPTI·I,WIDTH,VS,VT,XJAC,X,N,MINC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)
DIMENSION H(*),DH('),DEPTII('),WIDTII(‘),VS(3,°),V'I'(3,*),X(3,*),

. MINC(3,°)
C

XJAC -= 0.D0
C

KGI = MINC(I,N)
KG2 = MINC(2,N)
KG3 = MINC(3,N)

C
A = DEPT|I(N) " WIDTI-I(N)/4.D0
B
-

DII(I) * X(l,KGl) + DII(2) " X(l,KG2) + DH(3) * X(I,KG3)
C

-
DH(I) * X(2,KGl) + DII(2) ° X(2,KG2) + DH(3) ° X(2,KG3)

D
-

DI-I(I) * X(3,KGl) + DH(2) ' X(3,KG2) + DH(3) * X(3,KG3)
C

E ¤ II(I) ' VS(2,KGl) + H(2) ' VS(2,KG2) + II(3) " VS(2,KG3)
F ¤ II(I)

’
VS(3,KGI) + H(2) * VS(3,KG2) + II(3) ° VS(3,KG3)

G = H(I) ' VS(I,KGI) + II(2) * VS(l,KG2) + H(3) * VS(I,KG3)
O

-
H(I) * VT(l,KGl) + H(2) * VT(l,KG2) + II(3) ' VT(I,KG3)

P
-

H(I) ° VT(2,KGl) + II(2) * V'I‘(2,KG2) + H(3) ' VT(2,KG3)
Q

• H(I) * VT(3,KGI) + H(2) " V'I'(3,KG2) + H(3) * VT(3,KG3)
C

XJACI =A*(B'(E*Q- F'P)-C*(G*Q-F*O)+ D'
. (G * P · E * O) )

C
A = DEP'I"II(N) * DEPTII(N) * WlDTII(N) * SS /8.DO
B = II(I) " V'I'(l,KGl) + H(2) " VT(I,KG2) + H(3) ' VI"(I,KG3)
C = II(I)

’
VT(2,KGl) + H(2) " VI‘(2,KG2) + H(3) * VT(2.KG3)

D = H(I) ' VT(3,KGl) + II(2) * VT(3,KG2) + H(3) ' VT(3,KG3)
C

E ·= DII(I) * II(2) * VS(2,KGl) " VS(3,KG2) + DII(I) * II(3) '
. VS(2,KGl) * VS(3,KG3) + DH(2) * II(I) * VS(2,KG2)

‘
VS(3,KGI)

. + DH(2) * H(3) * VS(2,KG2)
’

VS(3,KG3) + DH(3) " H(I) *
. VS(2,KG3) " VS(3,KG1) + DII(3) ' II(2) * VS(2,KG3) '
. VS(3,KG2)

C
F = DI-I(I) * II(2) * VS(2,KG2) ' VS(3,KGl) + DII(I) * II(3) °

. VS(2,KG3) ' VS(3,KGI) + DH(2) ' H(I) * VS(2,KGl) * VS(3,KG2)

. + DH(2) * H(3) * VS(2,KG3) * VS(3,KG2) + DH(3) ' H(I) *

. VS(2,KGI) * VS(3,KG3) + DH(3) * H(2) * VS(2,KG2) *

. VS(3,KG3)
C

G =· I)H(I) " H(2) ' VS(l,KGI) * VS(3,KG2) + DI·I(I) " II(3) °
. VS(I,KGI) * VS(3,KG3) + DII(2) * II(I) * VS(I,KG2) ' VS(3,KGl)
. + DH(2) ' H(3) * VS(l,KG2) " VS(3,KG3) + DH(3) * H(I) '
. VS(l,KG3) * VS(3,KGl) + DII(3) * II(2) * VS(l,KG3) '
. VS(3,KG2)

C
O = DII(I) ' H(2)

‘
VS(I,KG2) * VS(3,KGl) + DH(I) * H(3) °

. VS(I,KG3) ' VS(3,KGl) + DII(2) * II(I) * VS(I,KGI) ' VS(3,KG2)

. + DII(2) * H(3) * VS(I,KG3) * VS(3,KG2) + DH(3) ' H(I) *

. VS(l,KGI) * VS(3,KG3) + DH(3) * II(2) ' VS(l,I(G2) '

. VS(3,KG3)
C

P = DII(I) ' II(2) * VS(l,KGl) * VS(2,KG2) + DI-I(I) * II(3) *
. VS(I,KGI) * VS(2,KG3) + DH(2) * H(I) ' VS(l,KG2) * VS(2,KGI)
. + DII(2) * H(3) * VS(I,KG2) "' VS(2,KG3) + DII(3) ' II(I) *

‘
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. VS(l,KG3) " VS(2,KG1) + DH(3) ° H(2) ' VS(l,KG3) *
—. . VS(2,KG2)

C
Q

-
DH(l) ' H(2)

"‘
VS(l,KG2) ' VS(2,KG1) + DH(l) ' H(3) *

. VS(l,KG3) * VS(2,KGl) + DH(2) * H(l) ' VS(l,KGl) " VS(2,KG2)

. + DH(2) ' H(3) " VS(l,KG3) * VS(2,KG2) + DH(3) ' lI(l) *

. VS(l,KGl) "' VS(2,KG3) + DH(3) * H(2) ' VS(l,KG2)
‘

. VS(2,KG3)
C

XJAC2 = A*(B*(E-F) + C'(O—G)+ D*(P·Q))
C

A
-

DEPTH(N)
‘

WlDTH(N) ' WIDTH(N) * TT / 8.D0
C

E
•= DH(l) * H(l) * VS(3,KGl) * VT(2,KGl) + DH(2) ' H(2) '

. VS(3,KG2) * VT(2,KG2) + DH(3) * H(3) * VS(3,KG3) * VT(2,KG3) +

. DH(l) * H(2) ' VS(3,KG2) * VT(2,KGl) + DH(l) * H(3) '

. VT(2,KGl) ' VS(3,KG3) + DH(2) * H(l) * VT(2,KG2) ' VS(3,KGl)

. + DH(2) ° H(3) * Vl"(2,KG2) "' VS(3,KG3) + l)H(3) " H(l) *

. VT(2,KG3) " VS(3,KGl) + DI·l(3) * H(2) * VT(2,KG3) *

. VS(3,KG2)
C

F
-

DH(l) ' H(l) * VT(3,KGl) * VS(2,KGl) + DH(2) * H(2) *
. VT(3,KG2) ' VS(2,KG2) + DH(3) ' H(3) * VT(3,KG3) " VS(2,KG3) +
. DH(l) ' H(2) ° VT(3,KGl) ' VS(2,KG2) + D|I(l) ° H(3) '
. VT(3,KGl) ' VS(2,KG3) + DH(2) ' H(l) ' V'l'(3,KG2) * VS(2,KGl)
. + DH(2) * H(3) " VT(3,KG2) * VS(2,KG3) + DH(3) " ll(l) '
. VT(3,KG3) * VS(2,KGl) + DIl(3) ' H(2) * V'I‘(3,KG3) '
. VS(2,KG2)

C
G

-
DH(l) ' H(l) * VS(3,KGl) * VT(l,KGl) + DH(2) ° H(2) *

. VS(3,KG2) ' VT(l,KG2) + DH(3) ' H(3) ' VS(3,KG3) * VT(l,KG3) +

. DIl(l) * H(2) ' VS(3,KG2) ' VT(l,KGl) + Dl|(I)
‘

l·l(3) *
. VT(l,KGl) * VS(3,KG3) + DH(2) ' H(l) " VT(l,KG2) * VS(3,KGl)
. + DH(2) * H(3) * VT(l,KG2) * VS(3,KG3) + DH(3) * H(l) '
. VT(l,KG3) ° VS(3,KGl) + DH(3)

‘
H(2) * V'|‘(l,KG3) *

. VS(3,KG2)
C

O ¤ DH(l) ' H(l) ' VT(3,KGl) * VS(I,KGl) + DH(2) * H(2) °
. VT(3,KG2) * VS(l,KG2) + DH(3) * H(3) ' VT(3,KG3) * VS(l,KG3) +
. DH(l) ' H(2) * V'l“(3,KGl) ' VS(l,KG2) + DH(l) ' H(3) *
. VS(l,KG3) ' VT(3,KGl) + DH(2) " H(l) * VS(l,KGl) " VT(3,KG2)
. + DH(2)

‘
H(3) * VS(l,KG3) " VT(3,KG2) + DH(3) " ll(l) *

. VS(l,KGl) " V'I‘(3,KG3) + DH(3) * |l(2) * VS(l,KG2) '

. VT(3,KG3)
C

P
-

DH(l) ' H(l) ' VS(2,KGl) * VT(l,KGl) + DH(2) * H(2) *
. VS(2,KG2) * VT(l,KG2) + DH(3) * H(3) ' VS(2,KG3) ° V'l'(l,KG3) +
. DH(l) ' H(2) " VS(2,KG2) * VT(l,KGl) + DH(l) " H(3) *
. VT(l,KG1) " VS(2,KG3) + DH(2) * H(l) ' VT(l,KG2) " VS(2,KGl)
. + DH(2) * H(3) * VT(l,KG2) ' VS(2,KG3) + D|l(3) * H(l) *
. VT(l,KG3) " VS(2,KGl) + DH(3)

‘
H(2) ' VT(l,KG3) *

. VS(2,KG2)
C

Q -
DH(l) * H(l) * VS(l,KGl) * VT(2,KGl) + DH(2) * H(2) *

. VT(2,KG2) ' VS(l,KG2) + DH(3) * H(3) ' VT(2,KG3) ° VS(l,KG3) +

. DH(l)
‘

H(2) * VT(2,KGl) * VS(l,KG2) + DIl(i)
‘ ||(3) *

. VS(l,KG3) ° VT(2,KGl) + DH(2) ' H(l) * VS(l,KGl) * VT(2,KG2)
H(l) "

. VS(1,KGl) " VI'(2,KG3) + DH(3) * H(2) ' VS(l,KG2) *

. VT(2,KG3)
C

XJAXC3 ¤ A*(B*(E-F)+ C*(O-G) + D*(P·Q))
C
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XJAC • XJACI + XJAC2 + XJAC3
C

RETURN
END

C NOLINB

C
C IT CALCULATES TIIE NONLINEAR STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRIX. IT CALLS
C 'INDEX'.
C

SUBROUTINE NOLINB(IR,IS,IT,RR,SS,'I'1',XJINV,DEI’1'lI,WIDTlI,II,DH,
. XJAC,X,VR,VS,VT,G,N,VVR,VVS,VV'1’,M1NC,BNL)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
DIMENSION H(*),DH('),XJINV(3,'),DEPT11("),W1DTH(*),VR(3,'),VS(3,'),

. VT(3,*),G(3,3,'),VVR(‘),VVS(°),VVT('),X(3,'),MINC(3,"),

. BNL(2,2,2,3,9,*)
C

DO 10 KL = 1,3
KG = M|NC(KL,N)
CALL INDEX(l»1,DH,SS,T1',X.|INV,DEPTH.WlDTII,VR,VS,VT,G.N,KG,KL)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,l,1) = VVR(I) ' X.|lNV(1,l) ' DH(KL) + VVR(2) *

. X.IINV(2,2) * DH(KL) + VVR(3) "
XJINV(3,1) * DII(KL)

C
BNL(IR,1S,lT,KL,1,2) = 0.D0

C
BNL(1R,IS,1T,KL,1,3) = 0.D0

C
BNL(1R,lS,lT,KL,1,4) -• VVR(I) * G(1,l,1) + VVR(2) ' G (1,1,2) +

. VVR(3) * G(1,l,3)
C

BNL(1R,lS,lT,KL,1,5) = VVR(I) * G(2,1,l) + VVR(2) °. G(2,l,2) + VVR(3) ' G(2,1,3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,1,6) = VVR(1)' G(3,1,l) + VVR(2) * G(3,1,2) +
. VVR(3) * G(3,1,3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,lT,KL,2,l) = VVS(1) * X.|lNV(l,1) * DH(KL) + VVS(2) '. XJINV(2,2) ' DII(KL) +

. VVS(3) * X]lNV(3,l) ' DH(KL)
C

BNL(IR,lS,1T,KL,2,2) = 0.D0
C

BNL(1R,IS,lT,KL,2,3) = 0.D0
C

BNL(1R,IS,IT,KL,2,4) = VVS(1) " G(1,1,1) + VVS(2) ° G(l,I,2) +
. G(1,1,3) * VVS(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,2,5) =¤ VVS(1) * G(2,1,1) + VVS(2) "

. G(2,1,2) + VVS(3) * G(2,1,3)
C

BNL(lR,1S,1T,KL,2,6)
-

VVS(1) ' G(3,1,1) + VVS(2) ' G(3,1,2) +
. VVS(3) * G(3,1,3)

C
BNL(1R,IS,IT,KL,3,l) == VVT(1) * X.|INV(1,1) " DII(KL) + VVT(2)

. " X.1INV(2,2) * DH(KL)

. + VVT(3) * XJ1NV(3,1) * DH(KL)
C

BNL(IR,IS,lT,KL,3,2) = 0.DO
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,3,3) = 0.D0
~
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BNL(IR,IS,IT,KI,,3,4)
-

VV'I"(I) ' G(l,l,l) + VVT(2) ' G(l,l,2) +
. G(I,I,3) * VVT(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,I'I‘,KL,3,5) = VV'I'(l) ' G(2,l,l) + VVT(2) '

. G(2,l,2) + VVT(3) * G(2,I,3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,3,6) = VV'I‘(l) " G(3,l,l) + VVT(2) * G(3,l,2) +
. VVT(3) ° G(3,l,3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,4,l) -

0.D0
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,4,2) = VVR(I) ' XJINV(I,l) ' DH(KL) + VVR(2) *
. XJINV(2,2) ' DII(KL) + VVR(3)
. * XJINV(3,l) ' DH(KL)

· C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,4,3) = 0.DO

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,I(L,4,4) = VVR(l) * G(l,2,l) + VVR(2) " G(I,2,2) +

. G(I,2,3) " VVR(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,4,5) = VVR(I) * G(2,2,l) + VVR(2) " G(2,2,2) +
. G(2,2,3) * VVR(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,4,6) = VVR(l) * G(3,2,l) + VVR(2) ' G(3,2,2) +

. G(3,2,3) * VVR(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,lT,KL,5,l) = 0.D0
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,5,2) ¤ VVS(I) ' XJINV(l,I) * DH(KL) + VVS(2)
. ' XJINV(2,2) * DII(KL) + VVS(3)
. ' XJINV(3,I) * DH(KL)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,5,3) = 0.D0

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,5,4) = VVS(I) * G(l,2,l) + VVS(2) ' G(I,2,2) +

. G(l,2,3) ' VVS(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,S,5)
-

VVS(l) * G(2,2,l) + VVS(2) * G(2,2,2) +
. G(2,2,3)

’
VVS(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,S,6)

-
VVS(I) ' G(3,2,l) + VVS(2) ° G(3,2,2) +

. G(3,2,3) * VVS(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,6,l) = 0.D0
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,6,2) = VV|(l) * X.lINV(l,l) ° DII(KL) + VVT(2)
. ' XJINV(2,2) * DII(KL) + VVT(3) °
. XJINV(3,l) * DII(KL)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,6,3) = 0.D0

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KI..,6,4) = VVI'(l) " G(l,2,l) + VVT(2) ° G(l,2,2) +

. G(l,2,3) " VV I (3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,6,5) = VVT(I) * G(2,2,l) + VVT(2) * G(2,2,2) +

- G(2„2„3) * V V I(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,6,6) = VVT(I)
‘

G(3,2,l) + VVT(2) ° G(3,2,2) +
. G(3,2,3) ' VV I (3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,I) = 0.D0

C ~
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BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,2) = 0.D0
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,3) = VVR(I) ' X.IINV(l,I) ' DII(KL) + VVR(2)
. * XJINV(2,2) * DH(KL) + VVR(3) '. XJINV(3,I) * DH(KL)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,4) = VVR(I) * G(I,3,l) + VVR(2) ' G(I,3,2) +

. G(l,3,3) ' VVR(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,5) = VVR(I) * G(2,3,l) + VVR(2) * G(2,3,2) +
. G(2,3„3) ' VVR(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,7,6) = VVR(I) * G(3,3,l) + VVR(2) * G(3,3,2) +

. G(3,3,3) ' VVR(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,l) = 0.D0
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,2) = 0.I)0
C .

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,3) = VVS(I) * XJINV(l,l) ' DII(KL) + VVS(2)
. " XJINV(2,2) ° DH(KL) + VVS(3)

"‘

. X.lINV(3,l) * DH(KL)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,4) = VVS(I) * G(I,3,I) + VVS(2) * G(I,3,2) +
. G(I,3,3) * VVS(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,5) = VVS(I) * G(2,3,l) + VVS(2) ' G(2,3,2) +

. G(2,3,3) * VVS(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,8,6) = VVS(I) " G(3,3,l) + VVS(2) ° G(3,3,2) +
. G(3,3,3) * VVS(3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,9,I) ·= 0.D0

C
BNL(IR,IS,lT,KL,9,2) = 0.D0

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,9,3) = VV'T(l) ' X.IINV(l,I) ' DH(KL) + VVI“(2)

. * XJINV(2,2) * DH(KL) + VVT(3)

. * XJINV(3,I) * DH(KL)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,9,4) = VVT(l) ' G(l,3,I) + VVT(2) * G(I,3,2) +
. G(l,3,3) " VV I (3)

C
BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,9,5) = VVT(l) * G(2,3,l) + VVT(2) ' G(2,3,2) +

. G(2„3„3) * VVT(3)
C

BNL(IR,IS,IT,KL,9,6) = VV'I‘(I) ' G(3,3,I) + VVT(2) ' G(3,3,2) +
. G(3,3,3) * VVT(3)

C
I0 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C INVJAC

C
C CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF JACOBIAN MATRIX FOR TIIE GIVEN
C INTERPOLATION POINTS.
C

SUBROUTINE INVJAC(H,DH,RR,DEPTH,WIDTII,VS,VT,XJ/\C,X,N,X.|INV,
. SS,”I'I',M]NC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—II,O-Z)
DIMENSION H(*),DH(*),DEPTH('),WIDTH(*),VS(3,*),VT(3,°),X(3,'),

‘»
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. XIINV(3,"),MINC(3,°)
C
C--- INITIALIZATION OF TIIE XIINV MATRIX.
C

DO 20 IX = 1,3
DO 10 IX = 1,3

XIINV(IX,IX) == 0.D0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
C--- COMPUTATION OF TIIE ADI I MATRIX
C

KG1 = MINC(1,N)
KG2 == MINC(2,N)
KG3 = MINC(3,N)

C
A = H(I) * VS(2,KG1) + II(2) * VS(2,KG2) + H(3) * VS(2,KG3)
B = II(1) * VT(3,KG1) + II(2) * VT(3,KG2) + H(3) ' VI'(3,KG3)
C = Il(1) * VS(3,KGl) + II(2) * VS(3,KG2) + II(3) ' VS(3,KG3)
D = H(I) * VT(2,I(Gl) + I·I(2) * VT(2,KG2) + I·I(3) * VT(2,KG3)

C
XIINV(l,1) = WIDTII(N) * DEPTII(N) / 4.D0 * (A ' B - C ' D)

C
A = H(I) ' VS(I,KG1) + II(2) ' VS(l,KG2) + II(3) ' VS(I,KG3)
D ·= I·I(I) * VI“(1,KG1) + I·I(2) * VT(1,KG2) + II(3) * V'I'(I,KG3)

-

XIINV(2,1) ¤ - DEPTI-I(N) ' WIDTII(N)/4.D0 * (A " B - C ' D)
C

B == II(1) * V'I'(2,KG1) + II(2) * VT(2,KG2) + II(3) ' VT(2,KG3)
C == H(I) * VS(2,KGl) + H(2) * VS(2,KG2) + H(3) * VS(2,KG3)

C
XIINV(3,1) = DEPTH(N) * WIDTII(N)/4.D0 * (A * B - C ' D)

C
A = DH(l) ' (X(l,KGl) + DEPTII(N) * SS * 0.5D0 * VS(1,KGl)+

. WIDTH(N) " 'IT " 0.5D0 ' VI'(l,KG1)) + DH(2) * (X(1,KG2) +

. 0.5l)0 " DIiI’TII(N) ' SS * VS(l,KG2) + WIDTII(N) ' 'IT / 2.D0 "

. VT(1,KG2)) + DH(3) * (X(l,KG3) + 0.5D0 ° DEPTII(N) " SS *

. VS(1,KG3) + WIDTII(N) * TI" / 2.D0 * VI'(l,KG3))
C

C = DII(1)" (X(2,KG1) + DEPTII(N) ° SS * 0.5D0 * VS(2,KGI) +
. WIDTH(N) * TT * 0.5D0 * VT(2,KG1)) + DII(2) ' (X(2,KG2) +
. 0.5D0 * DEPTI·I(N) * SS " VS(2,KG2) + WIDTII(N) * 'IT / 2.D0 *
. VT(2,KG2)) + DH(3) * (X(2,KG3) + 0.5D0 * DEP1"H(N)* SS *
. VS(2,KG3) + WIDTII(N) * TI' / 2.D0 * VT(2,KG3))

C
XIINV(3,2) = - WIDTII(N) / 2.D0

‘
(A * B - C ' D)

C
D = I·I(I) ' VS(I,KG1) + H(2) ' VS(1,KG2) + II(3) ' VS(1,KG3)
B

-
II(l) * VS(2,KG1) + H(2) * VS(2,KG2) + H(3) * VS(2,KG3)

C
XIINV(3,3) = DEPTI-I(N) / 2.D0 ' (A * B - C ' D)

C
B = II(1) * VS(3,KGI) + H(2) * VS(3,KG2) + II(3) " VS(3,KG3)
C = DII(I) ' (X(3,KGI) + DEPTIl(N) * SS ' 0.5l)0

‘
VS(3,KG1) +

. WIDTII(N) * 'IT * 0.5D0 " V'I'(3,KG1)) + DH(2) ' (X(3,KG2) +

. 0.5l)0 * DEPTH(N)
‘

SS " VS(3,K(}2) + WIDTII(N) ° TI" / 2.I)0 *
. VT(3,KG2)) + DH(3) * (X(3,I(G3) + 0.5D0 * DEPTH(N) ' SS *
. VS(3,KG3) + WIDTH(N) ' '1'I‘/2.D0 * VT(3,KG3))

C
XIINV(2,3) = - DEPTII(N) / 2.D0 " (A * B - C " D)

C
B -•

H(I) ' VT(3,KGl) + II(2) * VT(3,KG2) + I~I(3) ' VT(3,KG3)
‘
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D = II(1) * VT(1,KGl) + H(2) " VT(l,KG2) + H(3) * V1“(I,KG3)
C

XJlNV(2,2) = WIDTII(N) / 2.D0 " (A ' B - C * D)
C

A = DII(I) ' (X(2,KGI) + DEPTlI(N) * SS * 0.5D0 ° VS(2,KGl) +
. WIDTII(N) * T1' * 0.5D0 * VT(2,KG1)) + DII(2) * (X(2,KG2) +
. 0.5D0 * DEPTII(N) * SS * VS(2,KG2) + WIDTII(N) * TI' / 2.D0 *
. VT(2,KG2)) + DII(3) * (X(2,KG3) + 0.5D0 * DEPTII(N) ' SS '. VS(2,KG3) + WIDTH(N) ' TI” / 2.D0 ° VT(2,KG3))

C
D = H(1) ' VT(2,KG1) + H(2) * VT(2,KG2) + 1I(3)

‘
VT(2,KG3)

C
XJINV(1,2)

- - WIDTH(N) / 2.D0 ° (A * B - C " D)
C

B = H(l) ' VS(3,KG1) + H(2) * VS(3,KG2) + H(3) " VS(3,KG3)
D = H(l) ' VS(2,KG1) + H(2) " VS(2,KG2) + H(3) ' VS(2,KG3)

C
XJINV(I,3) = DEPT11(N) / 2.D0 * (A * B - C * D)

C
C--- COMPUTATION OF THE INVERSE OF J MATRIX.
C

DO 40 JX ¤ 1,3
DO 30 IX = 1,3

XJINV(IX,JX) = XJINV(IX,JX) / XJAC
30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C INDEX

C
C IT CALCULATES THE G VALUES (SEE EQ. 4.21) AT A GIVEN
C INTERPOl.ATION POINT FOR AN ELEMENT.
C

SUBROUTINE INDEX(II,DII,SS,TT,XJINV,DEP1"II,WIDTH,VR,VS,VT,G,N,KG,KL)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-II,O-Z)
DIMENSION H(*),DH('),XJINV(3,*),DEPTH(*),WIDTH('),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),

. VT(3,*),G(3,3,')
C

DO 30 IX = 1,3
DO 20 JX = 1,3

DO 10 KX = 1,3
G(IX,JX,KX) = 0.D0

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I

-
1, J

-
1 .......ALL ZEROES

C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 1,J = 2.......
C

A
-

DEP'1“I1(N) / 2.D0 ' VS(3,KG)
B = WIDTII(N) / 2.D0 ' VT(3,KG)

C
DO 40 KX = 1,3

G(1,2,KX) = -XJINV(KX,1) * (A ° SS + B *TI") * DH(KL)
. - (XJINV(KX,2) * A + XJINV(KX,3) ' B) ' H(KL)

40 CONTINUE
C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 1,J = 3.......
C ‘-
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A
-

DEI’I'II(N) / 2.D0 ' VS(2,KG)
B = WIDTH(N) / 2.D0 * VT(2,KG)

C
DO 50 KX ·= 1,3

G(l,3,KX)
-

XJINV(KX,I) ' (A ' SS + B *'1'I") ' DII(KL)
. + (XJ1NV(KX,2) * A + XJINV(KX,3) ° B) " H(KL) „

50 CONTINUE •

C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 2,J = I .......
C

A = DEP'I'II(N)/2.D0 ° VS(3,KG)
B
-

WIDTH(N) / 2.D0 * VT(3,KG)
C

DO 60 KX = 1,3
G(2,1,KX) = XJINV(KX,I) * (A * SS + B °TT) " DII(KL)

. + (XJINV(KX,2) * A + XJINV(KX,3) ' B) * H(KL)
60 CONTINUE

C

C--- G(I,J,K).....1 = 2,J = 2.......ALL ZEROES
C
C--- G(1,J,K).....I ·= 2,J -= 3.......
C

A -= DEP'1'II(N) / 2.D0 '
VS(1,KG)

B
-

WIDTII(N) / 2.D0 ' VT(1,KG)
C

DO 70 KX = 1,3
G(2,3,KX) = -XJ1NV(KX,l) ' (A * SS + B *TT) * DI-I(KL)

. - (XJ1NV(KX,2) * A + XJINV(KX,3) ' B) ' H(KL)
70 CONTINUE

C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 3,] = l .......
C

A -= DEPTH(N) / 2.D0 " VS(2,KG)
B - WIDTH(N) / 2.D0 * VT(2,KG)

C
DO 80 KX = 1,3

G(3,l,KX) = -X.IINV(KX,l) ° (A ' SS + B "IT) ° DII(KL)
. - (XJINV(KX,2) ' A + XJINV(KX,3) * B) ' 11(KL)

80 CONTINUE
C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 3,J = 2.......
C

A = DEPTI-I(N) / 2.D0 * VS(I,KG)
B
-

WIDTH(N) / 2.D0 * VT(1,KG)
C

DO 90 KX = 1,3
G(3,2,KX) =· XJINV(KX,I) * (A " SS + B *'I'I')

' DII(KL)
. + (XJ1NV(KX,2) * A + XJINV(KX,3) ' B) * H(KL)

90 CONTINUE
C
C--- G(I,J,K).....I = 3, J = 3.......ALL ZEROES
C

RETURN
END

C INTPNT
CllltllllUlli!till!lltllllllllllllllltllllllllltill!lllllllllllfllllllll

C
C IT FIRST INITIALIZES THE WEIGIIT AND COORDINATE VECTORS FOR TIIE
C INTERPOLATION POINTS AND TIIEN ASSIGNS TIIE PROPER VALUES BASED
C ON THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS (GAUSS RULE).
C

SUBROUTINE INTPNT(R,S,T,IR,IS,IT,WTR,WTS,WTT)
‘
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IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-II,O-Z)
DIMENSION R(*),S('),T("),WTR(*),W'I’S('),WTT(')

C
DO I0 I = I,3

R(I)
-

0.D0
W'I'R(I) = 0.D0
WT$(I) = 0.D0
W"I'I'(l) = 0.D0

10 CONTINUE
C

DO 20 I
-

I,5
S(I) = 0.D0
T(I) = 0.D0

20 CONTINUE
C

IF(IR .EQ. 3) THEN
R(I) = —0.77459666924I483D0
R(2) == 0.D0
R(3) = 0.77459666924I483D0

C
WTR(l) = 0.555S55555S55556D0
WTR(2) = 0.888888888888889I)0
WTR(3) = 0.555S55555S55556D0

C
ELSEIF(IR .EQ. 2) THEN

R(l) = - 0.5773S0269I89626D0
R(2) = 0.5773S0269I89626D0

C
WTR(I) = I.D0
W'I“R(2)

-
I.D0

ENDIF
C

IF(lS .EQ. 2) TIIEN
$(I)

- · 0.5773S0269I89626D0
$(2) =· 0.5773S0269I89626D0

C
WTS(I) =· I.D0
WTS(2) = I.D0

C
ELSEIF(IS .EQ. 3) THEN

C
S(I)

-
-0.77459666924l483D0

$(2) = 0.D0
$(3)

-
0.77459666924I483D0

C
WTS(l) = 0.555S55555S55556D0
WTS(2) = 0.888888888888889D0
WTS(3) = 0.555S55555S55556D0

C
ENDIF

C
IF(IT .EQ. 2) THEN

T(l) = - 0.5773S0269I89626D0
T(2)

-
0.5773S0269I89626D0

C
W'I'I“(l) = l.D0
WI I(2) = I.D0

C
EL$EIF(IT .EQ. 3) TIIEN

T(I) = -0.77459666924I483D0
T(2) = 0.D0
T(3) = 0.77459666924l483D0
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W"I'T(l)
-

0.555555555555556D0
W'IT(2) = 0.888888888888889D0
W”IT(3) = 0.555555555555556D0

C
ENDIF
RETURN
END

C OUTPNT

C IT FIRST INITIALIZES TIIE COORDINATE VECFORS FOR TIIE
C INTERPOLATION POINTS AND THEN ASSIGNS THE PROPER VALUES BASED
C ON THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS (NEWTON COTES).
C

SUBROUTINE OUTPNT(R,$,T,IR,I$,IT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION R(*),$(*),T("')

C
DO 10 I

-
1,3

R(I)
-

0.D0
10 CONTINUE

C
DO 20 I = 1,5

$(1) = 0.D0
T(I)

-
0.D0

20 CONTINUE
C

R(l)
-

-l.D0
R(2) ¤ 0.D0
R(3) ¤ l.D0

C
IF(I$ .EQ. 2) THEN

$(1) = ·l.D0
$(2) = I.D0

EL$EIF(IS .EQ. 3) THEN
$(1) = -1.D0
$(2) = 0.DU
$(3) = l.D0

EL$EIF(I$ .EQ. 5) THEN
$(1) = —1.D0
$(2) = -0.5D0
$(3) ¤= 0.D0
$(4)

-
0.5D0

$(5) = l.D0
ENDIF

C
IF(IT .EQ. 2) THEN

T(1) = -1.D0
T(2) = 1.D0

EL$EIF(IT .EQ. 3) THEN
T(l) = -1.D0
T(2) = 0.D0
T(3) = I.D0

EL$EIF(IT .EQ. 5) THEN
T(I) = -1.D0
T(2) = -0.5D0
T(3) = 0.D0
T(4) = 0.5I)0
T(5) == 1.D0

ENDIF
C
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CllEWRllllllClQllllllUllllll!OllIll!UllllOllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

C POST

C IT PERFORMS POST-PROCESSING FOR LINEAR ANALYSIS. IT CALLS
C 'OUTPNT'. 'STRES', 'INTPNT', 'INTERF', AND ’JOINTF'.
C

SUBROUTINE POST(R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,MINC,JCODE,D,B,H,DII,X.IINV,DEPTH,
. WID'I'I·I,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,WI'R,W'I'S,\V1T,
. FINT,P,N E,MCODE,VVR,VVS,VVT)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION R('),S(*),T(‘),EPS(*),S’l'RESS(°),MINC(3,*),JCODE(6,*),

. D('),B(3,3,*),H(*),DH(*),XJINV(3,*),DEP’I'H('),WIDTH(*),

. X(3,*),VR(3,*),VS(3,'),VT(3,*),G(3,3,*),DNL(6,*),

. GMOD(*),EMOD(*),WTR(*),WTS('),W'IT(*),FINT(*),P(6,'),

. MCODE(l8,'),VVR(*),VVS(*),VVT(*)
C

REWIND (3)
REWIND (4)
REWIND (9)
REWIND (10)
REWIND (I I)
REWIND (I2)
REWIND (I3)
REWIND (I4)
REWIND (I5)

C
C--- READ TIIE NODE WIIOSE DISPLACEMENTS ARE TO BE ECHOED.
C

READ(S„°) IND
WRITE (3) IND

C
10 IF(IND .NE. 0) THEN

DO 20 KK -
1,6

NGLO == JCODE(KK,IND)
IF(NGLO .NE. 0) THEN

DEF = D(NGLO)
ELSE

DEF == 0.D0
ENDIF

C
WRITE (4) DEF

20 CONTINUE
READ(5,*) IND
WRITE (3) IND

GO TO 10
ENDIF

C
C--- READ TIIE ELEMENT NUMBERS WHOSE STRESSES AND STRAINS ARE TO BE
C ECHOED.

‘

C
READ (5,*) IES
WRITE (9) IES

C
IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN

C
C... SET TI·IE PARAMETERS FOR THE NUMBER OF OUTPUT POINTS. (IR = NO OF
C POINTS IN R DIRECFION, IS = NO. OF POINTS IN S DIRECFION, IT =· NO.
C OF POINTS IN T DIRECTION ).

IR ·= 3
IS =· 3
IT - 3
WRITE (I5) IR,IS,IT

“
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CALL OUTPNT(R,S,T,IR,IS,IT)
ENDIF

C
30 IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN

DO 300 IRR = 1,IR
RR = R(lRR)
DO 200 ISS = 1,IS

SS = S(ISS)
DO 100 ITT = 1,IT

TT = T(I'I'T)
CALL STRES(EPS,S'TRESS,IES,MINC,JCODE,D,B,H,DII,

. RR,SS,TT,X.|1NV,DEPTH,WIDTH,

. X.IAC,X,VR,VS,V’T,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,

. VVT)
WRITE (10) IRR,ISS,ITT,EPS(1),EPS(2),EPS(3),

. STRESS(1 ),S'1'RESS(2),STRESS(3)
100 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

READ(5,*) IES
WRITE (9) IES

C
GO TO 30

ENDIF
C
C--- READ THE ELEMENT NOS. WHOSE INTERNAL FORCES ARE TO BE ECIIOED.

C
READ(5,*) IEF
WRITE (11) IEF

C
C... SET THE PARAMETERS FOR THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS.
C ( IR = NO OF POINTS IN R DIRECTION, IS = NO. OF POINTS IN S
C DIRECTION, IT = NO. OF POINTS IN T DIRECTION ).

IR = 3
IS

-
2

IT = 2
CALL INTPNT(R,S,T,1R,IS,IT,WTR,WTS,WTT)

35 IF(IEF .NE. 0) TIIEN
DO 40 III = 1,18

FINT(III) = 0.D0
40 CONTINUE

C
DO 600 IRR

-
1,IR

RR =¤ R(IRR)
WR = WTR(IRR)
DO 500 ISS = 1,IS

SS = S(ISS)
WS = WTS(ISS)
DO 400 ITT = l,IT

TT == S(ITT)
WT = WTT(ITT)
CALL STRES(EPS,S'TRESS,IEF,MINC,.lCODE,D,B,H,

. DH,RR,SS,1'T,XJINV,DEl"TII,

. WIDTII,X.IAC,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,

. VVS,V\/T)
CALL INTERF(WR,WS,WT,H,DII,RR,SS,TT,DEPTH,WIDTH,X.lAC,X,

. VR,VS,VT,IEF,MINC,XJINV,B,G,FINT,STRESS,

. VVR,VVS,VVT)
400 CONTINUE .
500 CONTINUE
600 CONTINUE

WRITE (I2) F1NT(l),FINT(2),FINT(3),FINT(4),FINT(5).FINT(6)
WRITE (12) FINT(7),FINT(8),FINT(9),FINT(l0),FINT(ll),FINT(I2)

‘
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WRITE (12) FINT(13),FINT(I4),FINT(l5),FINT(16),FINT(l7),
. FlNT(l8)

READ(5,*) IEF
WRITE (II) IEF
GO TO 35

ENDIF
C
C--- JOINT NOS. WHOSE JOINT FORCES ARE TO BE ECHOED.
C

READ(5,') IP
WRITE (I3) IP

C
CALL JOINTF(P,NE,WTR,WTS,W'I'I',I·I,DII,R,S,T,DEPTII,WIDTH,

. XJAC,X,VR,VS,VT,MINC,XJINV,B,G,FINT,STRESS,

. IR,IS,IT,MCODE,EI’S,.|CODE,D,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,

. VVR,VVS,VVT)
50 IF(IP .NE. 0) TIIEN

WRITE (I4) P(I,IP),P(2,IP),P(3,IP),P(4,IP),P(5,IP),P(6,IP)
READ(5,*) IP
WRITE (I3) IP

C
GO TO 50

ENDIF
C

IFLAG = IFLAG + I
RETURN

‘

END

C RESULT

C
C IT PRINTS OUT THE RESULTS IN AN ORGANISED MANNER.
C

SUIIROUTINE RESULT(RATIO)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)

C
REWIND (3)
REWIND (4)
REWIND (9)
REWIND (I0)
REWIND (II)
REWIND (12)
REWIND (I3)
REWIND (I4)
REWIND (I5)

C
C--- ECHO THE NORMALIZED LOADING PARAMETER... (Q1 /QIMAX )
C

WRITE(6,5) ’NORMALIZED LOADING PARAMETERQRATIO
5 FORMAT(//I'20,A,2X,EI6.10)

C
C--- PRINT THE DISPLACEMENTS FOR THE REQUESTED NODES...
C

READ (3) IND
C

IF(IND .NE. 0) THEN
WRITE(6,I0) 'N O D A L D I S P L A C E M E N T S','NODE',

. ’DISPL l’,’DISPL 2’,'DlSPL 3','DISPL 4',’DISPL 5',

. ’DISPL
6’

10 FORMAT(//[I"46,A/T46,37('_')/[I"3,A,TI6,A,T37,A,T58,A,T79,A,
. T100,A,Tl2I,A)
ENDIF
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20 IF(lND .NE. 0) TIIEN
READ (4) DEF1
READ (4) DEF2
READ (4) DEF3
READ (4) DEF4
READ (4) DEF5
READ (4) DEF6
WRITE(6,30) IND,DEF1,DEF2,DEF3,DEF4,DEF5,DEF6

30 FORMAT(I“3,13,5X,El6.10,5X,E16.10,5X,El6.l0,5X,E16.l0,5X,
. El6.10,5X,El6.10,5X,E16.10)

READ (3) IND
GO TO 20

ENDIF
C
C--- PRINT TIIE STRESSES AND STRAINS FOR TIIE DESIRED ELEMENTS...
C

READ (9) IES
IF(IES .NE. 0) TIIEN

READ (15) IR,IS,IT
WRITE(6,40)

’E
L E M E N T O U T P U T',’ELEMENT','OUTPUT',

. ’POINT’/STRAIN l'/STRAIN 1-2'/STRAIN I-3',

. ’STRESS l’,’S'I'RESS 1-2'/STRESS I-3',

.
’N

UMBER',’R'.'S’,’I"
40 FORMATU//1'51,A/1‘51,27('_’)/1‘4,A,T13,A,T20,A,T31 ,A,T47,A,T65,

. A,T85,

. A,TI0l,A,T119,A/1“4,A,T15,A,T18,A,T2I,A)
ENDIF

50 IF(IES .NE. 0) TIIEN
DO 90 JR = 1.IR
DO 80 JS = 1,lS
DO 70 JT = 1,IT
READ (10) IRR,ISS,I'I’I',EI"'S1,EPS2,EPS3,STRES1,SI'RES2,STRES3
WRITE(6,60) IES,IRR,ISS,l'I°I‘,EPSl,EPS2,EPS3,STRES1,STRES2,STRES3

60 FORMAT(I"4,I4,Tl 5,I1,T18,I1 ,T2l,Il,6(6X,E12.5) )
70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE

READ (9) IES
GO TO 50

ENDIF
C
C--- ECI IO TIIE LOCAL INTERNAL ELEMENT FORCES...
C

READ (11) IEF
II’(IEF .NE. 0) TIIEN

WRITE(6,100) 'INTERNAL ELEMENT FORCES AT LOCAL NODES'
100 FORMAT(///I'46,A[I'46,38(’_'))

ENDIF
C
110 IF(IEF .NE. 0) TIIEN

WRITE(6,l20) 'ELEMENT NUMBER :’,IEF
120 FORMA'I'(//l'I0,A,2X,I4)

READ (12) FINTI,F1NT2,F1N'I'3,FINT4,F1NT5,FINT6
READ (I2) FINT7,FINT8,F1NT9,FlNT10,FINTll,FINTI2
READ (I2) FINT13,FINTl4,F|NTI5,

. FINT16,F1NTI7,FINT18
C

WRITE(6,130) ’COMPONENT 1',’COMPONENT 2'/COMPONENT 3',
. 'COMPONENT 4’,'COMPONENT 5”.'COMI’ONENT

6’

130 FORM/\'I'(/T1 1,A,T31,A,T5I,A,T71,A,T9l,A,'I°111,A)
WRITE(6,I40) FINTI ,FINT2,FIN'1‘3,FINT4,FINT5,FINT6

140 FORMAT(T8,El6.10,T28,E16.10,T48,El6.10,T68,El6.10,T88,E16.10,
. Tl08,E16.10)

‘
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WRITE(6,I 50) 'COMPONENT 7',’COMPON ENT 8’,'COMPONEN'1' 9',
. 'COMPONENT I0','COMI’0NENT II','COMPONEN'I' I2'

150 F()RMA'I'(/T11,A,T31,A,T51,A,T70,A,T90,/\,’I'I 10,A)
WRITE(6,160) FINT7,FINT8,FINT9,FINT10,FINTl1,FINT12

160 FORMAT(I"8,EI6.10,'I“28,El6.10,T48,El6.10,T68,E16.10,T88,E16.I0,
. T108,EI6.10)

WRITE(6,I70) 'COMPONENT 13','COMPONENT 14’,'COMPONENT
I5’,

. 'COMPONENT 16'/COMPONENT I7',’COMPONEN'I'
I8’

170 FORMAT(fI'10,A,'I'30,A,T50,A,'1'70,A,'I“90,A,T110,A)
WR1TE(6,180) FINT13,FINT14,FlNT15,FINTl6,FINTl7,FINTI8

180 FORMAT(I'8,E16.10,T28,E16.10,T48,E16.10,T68,E16.10,T88,E16.10,
. T108,EI6.10)

READ (I1) IEF
GO TO 110

ENDIF
C
C--- ECHO TIIE JOINT FORCES FOR THE SPECIFIED NODES...
C

READ (13) IP
IF(IP .NE. 0) THEN

WRITE(6,190) ’EXTERNAI, NODAL FORCES (REACTIONS /APPLIED )'
190 FORMAT(///T44,A/I“44,44(’__')/)

WRITE(6,195) ’NODE'/COMPONENT I','COMPONENT 2'{COMPONENT
3’,

. 'COMPONENT 4’,’COMPONENT S’/COMPONENT
6’

195 FORMAT(T5,A,T16,A,T35,A,T54,A,T73,A,T92,A,T111,A)
ENDIF

C
210 IF(IP .NE. 0) THEN

READ (14) P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6
WRITE(6,220) IP,PI,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6

220 FORMAT(T5,14,T14,E16.10,T33,EI6.10,T52,E16.10,T7l,E16.10,
. T90,E16.10,T109,EI6.10)

READ (13) IP
GO TO 210

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C INTERF

C
C IT CALCULATES THE INTERNAL FORCES IN EACH ELEMENT AND ASSEMBLES

C TIIE SYSTEM FORCE VECYOR. IT CALLS 'INTER', 'DIVEC1", 'DETJAC',
C 'INVJAC', AND 'NODALB'.
C

SUBROUTINE INTERF(WR,WS,WT,II,DII,RR,SS,TT,DEPTI-I,WIDTH,
. X1AC,X,VR,VS,V'1',IE,MINC,XJINV,B,G,FINT,STRESS,
. VVR,VVS,VV'1')
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-II,O-Z)
DIMENSION STRESS("'),MINC(3,‘),I3(3,3,"),}I(*),DI I(*),

. XJINV(3,*),DEPTH(*),WIDTH(*),X(3,*),VR(3,'),

C
. FINT(°),VS(3,"),VT(3,*),G(3,3,*),VVR(*),VVS(°),VV I (')

CALL INTER(II,DII,RR)
CALL I)IVEC1‘(VR,VS,VI',VVR,VVS,VV'I”,II,MINC,IE)

CALL DETJAC(H,DI·I,RR,SS,'1'I“,DEPTH,WID”I‘II,VS,VT,X.IAC,
. X,IE,MINC)

CALL INV.|AC(II,DII,RR,DEP'TII,WIDT1I,VS,VT,X.IAC,X,IE,X.lINV,
. SS,'1"1',MINC)

DO 70 ND()F = 1.6
DO 60 IEPS = 1,3

DO 50 KL = 1,3
‘
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KG == MINC(KL,IE)
CALL NODALB(H,DH,RR,SS,'IT,XJINV,DEPTH,WIDTH,

. XJAC,X,BB,VR,VS,VT,G,1E,KG,KL,IEPS,NDOF,

. VVR,VVS,VVT)
B(KL,IEI’S,NDOF) = BB

50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

‘

70 CONTINUE
C
C--- ASSEMBLE THE INTERNAL FORCE VECTOR.
C

DO 80 NDOF = 1,6
FINT(NDOF) = FINT(NDOF) + (B(l,1,NDOF) ' STRESS(I) +

. B(1,2,NDOF) * STRESS(2) + B(l,3,NDOF) *

. STRESS(3) ) ' XJAC ' WR * WS * \VI'
FINT(NDOF + 6) = FINT(NDOF + 6) + (B(2.1,NDOF)* STRESS(I)

. + B(2,2,NDOF) * STRESS(2) + B(2,3,NDOF) *

. S'1‘RESS(3) ) ° XJAC ' WR * WS ' WT
FINT(NDOF + 12) = FINT(NDOF + 12) + (B(3,1,NDOF) *

. STRESS(I) + B(3,2,NDOF) * STRESS(2) +

. B(3,3,NDOF) ' STRESS(3)) ' XJAC " WR ' WS ° WT
80 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C STRES

C
C CALCULATES THE STRESSES AT TIIE GIVEN INTERPOLATION POINTS IN THE
C ELEMENTS. IT CALLS 'INTER', 'DIVECI", 'DETJAC', 'INVJAC', AND
C 'NODALB'.
C

SUBROUTINE S'I"RES(EPS,S'I“RESS,IE,MINC,JCODE,D,B,H,DII,RR,SS,'IT,
. XJINV,DEPTII,WIDTH,XJAC,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,
. VVR,VVS,VVT)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-11,0-Z)
DIMENSION EPS(*),S'1'RESS(*),MINC(3,’),JCODE(6,*),D(*),B(3,3,*),1—I(*)

. ,DH("),XJINV(3,"),DEPfII(*),WIDTH("),

. X(3,'),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,'),G(3,3,*),I)NI.(6,'),

. GMOD('),EMOD(*),VVR(°),VVS('),VVT(*)
C

DO 20 I == 1,3
EPS(l) = 0.D0
DO 10 L == 1,6

DNL(L,I) ¤· 0.D0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
CALL INTER(H,DH,RR)

CALL DETJAC(I·I,DH,RR,SS,'1'I“,DEP'I“II,WIDTl-I,VS,VT,XJAC,
. X,IE,MINC)

CALL INVJAC(H,DH,RR,DEPTH,W1DTH,VS,VT,XJAC,X,1E,XJ1NV,
. SS,'I'I',MINC)

DO 701EPS == 1.3
DO 60 KL -= 1,3
KG = MINC(KL,IE)

DO 50 NDOF = 1.6
J = JCODE(NDOF,KG)
IF(J .NE. 0) THEN

I)NL(NDOF,KL) = D(J)
ELSE

DNL(NDOF,KL) ¤ 0.D0
‘
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ENDIF
CALL DIVECT(VR,VS,V“I',VVR,VVS,VVT,I|,MINC,lE)
CALL NODALB(II,DH,RR,SS,TI',XJINV,DEI’TI·I,WID'TH,

. XJAC,X,BB,VR,VS,VT,G,IE,KG,KL,IEPS,NDOF,

. VVR,VVS,VVT)
B(KL,IEPS,NDOF) = BB
EPS(IEPS) = EPS(IEPS) + B(KL,IEPS,NDOF)

. * 1)NL(NI)OF,KL)
IF(IEPS .EQ. I) TIIEN

STRESS(IEPS) = EMOD(IE) ° EPS(lEPS)
ELSE

STRESS(IEPS) = GMOD(IE) ' EPS(IEPS)
ENDIF

50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C JOINTF

C
C IT CALCULATES THE REACTIONS OR THE EXTERNAL APPLIED LOADS AT
C THE SPECIFIED NODES.
C IT CALLS 'STRES' AND 'INTERF".
C

SUBROUTINE JOINTF(P,NE,WTR,WTS,W1'T,II,DI·I,R,S,T,DEPTI·I,WIDTII,
. X.IAC,X,VR,VS,V'I',MlNC,X.IINV,B,G,FINT,STRESS,
. IR,IS,IT,MCODE,EPS,JCODE,D,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,
. VVR,VVS,VVT)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A·H,O-Z)
DIMENSION STRESS('),MINC(3,*),B(3,3,'),II('),DII(*),R('),S(°),'I‘(*),

. XIINV(3,'),DEPTH(*),WID'I'II(‘),X(3,'),VR(3,*),P(6,*),

. WTR(*),W'I‘S("'),W’IT(*),FINT('),VS(3,*),VI“(3,*),G(3,3,'),

. MCODE(18,"),EPS(*),.|CODE(6,*),D(*),DNL(6,'),GMOD('),

. EMOD('),VVR(*),VVS('),VVT(')
C

DO 20 J = 1,NJ
DO 10 L = 1,6

P(L,.I) = 0.D0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
DO 70 IE = 1,NE

DO 30 III = 1,18
FINT(III) = 0.D0

30 CONTINUE
C

DO 60 IRR = l,IR
RR = R(IRR)
WR = WTR(IRR)
DO 50 ISS = 1,IS

SS = S(ISS)
WS = WTS(ISS)
DO 40 ITT = l,lT

TT = T(lTT)
WT = WTT(ITT)
CALL STRES(EPS,STRESS,IE,MINC,.ICODE,D,B,II,DII,

. RR,SS,TT,XJINV,DEI"I“II,WII)"I'II,

. XJAC,X,VR,VS,VI',G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,

. VVT)
CALL INTERF(WR,WS,WT,II,DII,RR,SS,'I'I“,DEPTH,WlDTH,

‘
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. XJAC,X,VR,VS,VT,IE,MINC,XJINV,B,G,FINT,STRESS,

. VVR,VVS,VVI')
40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

DO 65 NDOF = 1,18
.l =· MCODE(NDOF,IE)

C
IF(NDOF .GE. 1 .AND. NDOF .LE. 6) TIIEN

KG = MINC(l,IE)
I’(NDOF,KG) = P(NDOF,KG) + F|NT(NDOF)

ELSEIF(NDOF .GE. 7 .AND. NDOF .LE. 12) THEN
KG = M1NC(2,1E)
P((NDOF - 6),KG) = P((NDOF - 6),KG) + FINT(NDOF)

ELSE1F(NDOF .GE. 13 .AND. NDOF .LE. 18) TIIEN
KG = MINC(3,IE)
P((NDOF · 12),KG)

-
P((NDOF - 12),KG) + F1NT(NDOF)

ENDIF
65 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C DIVECT

C
C IT CALCULATES TIIE UNIT VECTORS OF TIIE CROSS SECYIONS AT TIIE
C GIVEN INTERPOLATION POINTS.
C

SUBROUTINE DIVE(,'I‘(VR,VS,VT,VVR,VVS,V V I ,H,MINC,IE)
IMPLICIT RE/\L*8(A-I·I,O-Z)
DIMENSION VR(3,*),VS(3,"),VT(3,°),VVR(°),VVS(*),VVT(*),II(*),

. MINC(3,*)
C

DO 10 I ·= 1,3
VVR(1) = 0.D0
VVS(1) = 0.D0
VVI'(I) = 0.D0

10 CONTINUE
C

KGI ·
MINC(l,IE)

KG2 = MINC(2,lE)
KG3 = MINC(3,1E)

C
DO 20 I == 1,3

VVR(l) = H(1) * VR(I,KG1) + I1(2) ' VR(I,KG2) + H(3)
’

VR(I,KG3)
VVS(l) = I1(l) * VS(I,KG1) + H(2) * VS(I,KG2) + II(3) * VS(I,KG3)
VVT(I) = I·I(1) * VT(I,KG1) + H(2) ° VT(I,KG2) + H(3) ' VT(I,KG3)

20 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

C NONLIN

C
C IT IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS. IT CALLS 'NEWFIX',
C 'NEWVAR', AND 'RlKWEM'
C

SUBROUTINE NONLIN(Q,QBAR,QI,QIMAX,DQI,D,DD,R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,
. .ICODE,B,BNL,H,DII,X]INV,DEPTH,WIDTH,X,VR,VS,VT,
. G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,WTR,WTS,W'IT,FINT,P,NE,MCODE,

‘
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. VVR,VVS,VVI‘,F,FP,FPI,FORCE,TI"I',RES,SSS,MAXA,

. NEQ,TYPE,LSS,M INC,DDO,NJ,/\LGO,DSI ,DS2,DS3,

. DD0l,DDT,DDP,DDI.DD2,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,XPP,VRPP,

. VSPP,VTPP)
IMPLICIT REAL°8(A-II,O-Z)
CIIARACI“ER*(") TYPE*6,ALGO*6
DIMENSION Q(*),QBAR(*),MINC(3,'),MAXA(*),SSS('),.|CODE(6,’),R('),

. S('),T(*),W'TR('),WTS(*),W'I'I'("),B(3,3,*),EMOI)(*),GMOD(°),

. II(*),DI-I(*),DEPTI·I(*),WID'I'I·I(*),G(3,3,*),VR(3,*),VS(3,'),

. VT(3,*),X.|INV(3,*),X(3,*),'I'IT("),D(*),MCODE(I8,*),

. S'TRESS(*),DNL(6,'),FIN'I'(*),I’(6,*),EPS(*),VVR(*),VVS('),

. VV I (*),DD('),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,'),F(*),FP(*),FPI(*),

. FORCE(*),DDOI(*),DDT(*),DDP(*),DDl(*),DD2(*),

· RE$(*)„DDO(*)„D$1(2,2.*).D$2(2„2•*)„D$3(2„2„*)•
. XP(3,*),VRP(3,’),VSP(3,*),VTP(3,*),
. XPP(3,'),VRPP(3,*),VSPP(3,'),VTI’P(3,*)
DO 22 IK = 1,NEQ

FP(IK) = 0.D0
22 CONTINUE

C
C--- READ TIIE PARAMETERS FOR TIIE CONVERGENCE 'I‘ESTS...
C TOLENE = ENERGY CONVERGENCE TOLERENCE
C TOLFOR = FORCE CONVERGENCE TOLERENCE
C TOLDIS -= DISPLACEMENT CONVERGENCE TOLERENCE
C

READ(5,') TOLENE,TOLFOR,'I°OLDIS
C
C--- READ TIIE TYPE OF ITERATIVE ALGORITHM TO BE ADOPTED FOR ANALYSIS...
C ALGO

-
NEWFIX/NEWVAR/RIKWEM

C .
READ(5,'(A)’) ALGO

C
C--- READ TIIE NUMBER OF TIME STEPS AFTER WIIICII 'I'HE RESULTS ARE TO BE
C PRINTED...
C

READ(5,*) IRES
C
C--- READ MAX. ALLOWED ITERATIONS AND NO. OF ITERATIONS BEFORE STIFFNES
C IS UPDATED...
C

RE/\D(5,') MAXITJTEUPD
C
C--- WRITE HEADINGS FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
C

WRITE(6,l0)'NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT’,
. 'A N A L Y S I S’,'RESULTS PRINTED AT EVERYZIRES,
. 'LOAD STEP.'

10 FORMAT(//[I“32,A,3X,A/T32,65('_’)/[TI 0,A,T37,I3,2X,A)
C
C--- ECHO INFORMATION FOR CONVERGENCE CRITERIA...
C

IF(TOLENE .GT. l.D0) TIIEN
WRITE(6,200) ’ENERGY CRITERION NOT CONSIDERED’

200 FORMAT(/[F20,A)
ELSE

WRITE(6,2l0) 'ENERGY TOLERENCE: ',TOLENE
210 FORMAT(/[I“20,A,T40,E16.I0)

ENDIF
C

IF(TOLFOR .GT. I.D0) TIIEN
WRlTE(6,220) ’FORCE CRITERION NOT CONSIDERED’

220 FORMAT(T20,A)
ELSE

‘
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WRI'I'E(6,230) 'FORCE TOLERENCE: ’,TOLFOR
230 FORMAT(T20,A,T40,EI6.l0)

ENDIF
C

IF(I”OLI)IS .GT. I.D0) THEN
WRITE(6,240) ’DISPLACEMENT CRITERION NOT CONSIDERED'

240 FORMAT(T20,A)
ELSE

WRlTE(6,2S0) 'DISPL. TOLERENCE: ',TOI,DIS
250 FORMAT('T20,A,T40,E16.I0)

ENDIF
C
C--- ECI IO INFORMATION FOR STIFFNESS UPDATING...
C

WRITE(6,260) ’STIFFNESS UPDATED WITIIIN',ITEUPD,'ITERATIONS.'
260 FORMAT(//I'20,A,2X,I2,lX,A)

C
REWIND (3)
READ(5,*) IND
WRI'TE (3) IND

C
C--- READ AND STORE NODE NOS. WHOSE OUTPUT ARE REQUIRED
C

30 IF (IND .NE. 0) THEN
READ (5,*) IND
WRITE (3) IND '
GO TO 30

END IF
C

REWIND (9)
REWIND (I5)
REWIND (I0)

C
READ (5,*) IES
WRITE (9) IES
lR= 3
IS= 3
IT= 3

C
C----------·---·—-—--- STRESSES -—--~--------------------
C

WRITE (I5) IR,IS,IT
40 IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN

DO 70IRR = 1,IR
DO 60 ISS = I, IS

DO 50 ITT = 1,IT
WRITE (I0) IRR,ISS,ITT,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0

50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

READ (5,*) IES
WRITE (9) IES
GO TO 40

ENDIF
C
C---·~------------·- INTERNAL FORCES ----·---·-----~----
C

REWIND (II)
READ (5,*) IEF
WRITE (Il) IEF

80 IF (IEF .NE. 0) THEN
READ (5,*) IEF
WRITE (II) IEF

“·
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GO TO 80
ENDIF

C
E---------—-—--·---- NODAL FORCES ---·—-----~----------·-

READ (5,*) IP
WRITE (13) IP

90 IF (IP .NE. 0) THEN
READ (5,*) IP
WRITE (13) IP
GO TO 90

ENDIF
C

REWIND (20)
C

DO 130 IE = 1.NE
DO 120 IRR = 1,2

DO 110 ISS = 1,2
DO 100 ITT = 1,2
WRITE (20) 0.D0, 0.D0, 0.D0

100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE
130 CONTINUE

C
REWIND (23)

C
DO 170 IE = 1.NE

DO 160 IRR
-

1,2
DO 150 ISS = 1,2

DO 140 ITT
-

1,2
WRITE (23) 0.D0,0.D0,0.D0

140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
160 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE

C
C--- CALL NEWTON RALPHSON METHOD WITII FIXED TIME INTERVALS IF THE ALGO
C SPECIFIED IS NEWFIX
C

IF(ALGO .EQ. ’NEWFIX’) TIIEN
WRITE(6,20) 'ALGORITIIM USED:',’NEWTON RALPHSON METHOD (FIXED)'

WRITE(6,270)’MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED IN EACH TIME STEP:'
. ,MAXIT

270 FORM/\T('I'10,A,2X,I2)
20 FORM/\T('I‘10,A,T37,A)

CALL NEWFIX(Q,QBAR,QI,QIMAX,DQI,D,DD,R,S,T,EPS,S'I‘RESS,MINC,
. JCOI)IE,B,11NL,II,DII,XJINV,I)EPTH,WID'I“II,X,VR,VS,VT,
. G,DNL,GMO1),EMOD,WTR,\VI“S,W'1T,FINT,P,NE,MCODE,
. V'VR,VVS,VV'I',IRES,TOLENE,TOLFOR,TOLDIS,F,FP,FPI,
. FORCE,T'1'T,RES,SSS,MAXA,NEQ,TYPE,LSS,
. DDO,NJ,MAXIT,ITEUPD,DS1,DS2,DS3,
. XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,ALGO,DD2)

C
C--- CALL NEWTON RALPIISON METHOD WITII VARIABLE TIME INTERVALS IF THE
C ALGO SPECIFIED IS NEWVAR
C

ELSEIF(ALGO .EQ. 'NEWVAR') TIIEN
WRITE(6,43) 'ALGORI'I'IIM USED:','NEWTON RALPIISON METI·IOD (VARIABLE)'

43 FORM/\T(I‘10,A,T37,A)
REAI)(5,*) DQIMAX,DQIMIN,DTOI.

WRI'I‘E(6,53)'MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED IN EACH TIME STEP:’
. ,MAX1T

‘
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S3 FORM/\T(TIO,A,2X,I2)
WRITE(6,63) ’MAX SIZE OF TIME STEP INCREMENT: ’,DQIMAX,

. ’MIN SIZE OF TIME STEP INCREMENT: ’,DQIMIN,

. TOLERANCE FOR DIVERGENCE TEST: ’,D'TOL
63 FORM/\T(/Tl0,A,2X,DI6.10/TIO,A,2X,DI6.I0[TIO,A,DI6.10)

C
CALL NEWVAR(Q,QBAR,QI,QIMAX,DQI,D,DD,R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,MINC,

. .|CODE,B,BNL,II,DII,X.IINV,DEPTH,WID'TI·I,X,VR,VS,VT,

. G,DNL,GMOI),EM()D,W'TR,W'I‘S,W'IT,FINT,P,NE,MCODE,

. VVR,VVS,VVT,IRIiS,TOI.ENE,TOLFOR,'I'OLDIS,F,FP,FPI,

. FORCE,'I’I"I',RES,SSS,MAXA,NEQ,TYPE,LSS,

. DDO,N.I,MAXIT,|'I“EUPD,DSl,DS2,DS3,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I'P,

. ALGO,DD2,XPP,VRPP,VSPP,VTPP,DDI,DQIMAX,DQIMIN,

. DTOL)
C
C--- USE MODIFIED RIKS WEMPNER METIIOD IF TIIE ALGO SPECIFIED IS RIKWEM
C

ELSEIF(ALGO .EQ. ’RlKWEM’) TIIEN
C
C--- SELECT THE DESIRED NO. OF ITERATIONS IN THE MODIFIED RIKS WEMPNER
C METHOD FOR EACH TIME S'TEP (ITEDES)..
C

ITEDES = 5
C

WRITE(6,35) 'ALGORITHM USED:'/MODIFIED RIKS-WEMPNER METIIOD’
35 FORMAT(I‘I0,A,T37,A)

WRITE(6,470)'MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED IN EACH TIME STEP:’
. „MAXIT

470 FORMAT(TIO,A,2X,I2)
WRITE(6,480) ’DESIRED NO. OF ITERATIONS IN EACH 'TIME STEP: ',

. ITEDES
480 FORM^'I~(]‘IÜ,A,4X,I2)

CALL RIKWEM(D,DD,I)D0,F,FI’,FPI.ICONV,NEQ,N.I,Q,TOLENE,TOLFOR,
. TOLDIS,QI,QIM/\X,I)QI,FORCE,VR,VS,VT,EPS,STRESS,
. MINC,JCODE,B,X.|INV,DEI’T}I,WIDTII,X,G,DNL,(iMOD,
. EMOl),VVR,VVS,VVI‘,FlN'I',MCO|)E,RIZS,QBAR,I)I)0I,
. H,DI I,NE,\VTR,W'I“S,WTT,R,S,T,P,[)I)'I',I)I)I’,DI)I ,I)D2,
. "I'I'I',SSS,MAXA,TYPE,LSS,BNL,DSI ,DS2,DS3,ITEUPD,
. IRES,ITEDES,MAXIT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C*NEWFIXC

C IT IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS BY NEWTON RALPHSON
C METIIOD BY USING FIXED TIME INCREMEN'TS. IT CALLS 'NEWRAP','POS'TN',
C AND 'RESULT'
C

SUBROUTINE NEWFIX(Q,QBAR,QI,QIMAX,DQI,D,DD,R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,MINC,
. JCODE,B,BNL,H,I)II,XJINV,DEI’I'H,WIDTH,X,VR,VS,VT,
. G,DNL,GMOD,EMOI),W'I'R,WTS,W'IT,FINT,P,NE,MCODE,
. VVR,VVS,VVT,IRES,TOLENE,TOLFOR,TOLDIS,F,FP,FPI,
. FORCE,I I I,RES,SSS,MAXA,NEQ,TYPE,LSS,
. DDO,NI,MAXIT,ITEUPD,DSl,DS2,DS3,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,
. ALGO,RP)
IMPLICIT RE/\L*8(A-H,O-Z)
CIIARACTER"(*) TYPE*6,ALGO*6

C
DIMENSION Q(*),QBAR('),D(*),DD('),R(*),S('),T(*),EPS(*),STRESS('),

. MINC(3,"'),.ICODE(6,*),B(3,3,*),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,'),H(*),
‘
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. DEPTII(*),WIDTII(*),X(3,°),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),

. G(3,3,*),DNL(6,°),GMOD(*),EMOD(*),\VI'R('),WTS(*),\VI'I'(*),

. FINT('),P(6,*),MCODE(I8,*),VVR(*),VVS(°),VV'I'(°),DII('),

. F(*),FP(*),FPI('),FORCE('),'I'I'I'(*),RES('),X.IINV(3,*),

. SSS(*),MAXA(*),DDO(*),DSl (2,2,*),DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,*),

. XP(3,*),VRP(3,*),VSP(3,'),VTP(3,*),RP(')
C

IFLAG = 0
ISTEP = 0
ICONV == 0

C
S IF(QI .LE. QIMAX .AND. IFLAG .LE. l)TIIEN

DO I0 I = I,NEQ
Qt!) = QI*QB^R(I)

10 CONTINUE
C
C--- CALL NEWTON RALPIISON METIIOD
C

CALL NEWRAP(SSS,'I'I'I“,MAXA,NEQ,NE,MINC,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,WTI’,TYPE,
. .lCODE,LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,H,DII,VR,VS,VT,DEI’I'II,WIDTH,
. G,X.|INV,X,VVR,VVS,VVI‘,FORCI3,MCOI)E,FINT,RES,Q,
. EPS,STRESS,D,I)NI.,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,N.l,
. ’I’OLDIS,TOLENE,TOLFOR,MAXIT,ITEUPD,BNL,P,DSl,
. DS2,DS3,XP,VRP,VSP,VI'P,IDIVER,ITECNT,ALGO,RP,
. LDO)

IF(ICONV .NE. 0) TI·IEN
WRITE(6,20) '*"*"*ERROR*"****’,'SOLUTION FAILS TO CONVERGE'

. ,'IN GIVEN NUM BER OF ITERATIONS'
20 FORMAT(///I’30,A/[I'I2,A,lX,A)

STOP
ELSE

ISTEP = ISTEP + I
IF(ISTEP .EQ. IRES .OR. QI .GE. QIMAX) TIIEN

C
C--- PERFORM POSTPROCESSING.
C

CALL POSTN(JCODE,D,P)
C

RATIO = QI /QIMAX
C
C--- PRINT TIIE RESULTS AT THE PRESENT TIME INTERVAL.
C

CALL RESULT(RATIO)
ISTEP = 0

ENDIF
C

DO 30 I ¤ 1,NEQ
FP(I) = FORCE(I)

30 CONTINUE
ENDIF

C
C--- INCREMENT VARIABLE LOAD PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR
C

QI = QI + DQI
IF(QI .GT. QIMAX) THEN

IFLAG = IFLAG + 1
QI = QIMAX

ENDIF
C

GO TO 5
ENDIF

C
RETURN

‘
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C NEWRAP '

C
C IT PERFORMS NEWTON RALPIISON METIIOD ON A NONLINEAR SYSTEM UNTIL THE

C CONVERGIENCE CRITERIA ARE MET OR THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

C ARE SURPASSED. IT CALLS 'STIFF', 'SOLVE', 'PRESER', 'UPDATC',
C 'FORCES', 'UPDATS', 'DVTEST', AND 'TEST'.
C

SUBROUTINE NEWRAP(SSS,"I'I'I',MAXA,NI3Q,NE,MINC,R,S,T,WI'R,WTS,WTT,TYPE,
. .|CODE,I.SS,ß,EM()D,GMOD,H,DII,VR,VS,VT,DEl’TILWIDTII,
. G,XJINV,X,VVR,VVS,VVI',FORCE,MCODE,FIN'I“,RES,Q,
. EPS,STRESS,D,DNL,DD,DI)0,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,N.l,
. TOLDIS,TOLENE,TOLFOR,MAXIT,ITEUPD,BNL,P,I)SI,
. DS2,DS3,XP,VRI’,VSP,VI”P,IDIVER,ITECNT,ALGO,RP,
. DTOL)

C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
CHARACI"ER*(°) TYPE'6,ALGO*6

C
I)IMENSION SSS('),'I'I”I‘(*),MAXA(*),MINC(3,'),R(*),S('),T(*),WTR(*),

. WTS(*),W”I”T(*),.lCODIZ(6,*),B(3,3,*),EMOD(*),GMOD(°),II(*),

. DII(*),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VI“(3,*),DEPTII(*),WID'I“II(*),DD(*),

. G(3,3,°),X.|INV(3,*),X(3,*),VVR(*),VVS(*),VV'I'(*),I‘IN'I'(*),

. FORCE(*),MCODE(I8,"),RES(*),EPS(°),STRESS(*),I)(*),

. DDO('),F(*),FP('),FPI('),DNL(6,*),Q(*),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,'),

. I’(6,*),DSl(2,2,"),DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,*),XP(3,*),

. VRP(3,*),VSP(3,*),V'I'P(3,*),RP(*)
C

DO 10 I
-

1,NEQ
'I'I'T(I) = 0.D0
RES(I) = Q(I) - FP(I)

10 CONTINUE
ITENUM = ITEUPD
ITECNT = I
ICONV = 1

C
IS IF(ICONV .NE. 0 .AND. ITECNT .LE. MAXIT) TIIEN

C
C--- UPDATE STIFFNESS MATRIX.
C

IF(ITENUM .GE. ITEUPD) TIIEN
CALL STIFF (NE,MINC,R,S,T,W'I'R,WTS,W"I'I',”I'YPE,.ICODE,SSS,MAXA,

. LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,II,DH,VR,VS,VT,DEP'I“H,WIDTII,G,

. XJ INV,X,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,STRESS,DS1 ,DS2,DS3)
ITENUM == 0

ENDIF
C

DO 50 I = 1,NEQ
TI'T(I) = 0.D0
'I'I’I"(I) = RES(I)

50 CONTINUE
IF(ITENUM .EQ. 0) TIIEN
CALL SOLVE(SSS,”I'IT,MAXA,NEQ,I)
ELSE
CALL SOLVE(SSS,'I'I’I“,MAXA,NEQ,2)
ENDIF
DO 60 I = 1,NEQ

DD(l) = 'I'VI'(I)
’I'I'T(I) = 0.D0

60 CONTINUE
DO 80 I = 1,NEQ

“
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D(I) = D(I) + DD(I)
80 CONTINUE

C
C--- SAVE TIIE PREVIOUS CONFIGURATION.
C

CALL PRESER(X,VR,VS,VT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,N.|)
C
C--- UPDATE COORDINATES
C

C
CALL UPDATC(X,D,VR,VS,VT,DD,NEQ,N.I,NE,MlNC,.ICODE)

IF(ITECNT .LE. I) TI·IEN
DO 85 IJ = 1,NEQ

DDO(|J) - DD(IJ)
85 CONTINUE

ENDIF
C

DO 90 1
-

1.NEQ
IF(1TECNT .N E. 0) TIIEN

FP|(I) = FORCE(I)
ELSE

FPI(|)
-

FP(I)
ENDIF

90 CONTINUE
C

DO 95 IK = 1.NEQ
RP(I) = RES(I)

95 CONTINUE
CALL FORCES(NJ,P,FORCE,NEQ,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,WTI‘,NE,I·I,DH.EPS,

. STRESS,MINC,.|CODE,DD,B,XJINV,DEPTH,WIDTlI,X,

. VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,

. VVT,FINT,MCODE,RES,Q,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)
C
C--- UPDATE STRESSES
C

CALL UPDATS(EPS,STRESS,MINC,JCODE,I)D,I'£,II,DI|,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,
. W”IT,X.|lNV,DEPTII,WID'I'II,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,
. EMOD,VVR,VVS,VVT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)

DO 100 I = 1.NEQ
F(I) = FORCE(I)

100 CONTINUE
C
C

IF(ITECNT .GE. 4 .AND. ALGO .EQ. ’NEWVAR’) THEN
CALL DVTEST(DTOL,IDIVER,lTECNT,MAXIT,NEQ,NTRY,RES,RP)
IF(IDIVER .GE. 1) THEN

RETURN
ENDIF

ELSE
IDIVER

-·
0

ENDIF
C
C--- TEST TIIE SOLUTION FOR THE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA.
C

CALL TEST(D,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPl,ICONV,JCODE,NEQ,NJ,Q,TOLDIS
. ,TOLENE,TOLFOR)

ITENUM = ITENUM + 1
ITECNT = ITECNT + 1
GO TO 15

ENDIF
C RETURN ‘
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CFORCESC

C IT IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR DETERMINING INTERNAL FORCES IN TIIE
C GLOBAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR EACII MEMBER AND CALCULATE THE
C RESIDUAL FORCE VECTOR. IT CALLS 'INTPNT', 'INTER', 'STRES', AND
C 'IN'TERF'.
C

SUBROUTINE FORCES(N.|,P,FORCE,NEQ,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,W'I'I',NE,II,DII,EPS,
. STRESS,MINC,JCODE,DD,B,XJINV,DEPI“H,WIDTII,X,
. VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,
. VV'T,FlNT,MCODE,RES,Q,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-II,O-Z)

C
DIMENSION P(6,*),FORCE('),R(*),S(*),T('),WTR(*),W'I'S(°),WIT(*),

. H(*),DII(*),EPS(*),STRE.SS(*),MINC(3,*),JCODE(6,"),DD('),

. - B(3,3,*),XJINV(3,*),DEP’TII(*),WIDTH(*),X(3,‘),FINT(*),

. VR(3,"),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),G(3,3,*),DNL(6,"),MCODE(18,*),

. EMOD('),VVR(*),VVS(°),VVT("),RES(*),GMOD('),Q("),

. XP(3,*),VRP(3,'),VSP(3,*),VTP(3,*)
C

REWIND (I1)
REWIND (I2)
REWIND (20)
REWIND (21)

C
DO 20.1 ¤ 1,N.I

DO I0 I = 1,6
P(I,J) ···

0.D0
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
DO 30 I

-
1,NEQ

FORCE(I) == 0.D0
30 CONTINUE

C
IR ·= 2
IS

-
2

IT = 2
CALL INTPNT(R,S,T,IR,IS,IT,WTR,WTS,WTT)

C
DO 70 IE = 1,NE

DO 60 IRR ¤ I,IR
RR = R(IRR)
WR = WTR(IRR)
CALL INTER(H,DH,RR)
DO 50 ISS = 1,IS

SS = S(ISS)
WS = WTS(ISS)
DO 40 ITT = 1,lT

TT = T(ITI“)
WT = WTT(I'IT)
CALL STRES(EPS,STRESS,IE,MINC,.lCODE,DD,B,II,DII,RR,SS,TT

. ,XJINV,DEP'TII,WIDTH,XJAC,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,G,

. DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,VVT)
C

READ (20) STPl,STP2,STP3
STRESS(I) ·= STRESS(1) + STPI
STRESS(2) = STRESS(2) + STP2
STRESS(3) ¤ STRESS(3) + STP3

“
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WRITE (21) STRESS(1),STRESS(2),STRESS(3)
C

40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

C
REWIND (20)
REWIND (21)

C
DO 140 IE = 1,NE

DO 80 KK = 1,18
FINT(KK)

-
0.D0

80 CONTINUE
DO 110 IRR =· 1,IR

RR
-

R(IRR)
WR =- WTR(IRR)
DO 100 ISS =· 1,IS

SS = S(ISS)
WS

- WTS(lSS)
DO 90 ITT = 1,IT

TT == T(ITT)
WT = WTI'(I'IT)
READ (21) STRESS(1 ),STRESS(2),STRESS(3)
WRITE (20) STRESS(1),STRESS(2),STRESS(3)

C .

CALL INTERF(WR,WS,WT,II,DH,RR,SS,'IT,DEI’TI·I,WIDTH,
. XJAC,X,VR,VS,VT,IE,MINC,XJINV,B,G,FINT,
. STRESS,VVR,VVS,VVT)

90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE

READ (11) IEF
120 IF(IEF .NE. 0) THEN

IF(IEF .EQ. IE) TIIEN
WRITE (12) FINT(1),FINT(2),FINT(3),FINT(4),FINT(S),

. I’INT(6)
WRITE (12) FINT(7),FINT(8),FINT(9),FINT(10),FINT(I1),

. FINT(12)
WRITE (12) F1NT(13),FINT(l4),FINT(1S),FINT(16),FINT(17),

. FINT(18)
C

ENDIF
READ (11) IEF
GO TO 120

ELSE
REWIND (11)

ENDIF
C

DO 130 NDOF =- 1,18
J
-

MCODE(NDOF,IE)
1F(.I .NE. 0)T1IEN

FORCE(J) = FORCE(J) + FINT(NDOF)
ENDIF

C
IF(NDOF .GE. 1 .AND. NDOF .LE. 6) THEN

KG = MINC(1,IE)
IDOF = NDOF

ELSE1F(NDOF .GE. 7 .AND. NDOF .LE. 12)T1IEN
KG = MINC(2,1E)
IDOF = NDOF - 6

ELSEIF(NDOF .GE. 13 .AND. NDOF .LE. 18) THEN
“
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KG = MINC(3,IE)
— IDOF = NDOF -12

ENDIF
C

P(IDOF,KG) = P(IDOF,KG) + FINT(NDOF)
C
130 CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE

C
DO 1501

-
1,NEQ

RES(I) ¤= Q(I) - FORCE(I)
150 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C" UPDATC "

C
C IT UPDATES THE COORDINATES AND NODAL VECTORS OF THE SYSTEM
C AFTER EACH TIME INCREMENT. IT CALLS 'UNIVEC'.
C

SUBROUTINE UPDATC(X,D,VR,VS,VT,DD,NEQ,NJ,NE,MINC,JCODE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)

C
DIMENSION DD("),JCODE(6,*),X(3,'),D('),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,°),

. MINC(3,*)
C

DO 20] = l.NI
DO 10 L = 1,6

K = JCODE(L,J)
IF(K .NE. 0) TI-IEN

X(L,J) = X(L,J) + DD(K)
ENDIF

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
C--- SET THE VALUE BY WHICH TIIE INCREMENTAL ROTATIONS (NODAL) ARE TO
C BE DIVIDED IN TIIE EUl.ER’S FORWARD INTEGRATION, TO UPDATE THE
C INCREMENTAL N()DAL VECI'ORS. A VALUE OF 5 IS SUGGESTED.
C SET TIIE VALUE IN NDIV
C

NDIV = 5 ·
DIV = DFLOAT (NDIV)
DO 40 JNUM = 1,N.l

K = JCODE(4,.|UNM)
THI = DD(K) / DIV «
K = ICODE(5,JUNM)
TH2 = DD(K) / DIV
K = .ICODE(6,JUNM)
TII3 = DD(K)/ DIV
DO 30 KK = 1,NDIV

DUMI = VS(1,.INUM) + TH2 " VS(3,.INUM) -TH3 * VS(2,JNUM)
DUM2 = VS(2,JNUM) + TII3 * VS(1,JNUM) -TII1 ' VS(3,.INUM)
DUM3 = VS(3,.|NUM) + TII1 ' VS(2,JNUM) -TII2 " VS(1,JNUM)

C
VMAG = DSQRT (DUMI * DUMI + DUM2 ' DUM2 + DUM3 * DUM3)
VS(1,JNUM) = DUMI /VMAG
VS(2,JNUM) = I)UM2/VMAG
VS(3,.INUM) = DUM3 /VMAG

C
DUMI ¤ VT(1,.lNUM) + TH2 " VT(3,.INUM) -TH3 ' VT(2,.INUM)
DUM2 ¤ VT(2,.|NUM) + TH3 * VT(1,JNUM) -TII1 ' VT(3,.lNUM)
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C
DUM3 ¤ VT(3,.INUM) + TIII ' VT(2,JNUM) -TH2 * VT(I,JNUM)

VMAG = DSQRT(DUM1 * DUMI + DUM2 ' DUM2 + DUM3 ° DUM3)
VI‘(l,.INUM) = DUMI /VMAG
VT(2,.INUM) = I)UM2/VMAG
VT(3,.|NUM) = DUM3 / VMAG

C
30 CONTINUE

C
C--- PERFORM CROSS PRODUCT TO OBTAIN VR
C

CALL UNIVEC(VR,VS,VT,.lNUM)
_

40 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

C UPDATS

C
C UPDATE TI·IE STRESSES IN THE ELEMENTS AFTER EACI·I 'TIME INTERVAL.
C IT CALLS 'STRES', 'INTPNT', 'OUTPNT'.
C

SUBROUTINE UPDATS(EPS,STRESS,MINC,.ICODE,DD,B,H,DI-I,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,
. WTI',X.IINV,DEPTH,WIDTH,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,
. EMOD,VVR,VVS,VVT,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I‘P)

C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION R(*),S(*),T(*),I:lI’S(‘),STRESS(*),MINC(3,'),JCODE(6,*),

. DD(°),B(3,3,'),II("),DII(*),XJINV(3,'),DEPTH('),WIDTH(*),

. X(3,*),VR(3,*),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),G(3,3,"),DNL(6,'),

. GMOD('),ENIOD(*),W'I“R(°),W'I“S(‘),WI'T(*),XP(3,'),VRP(3,*),

. VVR(‘),VVS(*),VVI'(*),VSI’(3,°),VTP(3,*)
C

REWIND (9)
REWIND (I0)
REWIND (22)
REWIND (I5)

C
C--- READ THE ELEMENTS WHOSE STRESSES &. STRAINS ARE TO BE UPDATED.

C
READ (9) IES

C
IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN

READ (15) IR,IS,IT
CALL OUTPNT(R,S,T,IR,IS,IT)

ENDIF
C

10 IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN
DO 40 IRR

-
1.IR

RR = R(IRR)
DO 30 ISS = I,IS

SS
-

S(ISS)
DO 20 ITT •- 1,IT

TT == T(I’I'I')
CALL STRES(EPS,STRESS,IES,MINC,JCODE,DD,B,II,DH,RR,SS,

. TT,X.l INV,DEPTI I,WIDTH,XJAC,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I'P,G,DNL,

. GMOD,EMOD,VVR.VVS,VV'T)
READ (10) |II,.IJ.I,KKK,EI,E2,E3,Sl,S2,S3
EPS(I) = EPS(I) + EI
EPS(2) = EPS(2) + E2
EPS(3) = EPS(3) + E3

C
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STRESS(l) = STRESS(l) + SI
— STRESS(2) = STRESS(2) + S2

STRESS(3) = STRESS(3) + S3
C

WRITE (22) IRR,ISS,ITT,EPS(I),EPS(2),EPS(3),STRESS(l),
. STRESS(2),STRESS(3)

20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

READ (9) IES
GO TO 10

ENDIF
C
C--- TRANSFER TIIE DATA FROM UNIT 22 TO UNIT I0 FOR FUTURE USE...
C

REWIND (9)
REWIND (10)
REWIND (22)

C
READ (9) IES

C
50 IF(lES .NE. 0) THEN

DO 80 IRR ·= 1,IR
DO 70 ISS = l,IS

DO 60 ITT = I.lT
READ (22) I,.I,K,El,E2,E3,SI,S2,S3
WRITE (I0) I,J,K,EI,E2,E3,Sl,S2,S3

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

READ (9) IES
GO TO 50

ENDIF
C
C--- COMPUTE AND STORE THE NEW STRESS VALUES AT TIIE 2 X 2 X 2 GAUSS
C POINTS FOR TIIE REDUCED INTEGRATION TO CALCULATE TIIE GEOMETRIC
C STIFNESS MATRIX...
C

REWIND (23)
REWIND (24)

C
IR = 2
IS

-
2

IT
-

2
C

CALL INTPNT(R,S,'T,IR,IS,IT,WTR,W'TS,WTT)
C

DO I20 IE ¤ I.NE
DO II0 IRR = I,IR

RR
-

R(IRR)
WR = WTR(IRR)
DO I00 ISS = I,IS

SS = 'I‘(ISS)
WS

-
WTS(ISS)

DO 90 I'lT = 1,lT
TT = 'I“(ITT)
WT = W'IT(ITT)
CALL S'l"RES(EPS,S'TRESS,IE,MINC,]CODE,DD,B,

. II,DH,RR,SS,'I’T,XJINV,DEP'I°H,WIDTH,

. XJAC,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I'P,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,

. VVT)
C

READ (23) SI,S2,S3
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STRESS(1) = STRESS(1) + S1

· STRESS(2) = STRESS(2) + S2
STRIiSS(3) = S'I'RESS(3) + S3
WRITE (24) STRESS(1),S'I"RESS(2),S'1‘RESS(3)

90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE

C
E--- TRANSFER DATA FROM UNIT 24 TO 23 FOR FUTURE USE...

DO 160 IE = 1,NE
D01501RR = I,IR

DO 140 ISS = 1,lS
DO 130 ITT = 1,IT

READ (24) S1,S2,S3
WRITE (23) S1,S2,S3

130 CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
160 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

CC
TEST '

C
C PERFORM CONVERGENCE TESTS, ASSUME TIIAT CONVERGENCE IS REACIIED,
C (SETTING INCONV=0 ) UNTIL IT IS PROVED TIIE CON'I'RARY. CALL
C 'ENERGY', 'UNBALF', 'DISPL'.
C

SUBROUTINE TEST(D,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPI,INCONV,.ICODE,NEQ,N.I,
. Q,TOLDIS,TOLENE,TOLFOR)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A·II,O-Z)
DIMENSION D(*),DD(*),DDO(*),F(°),FP(*),FPI(*),.ICODE(6,'),Q(*)

C
INCONV = 0
IF (TOLENE.LE.I.D0) THEN

CALL ENERGY (DD,DDO,FP,FPI,INCONV,NEQ,Q,TOLENE)
END IF

C
IF (TOLFOR.LT.I.D0) TIIEN
CALL UNBALF (F,FP,INCONV,NEQ,Q,TOLFOR,FC)

END IF
C

IF (TOLDIS.LT.1.D0)TIIEN
CALL DISPL(D,DD,INCONV,NEQ,TOLDIS)

END IF
C

RETURN
END

CC
ENERGY

‘

C
C PERFORM THE ENERGY CONVERGENCE TEST. IF DIVER IS DIFFERENT FROM
C ZERO, TEST DIVERGENCE.
C
C TEST FOR DIVERGENCE IN ENERGY CAN ALSO BE MADE BY PUTTING THE
C PARAMETER DIVER -1.D0 IF THIS TEST OF DIVERGENCE IN ENERGY IS NOT
C REQUIRIED KEEP DIVER

-
0.D0

C
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SUBROUTINE ENERGY (DD,DDO,FP,FPI,INCONV,NEQ,Q,TOLENE)

~ IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A·H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DD('),DDO(*),FI’(*),FP1(*),Q(*)

C
WORKP=0.D0
WORKI=0.D0
DIVER = 1.D0

C
C INTERNAL ENERGY ..................................................

DO I0 I- I,NEQ
WORKI- WORKI + DD(I)*(Q(I)-FPI(I))
WORKP= WORKP + DDO(I)'(Q(I)-FP(I))

10 CONTINUE
IF ( DIVER.NE.0 )THEN

C
C TEST FOR DIVERGENCE ...........................................

IF (WORKI.G'I‘.DIVER°WORKP ) THEN
WRITE(6,l00)
STOP

END IF
END IF

C
C CHECK WITH TOLERANCES ............................................

IF (TOLENE.LT.l.D00 )THEN
IF (WORKI.GT.'I“OLENE'WORKP ) THEN

INCONV = INCONV + 1000
END IF

END IF
C

100 FORMAT([I’I0,"***' ERROR: DIVERGENCE IN ENERGY
'**'*’)

C
RETURN
END

C UNBALF *

C
C PERFORM A CONVERGENCE TEST FOR THE UNBALANCE FORCE.
C

SUBROUTINE UNBALF ( F,FP,INCONV,NEQ•Q.TOLFOR)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION F(*),FP(*),Q(")

C
UNBFI -0.D00
UNBFP =0.D00

C
C COMPUTE THE UNBALANCE FORCE ......................................

DO 10 I= 1.NEQ
UNBFI

-
UNBFI + (Q(I)-F(I))'*2

UNBFP = UNBFP + (Q(I)-FP(I))"2
10 CONTINUE

C
C CHECK WITH TOLERANCES ............................................

IF ( UNBFP.NE.0.D0 )THEN
C- (DSQRT(UNBFl) ) / ( DSQRT(UNBFP))

C
IF ( C.GT.TOLI’OR )TIIEN

INCONV = INCONV + 100
END IF

ELSE
INCONV ¤ INCONV + l00

END IF
C
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RETURN
~ END

CDISPLC

C PERFORM THE DISPLACEMENT CONVERGENCE TEST USING THE EUCLIDEAN
C VECTOR NORM OF DISPLACEMENTS.
C

SUBROUTINE DISPL ( D,DD,INCONV,NEQ,TOLDIS )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A·II,O-Z)
DIMENSION D(*),DD(*)

C
DELTAD ¤ 0.D00
TOTALD = 0.D00

C
C EUCLIDIAN VECTOR NORM OF DISPLACEMENTS ...........................

DO 10 I= 1,NEQ
DELTAD = DELTAD + (DD(I))**2
TOTALD -= TOTALD + (D(I))**2

10 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK WITH TOLERANCES ............................................

IF (TOTALD.NE.0 )TIIEN
C

-
( DSQRT(DELTAD) ) / ( DSQRT(I“OTALD))

IF ( C.GT.TOLDIS )THEN
INCONV = INCONV + 10

END IF
ELSE

WRITE(6,I00)
STOP

END IF
C

100 FORMAT(’ ERROR: DISPLACEMENTS ARE 0 -DISPL1-')
C

RETURN
END

C POSTN

C
C IT PERFOMS THE POSTPROCESSING OF NONLINEAR ANALYSIS FOR EACH
C TIME INCREMENT
C

SUBROUTINE POS'I‘N(JCODE,D,P)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION .ICODE(6,*),D(*),P(6,*)

C
REWIND (3)
REWIND (4)
REWIND (I3)
REWIND (I4)

C
C--- READ THE NODE WHOSE DISPLACEMENTS ARE TO BE ECHOED.
C

READ (3) IND '

C
10 IF(IND .NE. 0) THEN

DO 20 KK
-

1,6
NGLO

-
JCODE(KK,IND)

IF(NGLO .NE. 0) THEN
DEF • D(NGLO)

ELSE
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DEF = 0.D0
~ ENDIF

C
WRITE (4) DEF

20 CONTINUE
READ (3) IND

GO TO I0
ENDIF

C
C~~- JOINT NOS. WIIOSE IOINT FORCES ARE TO BE ECHOED.
C

READ (I3) IP
S0 IF(IP .NE. 0) THEN

WRITE (I4) P(I,II’),P(2,IP),P(3,IP),P(4,IP),P(S,IP),P(6,IP)
READ (I3) IP
GO TO S0

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C INTER

C
C IT CALCULATES THE INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS AND TIIEIR DERIVATIVES
C AT THE GIVEN INTERPOLATION POINTS. ·
C

SUBROUTINE IN'I“ER(II,DH,RR)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION H(*),DII(*)

_ C
H(l) = · RR/2.D0 * (l.D0 - RR)
II(2) = RR/2.D0 " (I.D0 + RR)
H(3) = I.D0 - RR*RR

C
DH(l) = - 0.5D0 + RR
DH(2) ·= 0.5D0 + RR
DII(3) = · 2.D0 * RR

C
RETURN
END

C'RIKWEMC

C IT CALCULATES THE GENERALIZED ARC LENGTH IN THE MODIFIED RIKS
C WEMPNER METIIOD. IT CALLS 'TRLVCF', 'STIFF', 'SOLVE', 'PRIESER',
C 'UPDATC', 'RESULT', 'POSTN' AND 'FORCES'.
C

SUBROUTINE RIKWEM(D,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,NEQ,NI,Q,TOLENE,TOLFOR,
. TOLDIS,QI,QIMAX,DQI,FORCE,VR,VS,VT,EPS,STRESS,
. MINC,JCODE,B,XJINV,DEP'I‘H,WIDTH,X,G,DNL,G MOD,
. EMOD,VVR,VVS,VVT,FINT,MCODE,RES,QBAR,DDOI,
. H,DII,NE,WTR,WTS,W'IT,R,S,T,P,DDT,DDP,DI)l,DD2,
. 'I'I'I',SSS,MAXA,'I'YPE,LSS,BNL,DSI,DS2,DS3,I'I'EUPD,
. IRESJTEDIiS,MAXIT,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I'P)

C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-II,0-Z)
CHARACTER'(*) TYPE*6

C
DIMENSION D('),DD('),DDO(*),F('),FP("),FPI(*),Q(*),FORCE(*),

. VR(3,'),VS(3,*),VT(3,‘),EPS(*),STRESS('),MINC(3,*),

. JCODE(6,*),B(3,3,°),X.IINV(3,*),DEI’I”II(*),WID'I'II("),X(3,"),
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-
G(3•3„°)•DNL(6•*)•GM0D(')•EM0D(*)•VVR(*)•VV$(*)•V V I (*)„

~ . F|NT(*),MCODE(l8,*),RES('),QBAR(*),II('),DI |(*),WI"R(*),

- WTS(*)•W'|'T(*)•R(')„$(*)f|“(*)J’(6„')„DD'|‘(*)„DD!’(')„
. DDI(*),DD2(*),'I'I'I“(*),SSS(*),MAXA("),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,'),
. DSI(2,2,*),DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,'),DD0l(*),XP(3,'),
. VRP(3,*),VSP(3,*),VTP(3,*)

C
DO I0 I ·= I,NEQ

T'I"I"(l)
-

0.D0
DDT(I) = 0.D0

10 CONTINUE
ITECNT

-
0

JTECNT = 0
IFLAG

-
0

NTRY
-

0
C

20 IF(QI .LE. QIMAX .AND. IFLAG .LE. I) TIIEN
CALL STIFF (NE,MINC,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,W'I'I‘,TYPE,JCODE,SSS,MAXA,

. LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,H,DH,VR,VS,VT,DEPTII,WIDTH,G,

. XJINV,X,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,STRESS,DSl,DS2,DS3)
C

DO 30 I = I,NEQ
'ITI“(I) = QBAR(I)

30 CONTINUE
C

CALL SOLVE(SSS,"I'IT,MAXA,NEQ,l)
C

DO 40 I = I,NEQ
DD0l(I) = "I'I'I“(|)
'I'I'I“(l) = 0.D0

40 CONTINUE
C

|F(lTECNT .EQ. 0) THEN
DS

-
DQI*DSQRT(DOTPRD(DD0l,DDOI,NEQ) + l.D0)

DSMAX = DS*2.D0
ELSE

A DQI -= DS/DSQRT(DOTPRD(DD0l,DD0l,NEQ) + l.D0)
TEMP ¤ DQI*(DOTPRD(DD0l,DDP,NEQ)+DQII)
IF(TEMP .GT. 0.D0) TIIEN

SGN = 1.DO
ELSE

SGN = —I.D0
ENDIF
DQI

-
SGN°DQl

ENDIF
C
C--- SAVE THE VALUES FOR THE FIRST TRIAL CONFIGURATION;
C

DQII = DQI
DO S0 I = I,NEQ

DDP(I) -= 0.D0
DDO(l) = DQI ' DD0l(l)
DDP(l) = DDP(l) + DDO(I)

C
C--- CALCULATE TIIE TOTAL DISPLACEMENTS.
C

D(I) = D(I) + DDO(I)
DDT(I) = DDO(l) + DDT(l)

50 CONTINUE
C

CALL PRESER(X,VR,VS,VT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,N.I)
CALL UPDATC(X,D,VR,VS,V'I“,DDO,NEQ,NJ,NE,MINC,JCODE)

C
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QI = QI + DQI
IF(QI .GT. QIMAX) TIIEN

QI = QIMAX
IFLAG = IFLAG + l

ENDIF
C

CALL TRLVCI'(D,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,NEQ,N.I,Q,'I’OI.ENE,TOLFOR,
. 'I'OLDIS,QI,QIMAX,I)QI,FORCE,VR,VS,VI',EPS,S'I“RESS,
. M|NC,JCODE,I3,X.|INV,DEI"l'I-l,WIDTH,X,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,
. VVR,VVS,VVT,FINT,MCOl)E,RES,QBAR,H,DI·I,NE,WTR,WI‘S,
. W'I'I“,R,S,T,I’,DD°I',DDP,DDl,DD2.DQII,'I°I'I',SSS,MAXA,
. 'I'YPE,LSS,BNL,DSl,DS2,DS3,lTEUPD,IT,MAXIT,XI’,
. VRP,VSP,VTP)

C
DO S5 I

·-
I.NEQ

FP(l) = F(I)
55 CONTINUE

ITECNT = ITECNT + 1
ITECNT = .|'I'ECN'I‘ + 1
IRES = IRES + 1
IF(ICONV .NE. 0) TIIEN

WRI'I'E(6,60)’*'*'*'ERROR'**°'*’/SOLUTION FAILS TO CONVERGE’
60 FORMAT(//[I"30,/\/[I‘27./\)

STOP
ELSE

IF(IRES .GE. ITECNT .OR. QI .GE. QIMAX) THEN
RATIO = QI /QIMAX
CALL POS'I'N(JCODE,D,P)
CALL RESULT(RATIO)
JTECNT = 0

ENDIF
ENDIF
DS = DS'DSQRT(DFLOAT(ITEDES)/DFLOAT(IT))
lF(DAI3S(DS) .GT. DSMAX) THEN

IF(DS. LT. 0) TIIEN
DS = -DSMAX

ELSE
DS = DSMAX

ENDIF
ENDIF
GO TO 20

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C* TRLVCT '

C
C IT PERFORMS ITERATIONS TO OBTAIN VECTORS ORTIIOGONAL TO TIIE
C GENERALIZED ARC LENGTII. IT CALLS 'FORCES', 'UPDATS", 'STIFF',
C 'SOLVE', 'PRESER', 'UPDATC', AND 'TEST'.
C

SUBROUTINE TRLVCT(D,DD,DDO,F,FI"',FPI,ICONV,NEQ,NJ,Q,TOLENE,TOLFOR,
. TOLDIS,QI,QlM/\X,DQI,I’ORCE,VR,VS,V'I',EPS,STRESS,
. MINC,JCODE,B,XJINV,DEPTI·I,WlD'I'I·I,X,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,
. VVR,VVS,VVI“,FINT,MCODE,RES,QI3AR,II,DII,NE,\VTR,WTS,
. W'I'I’,R,S,T,P,DD'I',DDP,DDl,DD2,DQlI,'I'I'I',SSS,MAXA,
. TYPE,LSS,BNL,DSl,DS2,DS3,ITEUPD,IT,MAXIT,XP,
. VRP,VSP,VTP)

C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O—Z)

‘
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CIIARACI'ER'(*) TYPE'6
C

DIMENSION D('),DD(*),DDO('),F(°),FP(‘),FPI(*),Q(*),FORCE(*),
. VR(3,°),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),EPS('),S'I'RESS(°),MINC(3,*),
. ICODE(6,*),B(3,3,*),XJINV(3,'),DEPTII(*),WID'I‘II(*),X(3,°), _

. G(3,3,"),I)NL(6,*),GMOI)(*),EMOD('),VVR("),VVS(*),VVT('),

. FINT(*),MCODE(I8,'),RES(*),QBAR(°),H(*),DII(*),WTR(*),

. WTS(*),W'I'I'(*),R(*),S(*),'I“('),P(6,'),DDT(*),DDP(*),

. DDI('),DD2(*),'I'I'I“(*),SSS(*),M/\XA(*),I3NL(2,2,2,3,9,°),

. DSI(2,2,"),DS2(2,2,'),DS3(2,2,*),XP(3,°),VRP(3,*),

. VSP(3,*),VTP(3,*)
C

CALL FORCES(NJ,P,FORCE,NEQ,R,S,T,WTR,W'I“S,WI'T,N E,I I,I)I I,EPS,
. STRESS,MINC,]CODE,[)D0,B,XJINV,DEP'I'H,WIDTII,X,
. VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,
. VVT,FINT,MCODE,RES,Q,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)

C
CALL UPDATS(EPS,STRESS,MINC,JCODE,DDO,II,II,DII,R,S,'I',W'I"R,WTS,

. WTI”,XJINV,DEPTI·I,WIDTI-I,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,

. EMOD,VVR,VVS,VV'T,XP,VRP,VSP,V”TP)
DO SSI = 1,NEQ

F(I) = FORCE(I)
55 CONTINUE

C
IT == 0
ICONV = I
ITENUM = ITEUPD

C
10 IF(IT .LE. MAXIT .AND. ICONV .NE. 0) THEN

DO 20 I ¤ 1,NEQ
FPI(I) = F(I)

Q(!) = QB^R(!) ’ Q!
20 CONTINUE

C
C--- UPDATE THE STIFFNESS MATRIX.
C

IF(ITENUM .GE. ITEUPI)) THEN
CALL STIFF (NE,MINC,R,S,T,W'I'R,W'I'S,W'I'I",'I'YPEJCODE,SSS,MAXA,

. LSS,B,EMOD,GMOD,H,DH,VR,VS,VT,DIEI’TH,WIDTII,G,

. XJINV,X,VVR,VVS,VVT,BNL,STRESS,DSI,DS2,DS3)
ITENUM = 0

ENDIF
C

DO 30 I
-

1,NEQ
'I'I'I'(I) = QBAR(I)

30 CONTINUE
C

IF(ITENUM .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL SOLVE(SSS,TIT,MAXA,NEQ,l)

ELSE
CALL SOLVE(SSS,TI"T,MAXA„NEQ,2)

ENDIF
C

DO 40 I = 1,NEQ
DDI(I) = ’I'I'I“(I)
'I'I'I”(I) = 0.DO

40 CONTINUE
C

DO S0 I = 1,NEQ
T'!"!(!) = Q(!) - F(!)

S0 CONTINUE
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CALL SOLVE(SSS,I I I,MAXA,NEQ,2)
C

DO 60 I = I,NEQ
DD2(I) = 'I'I'T(I)
TIT(I) = 0.D0

60 CONTINUE
C

DQI = -( DOTPRD(DDO,DD2,NEQ) )/( DOTPRD(DDO,DDI,NEQ) + DQII )
C

DO 70 I = 1,NEQ
DD(I) -DQI*DDl(I) +DD2(I)

70 CONTINUE
C

DO 80 I = 1,NEQ
D(I) = D(I) + DD(I)
DDP(I) ¤ DDP(I) + DD(I)
DDT(I)

-
DDT(I) + DD(I)

80 CONTINUE
C
C--- UPDATE TI·IE COORDINATES.
C

CALL PRESER(X,VR,VS,VT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,N.|)
CALL UPDATC(X,D,VR,VS,VI‘,DD,NEQ,N.l,NE,MINC,.ICODE)

C
CALL FORCES(N.I,P,FORCE,NEQ,R,S,T,\VTR,W'TS,WI'I“,NE,II,DII,EPS,

. STRESS,MINC,JCOI)E,DD,B,XJINV,DEPTII,WIDTII,X,

. VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,VVR,VVS,

. VV'T,FINT„MCODE,RES,Q,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)
C

CALL UPDATS(EPS,STRESS,MINC,ICODE,DD,B,II,DII,R,S,T,WTR,WTS,
. W'I'I‘,X.IINV,DEPTH,WIDTH,X,VR,VS,VT,G,DNL,GMOD,
. EMOD,VVR,VVS,VVT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP)

C
DO 90 I = 1,NEQ

F(I) = FORCE(I)
90 CONTINUE

C
QI -= QI + DQI

C
IF(QI .GT. QIMAX) TIIEN

QI = QIMAX
ENDIF

C
C--- CALL TEST TO CIIECK TI·IE CONVERGENCE OF TIIE SOLUTION.
C

CALL TEST(D,DD,DDO,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,.|CODE,NEQ,NJ,
. Q,TOLDIS,TOLENE,TOLFOR)

C
ITENUM

-
ITENUM + l

IT = IT + 1
GO TO 10

ENDIF
RETURN
END

C

C----—-----~----' DOTPRD *------·-----------·----
CC

C FUNCFION TI·IAT COMPUTES TIIE DOT PRODUCF OF DOTI AND DOT2.
C

FUNCTION DOTPRD(DOTl,DOT2„N)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A—II,O-Z)

‘
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DIMENSION DOTI(I),DOT2(I)
C

DOTPRD==0.D00
DO l0 I= 1,N

DOTPRD = DOTPRD + DOTI(I)*DOT2(I)
I0 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C PRESER

C
C IT SAVES THE CURREN’I' CONFIGURATION BEFORE EACH NEW TIME INCREMENT.
C

SUBROUTINE PRESER(X,VR,VS,VT,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,N.I)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-I~I,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(3,*),XP(3,*),VR(3,*),VRP(3,'),VS(3,°),VSP(3,*),

C
. VT(3,*),VTP(3,*)

DO 301 = I,NJ
DO 20 I = I,3

XI'(l„J) = X(IJ)
VRP(I,.I)

-
VR(I,J)

VSP(I,.|) = VS(I,J)
VTP(|.J) ·· VTUJ)

20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END

C* NEWVAR

C
C IT IS A CONTROL MODULE FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS BY NEWTON RALPIISON
C METI·IOD USING A VARIABLE TIME STEP. IT CALLS 'STORE', 'NEWRAP',
C 'STPDCR', 'STPICR', 'POSTN', AND 'RESULT'.
C

SUBROUTINE NEWVAR(Q,QBAR,QI,QIMAX,DQI,D,DD,R,S,T,EPS,STRESS,MINC,
. JCODE,B,BNL,H,DH,XJINV,DEPI'II,WIDTI·I,X,VR,VS,VT,
. G,DNL,GMOD,EMOD,WTR,\VI"S,WTI',FINT,P,NE,MCODE,
. VVR,VVS,VVT,IRES,TOLENE,TOLFOR,TOLDIS,F,FP,FPI,
. FORCE,'I'IT,RES,SSS,MAXA,NEQ,TYPE,LSS,
. DDO,NJ,MAXIT,ITEUPD,DSl,DS2,DS3,XP,VRP,VSP,V'I‘P,
. ALGO,RP,XPP,VRPP,VSPP,VTPP,DP,DQIMAX,DQIMIN,
. DTOL)
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H,O-Z)
CIIARACI“ER‘(*) TYPE'6,ALGO*6

C
DIMENSION Q("'),QBAR('),D(‘°'),DI)('),R(*),S(°),T("),EPS("),STRESS(*),

. MINC(3,‘),JCODE(6,'),B(3,3,*),BNL(2,2,2,3,9,°),H(*),

. DEPTII(*),WIDTH("),X(3,*),VR(3,"),VS(3,*),VT(3,*),

. G(3,3,°),DNL(6,*),GMOD(°),EMOD('),WTR(*),WTS(*),WTI"('),

. FlNT('),P(6,'),MCODE(l8,'),VVR("),VVS(*),VVT('),DH(*),

. F('),FI’('),FPI("),FORCE('),'I'I'I'("),RES('),X.IINV(3,'),

. SSS(*),MAXA("),DDO(*),DSI (2,2,"),DS2(2,2,*),DS3(2,2,*),

. XP(3,'),VRP(3,"),VSP(3,'),VTP(3,*),RP(‘),XPP(3,°),

. VRPP(3,*),VSPI’(3,*),VTI’P(3,'),DP(*)
C

IFLAG = 0
ISTEP ·= 0
ICONV ¤ 0NTRY == 0 '
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DO I0 I == l,NEQ
OU) = QVQBAR0)

I0 CONTINUE
C

CALL S'I‘ORE(X,VR,VS,VI‘,D,XPP,VRPI’,VSPP,VTPP,DP,N.|,NEQ,NE)
C

CALL NEWRAP(SSS,'I'I’I',MAXA,N EQ,NE,MINC,R,S,T,W'I‘R,WTS,W1T,TYPE,
. .ICODE,I.SS,B,EMOD,GM()I),II,DII,VR,VS,V'I“,DEP'I‘II,WIDTH,
. G,XJINV,X,VVR,VVS,VVI“,FORCIE,MCOI)E,FIN'I“,RI£S,Q,
. EPS,STRESS,D,DNL,I)D,DDO,F,FP,FPI,ICONV,N.|,
. 'I'OLDIS,’I'OLENE,TOLFOR,MAXIT,I'I'EUPD,I3NL,P,I)SI,
. DS2,DS3,XP,VRP,VSP,VTP,IDIVER,ITECNT,ALGO,RP,
. DTOL)

C
IF(IDIVER .EQ.‘ I) TIIEN

CALL STPDCR(X,XPP,VR,VRPP,VS,VSPP,VT,VTPP,N.|,NEQ,D,DP,QI,
. DQI,DQIMIN,NE)

NTRY = 0
ICONV = 0

ELSE
KTECNT = ITECNT - I
MAX = MAXIT / 2
IF(KTECNT .LE. MAX) TIIEN

NTRY = NTRY + l
ELSE

NTRY = 0
ENDIF
DO IS IEQ = I,NEQ

FP(IEQ) = FORCE(IEQ)
I5 CONTINUE

ENDIF
C

IF(NTRY .EQ. 2) THEN
CALL S'I'PICR(DQI,DQIMAX,NTRY)

ENDIF
C

II'(INCONV .NE. 0) TIIEN
WRITE(6,20)

20 FORMAT(//[FI,80('#')/[I'27,'SOLUTION FAILED TO CONVERGI?//Tl,

- 80(’#’))
STOP

ELSE
IF(IDIVER .EQ. 0) TI·IEN

ISTEP -
ISTEP + I

ENDIF
IF(IS'I"EP .EQ. IRES .OR. QI .GE. QIMAX) THEN

CALL POSTN(JCODE,D.P)
RATIO = QI /QIMAX
CALL RESULT(RATIO)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
QI = QI + DQI
IF(QI .GT. QIMAX) THEN

QI = QIMAX
IFLAG = IFLAG + 1

‘

ENDIF
GO TO 5

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

'
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C' DVTEST "
C
C FOR A GIVEN LOAD STEP, ESTIMATE TIIE REQUIRED NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
C FOR CONVERGENCE BY THE N/R METHOD.
C

SUBROUTINE DVTEST(DTOL,lDlVER,ITECNT,MAXIT,NEQ,NTRY,R,RP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O—Z)

C
DIMENSION R(*),RP(')

C
IDIVER = 0
RMAX = 0.D0
RPREV = 0.D0

C
DO 10 I = l,NEQ

IF(ABS (R(l)) .GT. RMAX) THEN
RMAX = ABS (R(I))

ENDIF
10 CONTINUE

C
DO 20 1 = 1,NEQ

IF(ABS (RP(I)) .GT. RPREV) THEN
RPREV

-
ABS(RP(1))

ENDIF
20 CONTINUE ~

ESTN = ITECNT + DLOG(DTOL/RMAX)/DLOG(RMAX/RPREV)
IF((RMAX/RPREV) .GT. 1) TI IEN

C ESTN = MAXIT + 1.D0
ENl)IF
IF(ESTN .GT. MAXIT) THEN

IDIVER ¤ 1
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C* STPDCR °

C
C IT REDUCES THE STEP INCREMENT/DECREMENT SIZE BY 75 PERCENT IN TIIE
C VARIABLE TIME STEP N/R MET}-IOD. PRINT AN ERROR MESSAGE AND ABORT
C THE PROGRAM IF THE STEP INCREMENT IS ALREADY EQUAL TO DQIMIN.
C

SUBROUTINE STPDCR(X,XPP,VR,VRPP,VS,VSPP,VT,VTPP,NJ,NEQ,D,DP,QI,
. DQI,DQIMIN,NE)
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-H,O-Z)

C
DIMENSION X(3,"),XPP(3,*),VR(3,*),VRPP(3,'),VS(3,*),VSPP(3,'),

. VT(3,*),VTPP(3,'),D(*),DP(*)
C

DO 20 J = 1,NJ
DO 10 L = 1,3

X(LJ) * X|’|’(LJ)
VR(L,J)

-
VRPP(L,J)

VS(L,J) == VSPP(L,J)
VT(L,J) = VTPP(L,J)

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
DO 30 I = 1,NEQ

D(1) = DP(I)
‘
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30 CONTINUE
C

Q1 = Q1 - DQI
C

DO 40 I = 1,NEQ
D(I)

-
DP(I)

40 CONTINUE
C

REWIND (9)
REWIND (10)
REWIND (15)
REWIND (18)
REWIND (19)
REWIND (22)
REWIND (23)
REWIND (24)

C
READ (15) IR,IS,IT
READ (9) IES

50 1F(IES .NE. 0) TIIEN
DO 80 IRR = 1,IR

DO 70 ISS = 1,IS
DO 60 ITT = 1,IT

READ (18) IA,IB,IC,E1,E2,E3,S1,S2,S3
WRITE (10) 1A,IB,IC,El,E2,E3,S1,S2,S3

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

READ (9) IES
GO TO 50

ENDIF
C

DO 120 IE = l,NE
DO1101RR =1.2

DO 100 ISS = 1,2
DO 90 ITT = 1,2

READ (19) 1EE,$1,S2,S3
WRITE (23) 1EE,S1,S2,S3

90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE

C
lF(DQI .LE. DQ1MIN)TIIEN

WRI'I‘E(6,130) ’**"ERROR'°*’/REQUIRED STEP INCREMENT IS SMALLER',
. "1'IIAN ALLOW/\I1LE'

130 FORMAT(/[T35/I'15,A,1X,A)
STOP

C
ELSE

DQI = DQ1"0.25
ENDIF

C
1F(DQ1 .LT. DQ1M1N)'1’1~IEN

DQI = DQIMIN
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C" STPICR

~
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C IT INCREASES THE TIME INCREMENT BY 25 PERCENT ANI) CIIECKS TIIE
C NEW VALUE TO KEEP IT WITIIIN TIIE MAXIMUM SPECIFIED (DQIMAX).
C

SUBROUTINE STPICR(DQI,DQIMAX,NTRY)
IMPLICI'T REAL'8(A-H,O-Z)

C
DQI = DQI*I.25D0
IF(DQI .GE. DQIMAX) THEN

DQI = DQIMAX
ENDIF
NTRY = 0

C
RETURN
END

C STORE

C
C IT STORES TIIE CONFIGURATION OF TIIE SYSTEM AT TIME T. IF NO
C CONVERGENCE IS ACHIEVED IN TIIE PRESCRIBED NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
C THE PROGRAM RETURNS TO TIIE CURRENT CONFIGURATION AND REITERATES
C WITH A REDUCED TIME INCREMENT.
C

SUBROUTINE STORE(X,VR,VS,VT,D,XPP,VRPP,VSPP,VTPP,DI’,N.I,NEQ,NE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(3,*),XPP(3,'),VR(3,*),VRPP(3,*),VS(3,*),D(*),DP(’),

. VTI’I’(3,*),VSPP(3,'),V'T(3,°)
C

DO 20 J = I,NJ
DO I0 I = I.3

XPP(I,J) = X(I,J)
VRPP(I,J) = VR(I,J)
VSPP(I,J) = VS(I,.I)
VTPP(I,I) -= VT(I,J)

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C
DO 30 I = l,NEQ

DP(I) = D(I)
30 CONTINUE

C
REWIND (9)
REWIND (I0)
REWIND (I8)
REWIND (I9)
REWIND (23)
REWIND (15)

C
READ (I5) IR,IS,IT
READ (9) IES

50 IF(IES .NE. 0) THEN
DO 80 IRR = I,IR

DO 70 ISS = I.IS
DO 60 ITT == l,IT

READ (10) IA,IB,IC,EI,E2,E3,SI,S2,S3
WRITE (I8) IA,IB,IC,EI,E2,E3,Sl,S2,S3

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

READ (9) IES
GO TO 50

ENDIF Ä
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DO 120 IE -= 1,NE
DO 110 IRR

-
1,2

DO 100 ISS ¤ 1,2
DO 90 I'I'I' = 1,2

READ (23) S1,S2,S3
WRITE (19) S1,S2,S3

90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END
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